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An Interview with 
Gen Mark A.Welsh 

Twentieth USAF Chief of Staff 

SSQ: General Welsh, what top challenges do you expect to encounter during 
your term as chief? 

General Welsh: Rather than challenges, I see great opportunities for 
our Air Force, the foremost being the sharing of our Air Force story with 
the public, with the Congress, with industry, with our sister services, and 
our coalition partners. Telling our story is also important when it comes to 
motivating the force. We've been at war for 20-plus years now—through 
Northern and Southern Watch, Allied Force, and deployments to and 
from Southwest Asia over the last 10 years, along with everyone else. Our 
Airmen are doing amazing things! They move people and cargo around 
the world. They conduct intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance 
operations in every combatant commander's AOR. They fly lifesaving 
aeromedical evacuation missions to get wounded warriors off the battle- 
field and back home for treatment and care. They're on the ground leading 
convoys, clearing improvised explosive devices, and calling in airstrikes. 
They resupply ground forces with tactical airdrops. They provide nuclear 
deterrence for the nation. They deliver space-based communication, navi- 
gation, and missile defense warning. They're fighting shoulder-to-shoulder 
on the battlefield with their Army, Navy, and Marine Corps teammates. 
They patrol the skies above them, ready to respond when needed most. 
And they make it all look easy—sometimes too easy. In reality, it's pretty 
tough to do. Our Airmen are not overstressed, but they are tired, and their 
families are tired. Part of my job is to tell our story so people understand 
the skill, the determination, and the resources that it takes for the Air 
Force to make these capabilities available to the combatant commanders. 

The future security environment represents another opportunity for the 
Air Force. Although the US military must prepare to operate in every 
domain on, under, or above our planet, I believe the air, space, and cyber 
domains are likely to be those most contested in the future. The Air Force 
brings unique expertise to each of these domains, and we will preserve and 
fortify those areas where we are most mature, while also exploring and 
influencing those areas where we are less mature. 
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For the next five years, the Air Force will not see a lot of new aircraft and 
equipment. It will take a while for much-needed modernization to ap- 
pear. But Airmen must know their contributions matter—that what they 
do makes a difference. So I think for my tenure as Chief, the job is going 
to be to communicate clearly, motivate as much as I can, and make sure 
Airmen understand just how good they are, and how proud they should 
be of themselves and what they represent. If I can do that, they'll take care 
of everything else. 

SSQ: Do you have a list of priorities you feel must be addressed within the 
next year, and what are your longer-term priorities? 

General Welsh: Upfront, we have some work to do to rebuild trust and 
credibility with the Congress. I met with several senators during my con- 
firmation process, and each one mentioned they were concerned about 
communication and transparency between the Congress and the Defense 
Department, and specifically with the Air Force. The perception is that 
the Air Force does not tell the whole story—that it does not offer full dis- 
closure. That's no way to do business; it's certainly not our intent or our 
practice as we see it; and it is clearly something Secretary Michael Donley 
and I must address. There is absolutely no question that the Congress and 
the Air Force are both focused on doing what's best for the nation. So we 
will work harder to ensure timely, open, and transparent communication 
with the Congress. This won't be a one-time effort; it will be a consistent 
long-term effort to strengthen and maintain the relationship of trust that 
we must have with the Hill. 

The second focus item is the active-reserve component mix within the Air 
Force. Our 2013 budget arrived on Capitol Hill and basically ran into a brick 
wall, principally because of concerns with adjustments made to our active- 
reserve component mix. This led many people to believe mere is a problem 
with Total Force integration in our Air Force. Nothing could be further from 
the truth. The process that led us to submit the 2013 budget proposal can be 
improved. We will fix it and move forward together to craft the Total Force 
that best balances requirements, capabilities, risk, and cost on behalf of our 
nation's defense and our states' requirements for disaster response. 

Out where the Air Force operates, you can't tell a Guardsman from a 
Reservist from an active duty Airman. The Total Force is still seamless and 
strong in the US Air Force. But, the Airmen who are on the front end of 
our business, the ones who are fighting side-by-side doing incredible work 
every day, are looking over their shoulder at us wondering, "What are you 
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guys doing back there?" And so we have to figure out how we can improve 
the coordination and communication process inside the Beltway and with 
the state governors and adjutants general to make sure everybody has in- 
put to, and fully understands, the intent and the approach of our future 
force structure and resource planning efforts. 

Longer term, we must figure out a way to modernize our Air Force. 
The health of our aircraft fleet has been a lingering problem, and we've 
been lucky that our equipment has survived well beyond expected service 
lives and that our great Airmen continue to keep the aging fleet operating. 
Twenty-plus years of full-time activity in multiple war zones have aged 
equipment faster than we originally planned. We are flying airplanes at a 
much higher rate, and this has caused our fleet to age dramatically. There's 
no secret about that. We've taken great care of the fleet, and it's still getting 
the job done. But it won't last forever. 

Also, we will soon begin the transition to a peacetime Air Force. As 
the drawdown in Afghanistan continues, I suspect that the Air Force will 
probably remain there as long as any of our services. But as we reduce our 
footprint, we must figure out what to do with some of the capabilities we 
invested in for operations in Afghanistan and Iraq. For example, what do 
you do with the fleet of remotely piloted aircraft? How might they be used 
in other theaters, particularly in the nation's rebalance to the Asia-Pacific 
region? What about Africa? What about the Airmen who make up the ISR 
enterprise? How will that key mission area adjust to a new environment? 
And finally, where does the Air Force best contribute in the cyber arena? 
These are some of my concerns. 

SSQ: It has been said the Air Force will get smaller in the future but will 
be of higher quality. What do you see as the opportunities and risks associated 
with this kind of Air Force? 

General Welsh: Given the fiscal constraints we're facing as a nation and 
in light of the new defense strategic guidance, the Air Force made some 
strategic choices to get smaller. These weren't easy decisions, but they were 
necessary to protect our quality and readiness. Failing to reduce our size 
risks hollowing out the force—there just isn't enough money in the bud- 
get to support a large force structure. To do so, you have to take money 
from modernization and training to pay for it. That's horrible trade space 
in which to operate. 

We need to reduce some of our excess capacity to provide the cost sav- 
ings needed to modernize the force. A smaller force allows us to modernize 
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our fleet and repair or replace worn-out equipment. It also ensures our 
Airmen receive the training needed to be the best on the battlefield. The 
men and women in our Air Force are proud of what they do and how 
well they do it. We ask a lot of them, and they always deliver. That pride 
is an integral part of what makes our Air Force special. . . and successful. 
Airmen have been at war for 20-plus years. Ninety percent of our team 
has joined since the 9/11 attacks. The tempo has been tough, but they 
continue to serve because they're proud and they have a tremendous sense 
of purpose. Their families continue to support them through the mul- 
tiple deployments, the missed birthdays, the missed anniversaries, and the 
missed holidays because they're proud of their Airmen too. But if we can't 
provide the equipment our Airmen need to do their jobs; if we don't give 
them the training they need to be the very best at what they do; if we allow 
frustration to take root and override that pride, they'll walk. I can't let that 
happen ... we simply can't be successful without them. 

SSQ: Not long ago you mentioned innovation as important to the success of the 
Air Force. What areas do you think require the greatest innovative efforts today? 

General Welsh: Innovation is part of our DNA. It's in our institutional 
fabric. The early airpower pioneers looked at the World War I and II battle- 
fields with a perspective of "over, not through." Today's Airmen use develop- 
ing technology in new and innovative ways every single day. As I look 
ahead, innovation—fueled by intelligent, creative Airmen—will remain a 
key part of who we are and what we value as a service. 

The pressures on us from a budget perspective are significant. They in- 
clude those from sequestration, if it occurs, as well as the pressures from 
a continuing decrease of our budget, even if sequestration doesn't hap- 
pen. A smaller budget means that we must find innovative ways and new 
tactics, techniques, and procedures to use the people, tools, and aircraft 
that we do have as effectively as possible. This is not a new approach. 
Technology allows us to do some amazing things on the battlefield, and 
it's a tremendous force multiplier. As a young officer, I never imagined us- 
ing a bomber to provide close air support for troops on the ground. But 
that's exactly what we've been doing. Special Ops C-130s are carrying the 
small-diameter bomb, allowing them to do the same. And when you think 
about RPAs, I believe we have just moved out of the "Wright Flyer stage" 
with these systems. Over the next 20-30 years, these capabilities are going 
to advance, and advance rapidly. No one knows exactly what will happen 
next, but it's going to be exciting to watch! The only thing I'm sure of is 
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that our Air Force will lead the way, because nobody develops and inte- 
grates new technology into air operations on a large scale as well as we do. 

The security environment will also drive the need for innovative thought 
and action. The growth of anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) methods and 
strategies by potential adversaries—ballistic and cruise missiles, guided 
rockets, integrated air defense systems, submarines, antiship missiles, 
sea mines, and fast-attack boats—led us to the Air-Sea Battle concept. 
If you're trying to operate in the A2/AD environment, you're going to 
look for capabilities that increase platform ranges, link and extend sensor 
ranges, extend weapons envelopes, and maximize stealth. Interoperability 
and the ability to communicate and share data with our sister services and key 
allies and partners are also essential. It takes some out-of-the-box thinking. 
Gen Norty Schwartz described Air-Sea Battle as a "furnace for ideas." And 
that's exactly what it is. The concept allows the services to study, evalu- 
ate, and pursue synchronized investment to better support the combatant 
commanders in an A2/AD environment, making more efficient use of the 
limited resources we have. 

SSQ: Over the last year our Air Force seems to have been rocked by, and 
in some cases rebuked because of several controversies including the place of 
religion in the service, the Dover mortuary, sexual assault at Basic Military 
Training, and the F-22, just to name a few. How would you address our critics 
who may be questioning the efficacy of the Air Force? 

General Welsh: First I want to say that I'm proud to lead and serve 
the 690,000 Airmen who fight in our nation's Air Force. We have great 
people, a great mission, and a great heritage. Like many other large or- 
ganizations, we've seen our share of headlines, and we continue to work 
through those issues to make our service better. But I don't measure the 
worth of our Air Force by those issues. Not one of those headlines detracts 
in a meaningful way from what our Air Force means to this nation. Only 
the Air Force gives our decision makers the capability and capacity they 
need for air superiority, nuclear and global strike forces, ISR, rapid global 
mobility, and command and control operations, all enabled by space and 
cyber forces. I truly believe that we are at our best providing those endur- 
ing capabilities that our nation relies on, and those are the areas where we 
must continue to focus. 

Gaining and maintaining air superiority is foundational to how we fight 
as a joint force. The Army, and to a degree the Marine Corps, depends on 
us to get this right. The fact that no US military member has been killed 
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on the ground by an enemy combat aircraft since the Korean War re- 
inforces this notion. Our ground troops have grown so accustomed to 
fighting absent enemy airstrikes that many of my joint counterparts no 
longer worry about hostility from above. Air superiority is not a birth- 
right, nor is it easy to provide. Today's adversaries have been deterred from 
meeting us in the air largely due to our technological, operational, tactical, 
and training dominance. This is an advantage we must not sacrifice. If we 
can't provide the air superiority that guarantees American ground forces 
both freedom to attack and freedom from attack, then the way the US 
military currently fights on the ground will have to change. Air superiority 
is fundamental to the American way of war. 

We have a team of 36,000 Airmen who are focused on the Air Force's num- 
ber one priority, the nuclear mission, each and every day. They live a standard 
of excellence. The mission demands it. Their stewardship ensures that our 
nuclear arsenal—two-thirds of America's nuclear triad—is safe, secure, and 
able to hold targets anywhere on the planet at risk. I often hear that since the 
Cold War has passed, so has the nation's need for a robust nuclear deterrent 
and global strike force. That notion is diametrically opposed to our nation's 
current policy and deterrence strategy. To implement that strategy, our nuclear 
and global strike forces require maintenance and modernization, as with any 
aging capability. We can debate the size of the nuclear force, but its presence 
and operational surety are nonnegotiable in my book. 

Nobody does ISR to the scope and scale of the United States Air Force. 
RPAs have proven themselves essential in developing situational awareness 
of the battlespace to commanders and troops on the ground. There's been 
a significant demand for this capability, and the Air Force has invested 
heavily in RPAs to support the need. The Air Force is also largely respon- 
sible for the processing, exploitation, and dissemination of intelligence 
data after its collection. The effects of this powerful capability are huge. 
From responsiveness and timeliness, to accuracy and precision, Air Force 
ISR provides the data, information, and connectivity to fuse and synchro- 
nize joint operations. However, Air Force ISR has largely been conducted 
these past 20-pIus years in a permissive environment. We must plan for 
and invest in the future of the Air Force's incredible ISR contributions to 
our nation's defense. It's critically important that those contributions be 
possible in all scenarios, to include operations in contested battlespace. 

Strategic mobility is the backbone of US military power. Airlift, aerial 
refueling, and contingency response groups fulfill the need to rapidly 
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move personnel and cargo throughout the world, to deliver humanitarian 
aid and a helping hand to those in need, to bring our wounded warriors 
home, and to deploy forces to deter enemy aggression. We launch an air- 
lift sortie every two minutes, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Mobility 
has been an Air Force core mission since its inception—it's a clear war- 
fighting advantage that we must not surrender. Global reach is part of who 
we are as an Air Force and as a nation. 

Everything we do in our Air Force is enabled in some way, shape, or 
form by capabilities and command and control processes that incorporate 
assets in the space and cyber domains. From GPS positioning to weather 
forecasting and ISR collection and dissemination, the Air Force space mission 
transcends service and departmental boundaries. Our Airmen lead the 
Department of Defense effort to ensure the same situational awareness 
and freedom to operate in space that we have in the air domain. It's an- 
other mission area where modernization and technological edge must not 
be sacrificed, but whose effects are often behind the scenes. Air Force cyber 
warriors protect our command and control infrastructure and networks, 
ensuring that the connectivity we've come to rely upon is not hacked, 
spoofed, or jammed. The ability to command and control operations on 
a regional scale is something our combatant commanders expect from us. 
It's also a clear advantage we enjoy over our adversaries. Each of these areas 
is of growing importance to our nation, not just to our Air Force and the 
joint war fighters we support. 

My point here is simple . . . the Air Force matters. We're not more im- 
portant than any other service, but we are equally critical to the nation. 
More importantly, our Airmen matter. They serve with pride, living our 
core values of Integrity, Service, and Excellence. Without them and their 
joint teammates, there would not be air superiority, nuclear and global 
strike forces, persistent ISR, rapid global mobility, or the enabling capa- 
bilities that our command and control, space, and cyber assets provide. 
It's our people who make that all possible—people who are proud, well- 
trained, well-equipped, and ready. No matter what issue hits the head- 
lines to distract us, it's important that we tell their story enough times, 
to enough audiences, so there is no question, confusion, or doubt about 
what our Airmen provide for America. Our job is to stand beside our sis- 
ter services to fight and win this nation's wars. We have a track record of 
doing exactly that. . . and we'll remain ready to do it in the future. BRCI^ 
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Industry's Vital Role in 
National Cyber Security 

James P. Farwell 

The competing demands of economic recovery and protecting critical 
cyber infrastructure (CI) have heightened the need for stronger partner- 
ships between the US government (USG) and private industry. Develop- 
ing new technologies, strategies, plans, operations, tools, and techniques 
are essential to protect cyber security. How we meet this challenge has 
opened an important philosophical debate in the United States about the 
role of government and its relationship to private industry. 

US Cyber Command chief Gen Keith Alexander has advised Con- 
gress that cyber threats to military and commercial sectors are growing 
and that criminals have exploited 75 percent of our nation's computers.1 

Intelligence and criminal threats have spotlighted discussion on how the 
military protects its assets, networks, and systems, and no one disputes 
the military's pivotal role in cyber security. 

Yet, 90 percent of US critical cyber infrastructure is owned by the private 
sector.2 Melissa Hathaway, who served as the cyber coordination executive 
for the Director of National Intelligence (DNI), has rightly pointed out 
that corporate and political leaders "appear to be paralyzed about meet- 
ing the needs for our cyber infrastructures and enterprises."3 This cur- 
rent deadlock undercuts American security interests, and Congress must 
strike a balance between competing policy perspectives for cyber security. 
The dilemma is that earning a profit motivates industry, while protect- 
ing national security motivates the USG. Although often complementary, 
these agendas do compete. What is required is a confluent approach that 
removes legislative obstacles to stronger cyber security, forges robust partner- 
ships between the public and private sectors, and better manages risk in 
the global supply chain. A review of current US strategy and the threat 
matrix is instructive in framing a new approach. 

James P. Farwell is an expert in strategic communication and information strategy who has served as 
a consultant to the Department of Defense, the US Strategic Command, and the US Special Operations 
Command. He has three decades' experience as a political consultant in US presidential, congressional, and 
other campaigns. He has published numerous articles and The Pakistan Cauldron: Conspiracy, Assassination 
and Instability (Potomac Books, 2011). 
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Industry's Vital Role in National Cyber Security 

The Current Strategy 
A 2007 presidential directive ordered the Department of Defense (DoD) 

to protect its critical infrastructure.4 The order endorsed a collaborative, 
coordinated effort to identify, assess, and improve critical infrastructure 
within the defense industrial base (DIB).5 The DIB includes "the DoD, 
US government, and the private sector worldwide industrial complex with 
capabilities to perform research and develop, produce, deliver, and main- 
tain military weapon systems, subsystems, components or parts to meet 
military requirements necessary to fulfill the National Military Strategy."6 

Most of the DIB is privately owned. It includes businesses of all sizes, in- 
cluding small, innovative companies that move rapidly and offer cutting- 
edge ideas that can be translated into usable products. 

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) holds responsibility 
for protecting civilian critical infrastructure and key resources (CIKR).7 

CIKR includes "assets, systems, networks, and functions that provide 
vital services to the nation," for which attacks or disruption could produce 
large-scale human casualties, property destruction, and economic damage 
as well as damage national prestige, morale, and confidence.8 To help co- 
ordinate protection responsibility, the DHS devised a national infrastruc- 
ture protection plan (NIPP).9 In concept, the NIPP provides a unifying 
structure to integrate efforts to protect the CIKR into a single national 
program. The plan aims to balance resiliency with focused, risk-informed 
prevention and preparedness. Eighteen sector-specific plans (SSP) support 
the NIPP. These address efforts among local, state, and federal efforts, the 
private sector, and international organizations and allies.10 Plans provide 
vision, coherence, and courses of action for a way ahead. But what must 
be done to more fully implement the current cyber strategy? 

In July 2011, the DoD released its new Strategy for Operating in Cyber- 
space.u Five precepts guide it. First, by treating cyberspace as an operational 
domain, it seeks "increased training, information assurance, greater situa- 
tional awareness, and creating secure and resilient network environments." 
Second, calling for "cyber hygiene" in security, it looks to strengthen the 
workforce and employ new operating concepts to improve security. Third, 
it recognizes that private-public partnerships form the foundation for an 
"active, layered defense." Fourth, it embraces international partnerships. 
Since cyberspace transcends traditional geographic borders, incidents may 
occur across national jurisdictions, and effective action requires multi- 
lateral cooperation among allies. The NATO 2020 report also calls for 
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incorporating cyber defense into allied strategic thinking.12 Finally, the 
strategy aims to catalyze civilian talent and ingenuity to spur new technology. 
It recognizes that entrepreneurs in small and medium-size companies 
often stand at the cutting edge in moving concepts from innovative idea 
to reality and scaled adoption. 

The Emerging Threat Matrix 

What is a cyber threat and how should that term be defined and ad- 
dressed? One starts by distinguishing between cyber threats and cyber in- 
dicators. The distinction matters. Cyber experts Dan Auerback and Lee 
Tien suggest that a cyber security threat is what we guard against, while a 
"cyber security threat indicator" is the activity that allows private or public 
entities to monitor and execute countermeasures. They note that stealing 
passwords from a secure government server might be a threat, while a port 
scan to search for vulnerabilities is an indicator—a vague distinction. Leg- 
islative reform needs to clearly define each and address every aspect of cyber 
security.13 Definitions need to embrace the notion that counterintrusion 
is self-defense and clearly define exploitation, counterexploitation, and self- 
defense tactics. Century Link's chief security officer David Mahon has 
well summarized the major cyber threats faced by the public and private 
sector.14 They fall generally into four categories: nation-state intrusions 
(also known as "advanced persistent threat"); criminal, which extends to 
sophisticated organized crime; "hackivism"; and insider attacks. 

Fast-evolving technology is altering the strategic implications for cyber ca- 
pabilities, expanding and intensifying these threats. The world around us is 
changing quickly, reshaping the political environment. That affects strategic 
considerations. The Internet stands out as an emblem of this radical transfor- 
mation. The global digital infrastructure, "institutions, practices and protocols 
that together organize and deliver the increasing power of digital technology 
to business and society,"'5 has reconfigured how business is conducted. Pre- 
paring for the next threat requires thinking ahead. Defensive strategies that 
worked before may prove obsolete if one attempts to win the next war by 
refighting the last one. 

The threats are also new. Former assistant secretary of defense William 
J. Lynn has long worried about the impact of network destruction.16 The 
Russian-backed denial of service attacks on Estonia and Georgia17 and 
the assault on eBay and PayPal by the hacker group Anonymous illustrate 
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that governments and companies are both vulnerable. The emergence of 
cyber weapons like Stuxnet, which impeded Iran's nuclear centrifuge pro- 
gram, opens a window to the future.18 Initial reports suggested that assets 
of friendly nations, such as an Indian satellite, also sustained damage,19 

although doubts about that later arose.20 

Critics of Iran cheered Stuxnet I. But Stuxnet II may target US or al- 
lied critical infrastructure. Blended attacks, employing cyber and kinetic 
weapons in combination, could zero in on military and civilian targets, de- 
stroying some while launching sophisticated penetrations of networks that 
control critical civilian infrastructure. The emerging political ecosystem 
in which new weapons are originating from nonstate parties, including 
criminal enterprises, unveils complicated and unpredictable scenarios.21 

Concerns about Chinese cyber espionage and piracy (or, in obtuse national 
security jargon, "cyberexploitation") highlight another challenge. The US- 
China Economic and Security Review Commission has repeatedly warned 
that the Chinese are guilty of rampant cyber piracy—stealing intellectual 
property and trade secrets vital to US defense and to keeping it technologi- 
cally competitive.22 This concern is one element of a broader challenge, as 
rivals or foes employ multiple channels to acquire confidential and pro- 
prietary data. A 2012 report to the commission points to "collaboration 
between US and Chinese information security firms . . . over the potential 
for illicit access to sensitive network vulnerability."23 What cannot be hacked 
may yet be obtained through legal acquisition from US companies. These 
concerns must be addressed as part of a broad strategy to protect our interests. 

Human mistakes or errors in judgment challenge our most sensitive 
networks and systems, as Dr. James Peery of the Energy Department's 
Sandia National Laboratories warned the US Senate that we must "assume 
our adversary is in our networks, on our machines." Still, he noted, "We've 
got to operate anyway"24 His fears are well founded. In 2008, hackers 
penetrated the Pentagon's classified Secret Internet Protocol Router Net- 
work (SIPRNET) when a flash drive loaded with "Agent.btz," a malicious 
code devised by a foreign intelligence agency, was left in a Middle East 
parking lot. Later, someone inserted it into a USCENTCOM laptop.25 

The incident infected computers and even the Joint Worldwide Intelli- 
gence Communication System, which carries top-secret information. The 
damage inflicted remains undisclosed.26 

Lynn acknowledged that other penetrations remain undetected.27 He 
considered the 2008 penetration an "important wake-up call" and a 
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"turning point."28 The Pentagon took remedial action, launching Opera- 
tion Buckshot Yankee that led to banning the use of thumb drives29 and 
creation of the US Cyber Command. Still, the incident proved how nettle- 
some cyber attacks can prove. Cleaning up this single problem took the 
Pentagon 14 months30—proof, one might argue, that private companies 
may prove more agile in coping with such crises and might have gotten 
the job done more efficiently. 

The Pentagon recognized the problem as early as the 1990s. Solar Sun- 
rise, a series of computer attacks in 1998 that targeted defense networks, 
led to intrusion detection systems on key nodes.31 The incident confirmed 
findings derived from the 1997 Eligible Receiver exercise that had un- 
covered vulnerabilities in DoD cyber systems and demonstrated the in- 
creasing risks to US interests in cyberspace. 

Individual attackers have underscored the potential for mischief. Over 
a decade ago, New Jersey programmer David Smith created "Melissa," a 
virus that used a Microsoft Word document sent as an e-mail attachment 
to infect classified US commercial networks, forcing Microsoft and Intel 
to shut down their e-mail servers.32 The incident revealed that human beings 
are often the weak link in cyber security—recognition pivotal to the new 
US strategy. 

At the same time, corporate vulnerability is growing. A Bloomberg sur- 
vey of the utility, telecommunication, financial services, and health care 
industries revealed that technology managers in 124 companies—each 
with at least 10,000 workers—said they could double spending on cyber 
security and yet their networks would remain vulnerable.33 An attack orig- 
inating in China pirated intellectual property from Google.34 Payments 
processor Global Payments reported a breach that affected 1.5 million 
credit card account numbers, forcing VISA to revoke its seal of approval 
from the company35 Mike Blake, chief information officer of the Hyatt 
hotel chain, commented, "If those guys can be penetrated, so can anyone 
else. So prepare yourself to be penetrated."36 Sony Corporation has admitted 
that hackers accessed personal information on 24.6 million customers on 
a single online game service in an attack that compromised 100 million 
accounts.37 Hackers have stolen data from 77 million Sony customers and 
compromised over 360,000 accounts at CitiBank.38 Even highly sophisticated 
parties remain vulnerable. Worse, many companies remain unaware of hack- 
ing and theft.39 
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Stealthy foes can also corrupt hardware and software. Reportedly, Rus- 
sia and China have probed the US power grid to identify vulnerabilities 
and have left behind software programs that may be deployed for disrup- 
tion.40 Concrete evidence of cyber mischief surfaced in Australia, where 
a disgruntled employee rigged a computerized control system at a water 
treatment plant and released over 200,000 gallons of sewage into parks, 
rivers, and the grounds of a Hyatt hotel.41 

In a penetrating analysis of the cyber world, Heritage Foundation ex- 
pert and author James Carafano points out the revolution that Internet 
technology has wrought. In unprecedented ways, he notes, a very few 
people can strongly impact masses of individuals.42 He was writing about 
influencing crowd behavior, but his point holds for the threats small 
groups of individuals, acting alone or as state proxies, pose to critical infra- 
structure. Today one individual can change the way we think about the 
world and how we do business. At age 20, Mark Zuckerberg upended the 
way people communicate with one another in creating Facebook.43 Sean 
Parker founded Napster and changed the music industry.44 And over a 
decade ago, two Filipino computer programmers infamously devised the 
"I Love You" virus that caused over $5.5 billion in damages and infected 
more than 50 million computers.45 

Not only existing networks or systems raise concerns. Microsoft's Eric 
Warner has cautioned that foes can "manipulate or sabotage systems dur- 
ing their design, development or delivery to determine or disrupt govern- 
ment functions."46 Peery has labeled the information technology supply 
chain "a particularly insidious risk" and of "high consequence" to national 
security systems because of our widespread reliance on commercial-off- 
the-shelf (COTS) hardware and software technology that is increasingly 
produced, in whole or in part, by untrusted, non-US organizations. Un- 
fortunately, the growing complexity of these systems also makes it eco- 
nomically infeasible to verify them thoroughly. 

Insufficient attention has been given to technical approaches for miti- 
gating supply chain risks. Counterfeiting and subversion of critical com- 
ponents in high-consequence DoD systems could have a devastating ef- 
fect on our ability to project military power with confidence around the 
world. "Better methodologies and technologies are needed for assessing 
and managing supply chain risks."47 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation's top cyber cop, Shawn Henry, 
minced no words about where we stand in the battle to fend off hackers. 
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"We're not winning," he told the Wall Street Journal. In his judgment, the 
current private and public approach is "unsustainable."48 

The 2011 RSA Security case is illustrative from an industry perspective. 
RSA manufactures a two-factor authentication token, SecurelD. These 
widely used electronic keys use a two-pronged approach to confirm the 
identity of the person trying to access a computer system. Their technology 
is used by many financial networks and defense contractors. Infiltrators 
breached and compromised the systems of US defense contractors, in- 
cluding Lockheed Martin, who fell victim to hackers using duplicates of 
RSA's SecurelD tokens to penetrate internal networks. The event forced 
Lockheed to shut down all remote access to its intranet for at least a week.49 

The significance of the infiltration is manifest in the fact that Lockheed 
and RSA supply coded access tokens to millions of corporate users and 
government officials.50 

The event cast into high relief the tension between private and public 
interests. Although RSA eventually disclosed the problem to customers,51 

critics blasted the company for putting its interest in earning profits and 
maintaining the commercial viability of its product ahead of the security 
concerns of customers.52 It took a week before RSA briefed the press about 
the problem and much longer to reveal that the attack had compromised 
its technology. Critics argue RSA's behavior cost clients millions of dollars.53 

The company finally made a formal disclosure on its 8-K filing to the 
US Securities and Exchange Commission.54 Experts like Hathaway argue 
the commission ought to require companies to make timely disclosures 
and to take remedial action.55 The public interest clearly supports Hatha- 
way's position. Why did RSA not act sooner? The most obvious inference 
is that the company perceived its own interests in a different light. RSA 
has shown little remorse, and one wonders whether it worried more about 
its legal consequences than its customers. The challenge underscores the 
need for Congress to provide strong incentives for information sharing 
and legal immunity by encouraging manufacturers to make affected stake- 
holders aware of cyber threats. 

The Debate on Legislative Reform 

Most agree that stronger cyber security requires legislative reform. Un- 
fortunately, Congress has deadlocked over competing philosophies about 
government regulation and information sharing. The divide reflects partly 
whether the debate is about national security or economic growth.56 The 
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official report to the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence in 2012 
that supported Rep. Mike Rogers' cyber security bill which passed the 
US House but faced a White House veto, concluded that "intelligence 
collection efforts can and should be provided—in both classified and un- 
classified form (when possible)—to the private sector in order to help the 
owners and operators of the vast majority of Americas information infra- 
structure better protect themselves."57 The committee's observation helps 
frame the challenges. 

Although reform efforts in 2012 failed, the issues are important and 
will likely see renewed debate in the next Congress. Two proposals spot- 
lighted the debate. Senators Joe Lieberman and Susan Collins introduced 
the Cyber Security Act of 2012 (CSA),58 while Senator John McCain in- 
troduced the SECURE IT Act.59 Examining the policies that underlie 
each proposal illuminates the debate on what reform makes sense and 
what stands a chance of passage. 

Competing Legislative Proposals 

The Cyber Security Act (CSA) of 2012. Strongly supported by the 
White House, the CSA took dead aim at companies deemed unwilling to 
invest resources into providing strong cyber security. It set up a mandatory 
regulatory scheme that required critical cyber-infrastructure companies 
to propose DHS-approved security standards or have standards imposed 
upon them. It directed the DHS to work with industry to assess the risks 
and vulnerabilities of critical infrastructure and to develop security perfor- 
mance requirements for "covered critical infrastructure."60 Either relevant 
federal regulators with authority over a particular industry or the DHS it- 
self would oversee this regime. White House cyber security chief Howard 
Schmidt insisted that cyber security standards were essential. "As long as 
there are weak links in the core critical infrastructure," he declared, "there's 
a risk for everybody." 

CSA sponsors also considered the existing patchwork of regulatory 
authorities inadequate. Regulatory bodies like the Federal Energy Regula- 
tory Commission (FERC) or the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC) possess authority to compel action, but they comprise a diverse 
matrix. Many doubt they can provide strategic cohesion. Complicating 
matters, states share regulatory authority with parties like the FERC. 

Critics insisted that the proposed scheme would unreasonably burden 
industry, choke innovation, and hurt competitiveness, while failing to im- 
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prove cyber security. They argued that potential mandates would be costly 
and potentially unaffordable to many companies. Hitting legislative road- 
blocks, CSA sponsors amended the bill, arguing the ammendments would 
make regulation voluntary.61 The amended bill sought to promote invest- 
ment in cyber security research, establish public-private exchanges for in- 
formation sharing, and promote what it characterized as voluntary regula- 
tory practices by companies to secure computer systems in exchange for 
legal immunity for information sharing. The opponents were not assuaged. 

Critics dismissed the amendments as a ruse. They argued that even in 
this form, the government, not the private sector, would adopt and pro- 
mulgate all standards. They charged that the bill failed to consider the spe- 
cific needs and economic interests of small businesses. They complained 
that the bill carved out technology products, including those manufac- 
tured in countries like China, exempting them from characterization as 
cyber infrastructure.* They argued that the provisions for giving security 
clearances to companies were too lax* and that the framework for sharing 
information under the bill meant more government bureaucracy by giving 
the DHS secretary unchecked authority to designate federal and nonfederal 
entities as cyber exchanges. The provisions on information sharing were 
considered complicated and likely to impede rather than encourage pri- 
vate industry to share information and impeded the government's ability 
to use cyber threat information provided by the private sector to pre- 
vent terrorist acts or catch spies.* A coalition of business and civil liberty 
groups, including Fight for the Future and the Electronic Frontier Foun- 
dation, joined to help defeat the CSA. Business blasted the revised bill as 
still unduly burdensome to commerce and denounced the DHS as incom- 
petent to supervise any regulatory scheme for cyber. § Civil liberties groups 
worried that the CSA provided a license to spy on web users, provided 
information gleaned to the USG, and claimed broad legal immunity for 
actions. Other critics lamented that the bill created a spying regime that 
enabled surveillance of any threat a company perceived to its network. For 
instance, the bill provided that a "cyber security threat" existed if a com- 
pany concluded that a user was obstructing its networks and it authorized 

*CSA, S 3414, Section 102(b)(5). 
tCSA, S 3414, Section 102(b)(5). 
tCSA, S 3414, Section 704(g) and 104(c)(4). 
§CSA, S 3414, Section 103(a), (b), and (g) drew fire as empowering the federal government to 

mandate standards. 
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blocking action to disrupt user action.62 Skeptics felt this gave companies 
overly broad discretion. On the other side, supporters felt privacy groups 
had been appeased by eliminating the DoD's existing ability to get cyber 
threat information immediately and directly from the private sector.* 

The SECURE IT Act. SECURE IT aimed to facilitate information 
sharing and assigned the DoD the lead on cyber security. It espoused the 
view that compulsory regulation was unnecessary, as companies had a 
vested interest in building and maintaining customer support by provid- 
ing secure IT services. In the House of Representatives, SECURE IT was 
preempted by passage of the substitute Cyber Intelligence Sharing and 
Protection Act (H.R. 3523), sponsored by Rep. Mike Rogers.63 Bearing 
certain similarities to SECURE IT, H.R. 3523 facilitated swapping cyber 
threat intelligence and information between "appropriate, cleared" private 
companies and individuals and the National Security Agency (NSA) and 
other government departments like the DHS.64 The House-passed bill 
required the head of a federal department or agency that receives cyber 
threat information to share it first with the DHS. Only by request and 
DHS approval could that information be shared with other departments 
or agencies.65 SECURE IT supporters criticized the proposal for unneces- 
sarily inflating the role of the DHS at the expense of the NSA, the Depart- 
ment of Justice, the DoD, and other stakeholders. The Rogers bill proved 
a footnote after the White House made clear it would veto the bill. Thus 
SECURE IT stood as the alternative to the CSA. Perhaps not surprisingly, 
legislative deadlock killed 2012 reform, arguably a casualty of overreach- 
ing. The wiser legislative strategy would have been to enact legislation that 
addressed information sharing, where common ground might have been 
found, while delaying debate on the more controversial ideas for regulation. 

Prominent Legal Obstacles to Stronger Cyber Security 

While debate over whether standards for cyber security should be man- 
dated or voluntary has occupied center stage, other prominent obstacles 
that require legislative action include (1) US antitrust and unfair business 
laws66 and (2) privacy laws such as the Electronic Communications Pri- 
vacy Act and the Stored Communications Act.67 

*CSA, S3414, Sec. 703(a)(1). Instead, NSA and DoD agencies would be required to obtain such 
information from DHS-selected exchanges in "as close to real time as possible." Sec. 703(a)(2). Critics 
argued that these provisions would delay access to real-time cyber threats, including those from China, 
Russia, and Iran. 
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The RSA incident illustrates why information sharing and information 
protection among companies is vital to identify risks and vulnerabilities, 
counter cyber threats, and create databanks. Companies and government 
need access to what the other knows or learns. Uncovering errors or prob- 
lems in software, especially when they may occupy a few lines of code in 
a product that contains tens of millions of lines, can be difficult. Detec- 
tion of a vulnerability—a worm, virus, trapdoor, or other risk—as well as 
countermeasures a party may develop should be shared with other poten- 
tial cyber targets. Viable cyber security strategies mandate that all parties 
act on an informed basis. 

Equally, the government has a strong interest in ensuring that sensitive 
or classified information is closely held by appropriate parties. That interest 
must be balanced with the need to provide innovative entrepreneurs who 
develop cutting-edge technology access to the information needed to cre- 
ate solutions. 

Antitrust Regulation. Companies fear the antitrust division of the De- 
partment of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). Both watch 
for activity perceived as collusion that may lead to price fixing, abuse of 
market power, allocation of customers, and other anticompetitive activ- 
ity. Their posture underscores another dimension in the tension between 
public and private interests. No one challenges the conceptual validity of 
antitrust or unfair-business laws. But the public interest in promoting anti- 
competitive practices embodied in those laws must be balanced against 
national security interests. 

In practice, larger companies—staffed by top-notch attorneys—are able 
to manage the challenge of sharing relevant information without breach- 
ing the Clayton Act, Sherman Act, or unfair business practice laws. A 
lot of information sharing takes place among companies. For example, 
Century Link, one of the top Internet service providers (ISP), advised 
Congress that when it learns from third-party partners that customer com- 
puters are likely infected with malware that makes them part of a "botnet," 
it notifies customers and directs them to resources to help clean up the 
malware. It provides educational material, antivirus protection, firewalls, 
and parental controls. It works with stakeholders and industry partners 
on border gateway protocol (BGP) security to prevent accidental or 
malicious Internet route hacking.68 Other industries engage in com- 
parable information-sharing practices. 
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Large companies have the resources and sophistication to avoid illegal 
collusive activities, but smaller companies may lack that capacity. There is 
a solution, and Congress appears to recognize it. Narrowly drawn reforms 
can limit disclosure of risks, threats, vulnerabilities, and approaches to 
protection of information systems and personally identifiable informa- 
tion. That would enable information sharing and cyber security without 
undercutting a competitive marketplace.69 

All three legislative proposals would have removed antitrust and FTC 
legal barriers to permit companies to monitor and defend information 
systems against cyber threats. Each allowed private companies to share 
cyber threat information,70 and each prohibited the use of information 
shared to gain an unfair competitive advantage.71 

Privacy and Confidentiality. Concerns that information sharing or 
disclosures may create legal liability for claims alleging breach of confi- 
dentiality or privacy are acute. These include potential claims for release of 
confidential information without prior consent. Information security— 
confidentiality, integrity, availability—is top of mind for many. Govern- 
ments, the military, hospitals, and companies amass enormous amounts 
of information about employees, customers, products, and research and 
wish to protect it. Each proposal protects privileged or confidential trade 
secrets and commercial or financial transactions. 

Still, industry experts argue that clear, fair, and predictable legal standards 
are lacking.72 Ironically, all three bills pending before Congress contained 
safe harbors for information sharing about cyber security threats. SECURE 
IT offered the strongest. It exempted from civil and criminal liability private 
entities that use authorized countermeasures or cyber security systems; the 
"use, receipt or disclosure of any cyber threat information;" or "subsequent 
actions or inactions of any lawful recipient of cyber threat information pro- 
vided by such private entities."73 H. R. 3523 is similar but employed a good 
faith standard.74 The CSA embraced a safe harbor, adding good faith as an 
absolute affirmative defense for sharing information about cyber threats, al- 
though as noted above, critics on the right and left found cause for concern 
with its information sharing provisions.75 

The safe harbor provision within SECURE IT applied only to informa- 
tion actually related to cyber threats, as defined in the bill. The Rogers bill 
and the CSA are broader. They provided insulation for good faith disclosure 
of information76—language that is arguably an open invitation to litiga- 
tion for violation of antitrust and the Electronic Communications Privacy 
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Act and the Stored Communications Act.77 All bills protected against con- 
trary state laws through a preemption rule.78 All clearly intended a narrow 
exemption to remove obstacles currently posed by antitrust and unfair- 
business law for sharing cyber risks. 

One step legislative sponsors might consider for the next Congress is 
to create a space on the Internet that invites iterative thinking, ideas, and 
suggestions from interested stakeholders. That may provide a useful forum 
to hammer out issues, critique different proposals, and forge solutions 
that address the real concerns legal barriers pose. 

All three proposals sought to promote sharing classified and unclas- 
sified cyber security threat indicators with appropriate federal and non- 
federal entities, although they employ different procedures to achieve 
that result.79 The bills sensibly made exemptions for disclosures from the 
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), ensured that disclosures waive no 
legal privilege, permit ex parte communications, and prohibited the gov- 
ernment from using disclosed information in a regulatory proceeding. 

What about forced disclosure of information? The CSA purported to 
render it voluntary except to prevent imminent crimes.80 Critics argued 
the bill actually requires mandatory, not voluntary disclosure, as compa- 
nies escape legal liability under antitrust or other laws only if they share 
risk information with the government. Private sharing affords no safe harbor. 

One disaster to avoid is an exemption—which the CSA included—for 
computer software and hardware.81 If one adopts this approach to regula- 
tion, why exempt the Internet from cyber security requirements, given its 
well-disclosed vulnerabilities?82 In March 2012, the DHS reported there 
were 86 reported attacks on computer systems in the United States that 
control critical infrastructure,83 factories, and databases. Ghostnet and 
other incidents underscore Internet vulnerabilities.84 

And as information sharing pertains to critical infrastructure, one must 
ask: What constitutes critical infrastructure? Who makes that determina- 
tion? The CSA empowered the government—led generally by the DHS 
acting in tandem with other agencies, like the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission which regulates power companies, to make that determina- 
tion. An asset, network, or system qualified if damage could cause in- 
terruption of life-sustaining services, catastrophic damages to the United 
States, or severe degradation of national security.85 These categories are too 
broad, and if this approach is adopted, they must be more precise. 
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SECURE IT would require federal contractors to inform the govern- 
ment about cyber threats and make it easier for regulators and corpora- 
tions to communicate about threats.86 Both that bill and the one adopted 
by the House shared a philosophy rooted in the policy judgment that 
facilitating voluntary information sharing between the federal govern- 
ment and private parties—including easing antitrust laws that restrict 
information sharing between private companies and offering legal protec- 
tions to companies that act proactively to protect their networks—would 
create a more secure cyber infrastructure and protect consumer privacy 
without creating a new bureaucracy. Senator McCain has stated, "The 
only government actions allowed by our bill are to get information vol- 
untarily from the private sector and to share information back."87 The 
policies that his proposal reflects are rooted in the view that the DoD, the 
NSA, and US Cyber Command have excellent capabilities that could be 
utilized for civilian networks. The Lieberman proponents preferred the 
DHS, and that policy issue lent itself to practical resolution. But they 
were never able to show convincingly why giving the DHS the lead made 
more sense. 

While the expertise of our national security entities should be leveraged 
to promote public-private partnerships, security requirements may limit 
what can be shared, with whom, or under what circumstances. Close en- 
gagement, coordination, and cooperation are required on a case-by-case 
basis to address that issue. While seeking information or intelligence from 
the government or other parties, companies need to recognize—and take 
responsibility for—financial and legal risks they incur in operating vulner- 
able networks.88 

Robust Private-Public Partnerships 

The NIPP rests upon a risk-management framework of cooperation and 
coordination between the private and public sectors. That enables both 
sectors to set goals and objectives; identify assets, systems, and networks; 
assess risk based on consequences, vulnerabilities, and threats; establish priori- 
ties based on risk assessments and, increasingly, on return-on-investment 
for mitigating risk; implement protective programs and resiliency strategies; 
and measure effectiveness.89 

Among the key issues that must be addressed in forging robust public- 
private partnerships are (1) joint planning, (2) creating incentives for in- 
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novative public-private partnerships, (3) resolving who defends private 
industry against cyber attack, (4) balancing cost sharing between public 
and private sectors, and (5) developing a viable approach that authorizes 
government to reasonably share classified information on cyber security. 

Joint Planning 

Advances in technology are accelerating the "network speed" at which 
incidents occur, and this pressures decision makers to act more quickly. 
Joint planning between government and industry strengthens the ability 
of each to anticipate looming threats and counter immediate risks. 

How acute is this challenge? Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (DARPA) deputy director Kaigham J. Gabriel has warned the 
House Armed Services Committee's Subcommittee on Emerging Threats 
and Capabilities that in today's threat environment, cyber security systems 
take too long to build and may become quickly obsolete. Once built, they 
merely set the stage for the next requirement. "Shelf-life of cyber security 
systems and capabilities," he declared, "is sometimes measured in days. 
Thus, to a greater degree than in other areas of defense, cyber security 
solutions require that we develop the ability to build quickly, at scale, and 
over a broad range of capabilities. This is true for offensive and defensive 
capabilities."90 

The quality and nature of technology for cyber attack or cyber exploita- 
tion is expanding. "Computing, imaging, and communications capabili- 
ties that, as recently as 15 years ago, were the exclusive domain of military 
systems, are now in the hands of hundreds of millions of people around 
the world," Gabriel stated.91 Nearly a dozen countries are producing elec- 
tronic warfare systems. Many use mostly COTS technology. Decades 
ago a new system was produced every 10 years. Today, one is produced 
every year to year-and-a-half.92 In testimony before Congress, Dr. James 
Miller pointed out that DoD acquisition processes require an average of 
81 months to make new computing systems operational: "That means by 
the time they are fielded, they are already three to four generations behind 
the state of the art. We are working to get cycles of 12 to 36 months as 
opposed to 7 to 8 years."93 

The military equips itself to protect its own assets, systems, and net- 
works. Joint planning can help enable the defense industrial base to leverage 
that expertise in establishing a cohesive policy framework to forecast and 
meet challenges. Adopting this approach will force interested parties to 
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focus on key questions: What ptiotities should govern planning? Where 
should capital investment be focused? How should industry and the gov- 
ernment, each of which bears responsibility for security, allocate costs and 
responsibilities? What are actionable requirements to make cyber infra- 
structure as secure as possible? Where do we acquire the knowledge vital 
to making informed judgments in answering those questions? 

Smart planning for cyber security is an iterative process. It entails ask- 
ing the right questions, developing information needed to ensure the right 
questions, and conducting progressive analysis through public-private en- 
gagement. From a public perspective, government can encourage business 
to invest in security measures that exceed their narrower business con- 
cerns. From a private perspective, industry may gain access to expertise it 
lacks, along with a greater comprehension of its own responsibilities. Too 
often industry expects government to do all of the heavy lifting for cyber 
security. Yet, the obligations flow both ways. 

Industry is more supple in developing and testing new products. Indus- 
try better generates innovative ideas and cutting-edge solutions. Industry 
owns and operates most of the critical infrastructure, affording it a better 
understanding of CIKR assets, systems, networks, and facilities. It can 
move more quickly to reduce risk and respond to incidents. DARPA has 
recognized through programs like Cyber Fast Track (CFT), which taps 
into a pool of nontraditional experts, that smaller and medium-sized com- 
panies are leaders in innovative technology and has adjusted its funding 
accordingly. Over the last 12 months, it has made 32 awards to private 
companies—84 percent of them small companies and performers who 
have never done business with the government before.94 Gabriel astutely 
noted that it is vital to expand "the number and diversity of talent contrib- 
uting to the Nation's cyber security."95 The philosophy embraces the far- 
sighted view of looking to companies that take risks to create new ideas in 
comparison to larger organizations that by emphasizing greater adherence 
to established procedures or protocols may prove less adept at creating 
new products. DARPA's philosophy rightly stresses collaboration between 
government and industry. 

James Peery of the Sandia National Laboratories seconds that view. In 
2012 he advised the Senate Armed Services Committee that the federal 
government needs a new strategy that coordinates investments across 
government and that taps into expertise offered by academia, govern- 
ment, private-sector, and military users.96 
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In the United States, the public and private sectors already work to- 
gether in many ways. The DHS National Coordinating Center enables 
operational and collaborative partnerships. The Communications, Secu- 
rity, Reliability and Interoperability Council (CSRIC) provides an effective 
vehicle for providing recommendations to the FCC.97 The FBI's Domestic 
Security Alliance Council (DSAC) is a strategic partnership between the 
FBI, DHS, and the private sector to ensure effective exchange of informa- 
tion to keep the nation's critical infrastructure safe, secure, and resilient.98 

The National Cyber-Forensics Training Alliance (NCFTA) serves as a con- 
duit between private industry and law enforcement to fight cyber crime. 

Malware pandemics, such as the Conficker computer worm, under- 
score the need. Conficker targeted Microsoft's Windows operating system. 
First detected in November 2008," it exploited flaws in Windows soft- 
ware to co-opt machines and link them to a remotely controlled virtual 
computer—a botnet. Conficker generated strong cooperation among in- 
dustry, academia, and government. Collaboration grew to more than 100 
level-one domain operators and kept Microsoft in daily touch with the 
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) and 
governments. It also exposed legal challenges. In some countries, contrac- 
tual barriers and antitrust laws had to be addressed.100 

Success proved elusive. Conficker's creators have neither been identified 
nor caught, although in June 2011, Ukraine authorities working with the 
FBI arrested 16 hackers in Kiev who used Conficker to seal $72 million 
from bank accounts.101 Conficker is a warning to those who flinch from 
strong public-private collaboration. There was more success in fighting 
DNS (Domain Name System) changer malware, which enables criminals 
to control user DNS servers and thus what sites the user connects to on 
the Internet. Criminals could cause an unsuspecting user to connect to a 
fraudulent website or interfere with a user's online web browsing.102 More 
than 4 million computers were infected. Industry provided critical insights 
into the information environment, helped identify infected computers, and 
offered remedial action. The FBI is developing evidence and is prosecuting 
six Estonian nationals arrested and charged after a two-year operation.103 

The response to these threats underscores that public-private engage- 
ment can be effectively achieved, illuminating the path to defense against 
cyber attacks. It also supports notions of active defense—which remains 
ill-defined but should include preemptive action, carefully limited and 
permitted without a structured policy framework—and for offense. Neither 
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the United States nor other nations have released their offensive doctrine 
and/or descriptions of capability. What is clear is that the developing tech- 
nology is providing the operational flexibility to maneuver in the cyber 
domain and to harmonize resources and capabilities within a coherent 
systematic strategy that permits the achievement of operational aims despite 
the opposition. 

Forecasting the future can be a fool's errand. What we know is, as much 
as possible, we must look over the horizon. New technologies will pro- 
duce new threats. These require evolutions in strategic thinking as well as 
technical and operational capabilities. Developing vital capabilities, tools, 
and weapons requires a joint effort between government and industry that 
capitalizes on the strengths of each. 

Nothing underscores that more than the looming development of 
neuro-cyber weapons. New generations of these will enhance situational 
and strategic awareness, increasing the ability of humans to absorb, pro- 
cess, and project increasing volumes of data that could overwhelm indi- 
viduals. Amplifying our ability to collect information and intelligence and 
properly analyze it will deepen situational and strategic awareness. Crises 
require humans to digest large volumes of data at a very high rate and to 
act on that data in a timely manner.104 Some developments will be tech- 
nical. Others entail revolutionary developments in medicine. Drugs like 
Ampakine CX717 may prevent harmful effects of sleep deprivation and 
enhance attention span and alertness.105 

DARPA is developing cognitive technology that enables interactive 
monitoring to facilitate command and control of troops on the ground. 
These will help detect when an individual has physical limits to operate 
effectively or loses situational awareness. Robotic prostheses will replace 
body parts—enhancing capabilities to function in cyberspace—much as 
pacemakers or artificial legs now do so in medicine. Robotic orthotics will 
extend human performance.106 These will improve cognitive skills through 
sensory substitution and enhancement. Next-generation computers will 
teach themselves, monitor information, and perform other tasks that aug- 
ment the human brain. The trend is finding ways to expand distributed 
situational awareness by extending the human body, brain, and senses.107 

These developments will enable the military to conduct cognitive 
hacking and both military and civilian entities to defend against it.108 

Tax incentives for private industry—which should not have to depend 
entirely upon entities like DARPA to support new technology, ideas, and 
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products—should be an integral element of strategic thinking. They will 
help forge cyber strategies for offense or defense that entail tactics such as 
creating deception, distraction, distrust, and confusion. These tools may 
be integrated into combined arms strategies to prevent, detect, or interdict 
cyber security challenges—and to pursue active defense or offensive strategies 
essential to national security. They can be used strategically or tactically 
for things like PSYOPS to create operational shock in cyberspace—a 
tactic that may be used to influence, recruit, intimidate, or surprise.109 

Incentives for New Partnerships 

The ability of the private and public sectors to leverage the strengths of 
one another to create both new spaces for creative thinking and to spur in- 
novation affords a key incentive to promote these relationships. That syn- 
ergy will produce better strategic thinking and strong policy frameworks. 
It will also—and this addresses the core of Kaigham's concern—increase 
the rate at which innovation takes place. New knowledge is produced 
every day. It remakes the world and reshapes the political and informa- 
tion environment and the cyber domain. It accentuates the importance of 
some things, while rendering others obsolete.'10 

DARPA has already recognized this challenge and is moving toward 
providing more grants to small and medium-size entrepreneurial com- 
panies who can meet that need. The DoD and the NSA need to become 
more flexible in easing access and clearances to companies and their em- 
ployees to make possible exchange of information and the symbiotic part- 
nerships that will enable public-private partnerships to flourish. 

Yet, we should not rely upon DARPA or other government grants to 
spur innovation and new technology. Providing tax incentives for new 
technology, products, and innovation would spur development and make 
the investment of capital more worthwhile. Defining goals and offering 
appropriate prizes—financial and other—offers a different approach that 
could yield tangible results. Engagement between companies and the govern- 
ment to ascertain what can most strongly encourage companies to act 
proactively would be productive. 

Where all of these developments will lead is tantalizing. The future of- 
fers opportunity and warning. The possibilities currently within our reach 
would have astounded populations and planners of earlier eras. Clarke's 
Third Law holds that any sufficiently advanced technology is indistin- 
guishable from magic. Future developments may only seem like conjur- 
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ing, but the wonders that they hold will continue to astound. That is 
the perspective in which thinking about our cyber strategy needs to pro- 
ceed. Collaboration and coordination that mobilizes and recruits the most 
imaginative talent from government and the private sector underscores 
the value of working together in developing joint policy frameworks and 
concrete action. 

Who Defends Private Industry against Cyber Attack? 

A joint policy framework is essential to forging a strategy to protect in- 
dustry in real time against cyber attack or cyber exploitation. The challenge 
raises thorny issues. The DoD has made clear it will defend against attacks. 
More recently, it is embracing the notion of "active defense" to counter 
asymmetric threats. As William Lynn put it, "In this environment, a for- 
tress mentality will not work. We cannot hide behind a Maginot line of 
firewalls . . . our defenses must be active."111 He has noted that in cyber, 
milliseconds can make a difference. In that view, the Pentagon has embraced 
a defensive system with three overlapping lines of defense. Two, based on 
commercial best practices, are ordinary hygiene—keeping software up to 
date and firewalls up to date—and the use of intrusion-detection devices 
and monitoring software to establish a perimeter defense. The third is pro- 
tecting critical infrastructure, including civilian infrastructure.112 

That does not answer the question of what one means by an active de- 
fense or whether or how private critical infrastructure can mount it. Does 
it afford a right of hot pursuit? Does it embrace preemptive action? Who 
has, or should have, the authority to make decisions in mounting an ac- 
tive defense for national security incidents? The issue remains unresolved. 
One industry leader sees passive defense as reliance upon firewalls, intrusion- 
detection systems, and hygiene, while active defense means working 
"actively"—in concert with other parties to identify, intercept, and block 
attacks. That is a plausible explanation but represents a less aggressive view 
than that held by many who focus on defending military assets, networks, 
and systems. 

The bottom line is: joint planning between government and industry 
is essential in thinking through who a company—a financial institution, 
utility, or other private party—can summon for help or what action it 
may legally or practically take to actively defend itself. The idea that 
companies should collect evidence and turn it over to proper law en- 
forcement authorities may be useful down the road for prosecutions but 
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fails to answer the critical question of how, beyond passive defenses like 
firewalls, one stops an attack or whether preemptive activity is permissible— 
and if so, under what guidelines? 

The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act makes it a felony to intentionally 
access a computer without authorization and cause damages of $5,000 
or more.113 A foreign attacker may not be able to capitalize on that, but 
the Justice Department's responsibility is to enforce the law as written. 
And what happens if the attack originates in the United States? Does that 
not compound the problem? Industry currendy lacks legal guidance—and 
recourse—for countering a real-time attack. 

A joint public-private policy framework, augmented by legislative re- 
forms that authorize desired strategies, is vital as this nation forges viable 
strategies that protect, as much as possible, its critical cyber infrastructure. 

Balancing Public and Private Interests in Allocating Costs and 
Sharing Information 

Who should bear the cost of continuous upgrades to cyber security? 
How should such decisions be reached? The answer lies in balancing regu- 
lation and volunteerism as resources and interests vary. Larger firms focus 
on protecting physical, human, and cyber assets. They can more easily 
bear costs. That begs the question of what security standards should be 
satisfied or who should formulate them—industry or the government? 
Smaller companies face stiff challenges as capital requirements may be 
steep. No single formula applies across the board. A key challenge is, while 
private business owns 90 percent of critical infrastructure,114 no USG de- 
partment possesses the authority to compel companies to meet security 
performance requirements. 

The balance requires information sharing, engagement among DIB 
partners, and trust.115 There are competing views on how to surmount 
this challenge. The approach embraced by SECURE IT and the House 
bill argues that the market and corporate self-interest in keeping customers 
satisfied will force companies to take proper measures to voluntarily pro- 
tect themselves. 

No solution is perfect, but what is required is strong engagement and 
partnership between public and private parties, keyed to specific sectors 
within industry and the government, to strike a workable balance. 

While demand for cyber expertise greatly exceeds the supply,116 top-tier 
places like Sandia National Laboratory recruit aggressively. Sandia will 
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pay for a masters degree and support new recruits with 75 percent of their 
salary while they attend school fulltime in exchange for two years' service. 
There is intense competition for their knowledge and skills. Private com- 
panies often offer 50-percent higher salaries and benefits. So far, places 
like Sandia have been able to retain much of their workforce, and that is 
to everyone's benefit.117 

The government offers a reservoir of talent, experience, and unique ex- 
pertise. Places like Sandia offer innovative hands-on computer security 
programs, skill refreshing, and continuous learning. The government 
better understands countermeasures and best practices to address risks 
and vulnerabilities, and the private sector cannot match its intelligence- 
gathering capacity. All these actions benefit industry—which for its part 
bears the burden of taking active steps to protect its assets, systems, and 
networks. Melissa Hathaway offers a practical way forward in addressing 
this challenge: "DoD and the DNI have the authority to make the policy 
decision to declassify or 'write for release' to release vital information to a 
broader user community. That will greatly facilitate private-public infor- 
mation sharing and protection of critical infra-structure."118 

A key challenge is enabling access to classified information among 
private-sector parties. The prevailing view would limit information shar- 
ing to individuals who possess appropriate security clearances, on a basis 
consistent with protecting national security. Congress is considering ways 
to enable cyber security providers, protected entities, or self-protected en- 
tities eligible for a clearance to obtain one if they show they are able to 
appropriately protect classified cyber threat intelligence. What is needed 
is for parties like the director of national intelligence or other responsible 
federal entities to work closely with private parties, flexibly taking into ac- 
count private-sector innovation, corporate information sharing, and secu- 
rity best practices. Close engagement is required to establish realistic pro- 
cedures that enable each side to access the expertise of the other. One way 
to achieve this may be to grant a temporary clearance for specific projects.119 

Securing the Defense Industrial Base Supply Chain 

The 2011 strategy recognizes that we have to manage supply chain risks. 
In protecting against supply chain vulnerabilities, the United States leans 
toward a combination of creating a secure pool of selected vendors and, for 
the broader commercial sector, identifying key assets and controls to assure 
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the integrity of products, testing to mitigate threats, and using trusted 
companies who use processes like those described in SAFECode.120 This 
approach addresses various sources of risk: (1) supplier issues such as the 
ability to keep costs low and manage inventory levels, managerial and decision- 
making skills, and overall quality; (2) supply chain collaboration risks 
raised by supplier firms, logistics firms, and improper collaboration along 
the supply chain; or (3) uncontrollable events or natural disasters, legal li- 
abilities, market price increases for raw materials, and technology changes.121 

Employment of carefully selected and screened indigenous manufac- 
turers for sensitive products is one step. There is a compelling reason for 
countries to build a series of verifiably secure computer and communica- 
tion systems. Setting specific technical standards and requirements that 
products and components must meet is important. Yet, these represent 
partial solutions. 

One must be realistic about capabilities. Managing the risk in assuring 
security in the cyber supply chain can be challenging for private companies. 
Many companies lack the resources to verify product security. Managing 
supply chain risk requires active joint, government, and private coordina- 
tion, trust, and partnership with continuous, vigorous, informed engage- 
ment from both sides. No single formula will suit every aspect of the private 
sector or government. That mandates a flexible, adaptable approach. 

At least five confluent strategies make conceptual sense. Yet, it bears 
stressing—extensive engagement between government and industry is 
vital. Each offers particular strengths and assets in implementing these 
strategies. It is possible to establish a finite number of absolutely secure in- 
stallations. But for most installations, these mitigate but do not eliminate 
risk. Aspects of the first four have received wide comment:122 

1. Ensure Transparency 

We should work to ensure vendors who supply components or finished 
IT products provide transparency as to design, production, assembly, ac- 
quisition, quality control, assurance of a trusted workforce, record-keeping, 
traceability within the supply chain,123 transportation, use of authentica- 
tion technology, and their own security safeguards. 

2. Maintain Continuous Monitoring 

Companies or government departments or agencies need to continu- 
ously monitor vendors and products to ensure products are secure from 
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viruses, worms, or other vulnerabilities. Although this can be a logistical 
challenge, it is critical and will help ensure vendors institute proper safe- 
guards. Conversely, government and commercial organizations need to 
develop and implement policies that prevent counterfeit parts from enter- 
ing the supply chains.124 The Department of Commerce and the Office 
of Technology Evaluation have offered recommendations to help ensure 
effective monitoring.12S 

3. Provide Incentives for Security 

The private sector works well when presented with incentives to per- 
form. While the threat not to do business provides any government or 
company with leverage to force vendors to ensure the security of their 
products, incentives tailored by different parties to vendors or products 
can pay off. 

4. Establish a Database of Trusted Vendors 

The United States and its partners should establish a database of ven- 
dors deemed trusted and reliable. The National Vulnerability Database 
provides and tracks vulnerability data for commonly used operating systems 
and applications, including open source, but it does not identify ven- 
dors.126 It is vital to create fair, clear, and predictable rules and procedures 
for listing vendors and a workable procedure through which vendors de- 
nied a place can in a practical manner lodge an appeal and secure fair and 
impartial administrative adjudication. Collaterally, government agencies 
should have authority to refuse to deal with companies deemed unwilling 
or unable to counter supply-chain risk. Kathryn Stephens has sensibly 
recommended making the supply chain a part of the overall US cyber 
intelligence and cyber security strategy and setting up an organization 
that can handle reports of counterfeit products.127 

5. Strengthen the Rules Governing the Committee on Foreign 
Investment in the United States (CFIUS) 

Established in 1975 by Pres. Gerald Ford's Executive Order 11858, the 
CFIUS is an interagency committee of the USG that reviews the national 
security implications of foreign investments in US companies or opera- 
tions. Chaired by the secretary of the treasury, it includes representatives 
from 16 departments and agencies. Companies involved in acquisitions 
by a foreign firm are supposed to voluntarily notify the CFIUS, but it can 
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initiate reviews on its own. It has looked at restrictions on the sale of ad- 
vanced computers to a long list of foreign recipients, ranging from China 
to Iran.128 

We need to strengthen the law requiring mandatory disclosure to the 
CFIUS of proposed foreign investments in technology companies by 
nations that the White House deems an "intelligence risk." The CFIUS 
should be required to investigate whether such acquisitions might com- 
promise security. 

The CFIUS has exerted its authority in cases involving Huawei Technol- 
ogies, a mammoth Chinese telecommunications company that has been 
charged with engaging in corporate espionage against Western firms.129 

US security requirements mandate a more active role. 
What nations cannot pirate directly may prompt them to seek access 

in more indirect ways—and potentially enable those deemed to be intel- 
ligence threats to covertly modify technology ostensibly owned by a US 
manufacturer. For example, Chinas aggressive strategy to ferret out and 
seize US technology as well as trade secrets is manifested in parallel ways. 
It stands accused of cyber piracy. Others point to different strategies that 
pose risks to US manufacturers—and by extension, to IT security. 

Dr. Ron Hart, co-author of the Technology Transfer Act of 1986, ad- 
vises many emerging technology companies and is recognized as one of the 
top clean-tech alternative energy analysts in the United States. He reports 
that in the last six months alone, Chinese emissaries have approached 
these companies with an offer to invest venture capital in exchange for a 
minority stake of 20 percent to 30 percent of the corporate valuation. The 
Chinese employ a greatly inflated valuation compared to normal Ameri- 
can venture capital assessments as an inducement to accept the offer. The 
structure of the offer is always the same. The Chinese require two board 
seats as well as the right to manufacture and distribute products in the 
People's Republic of China. US companies such as Cisco and Motorola 
that have located their manufacturing facilities in China have found their 
technology pirated.130 It is a clever strategy and works in tandem with 
cyber piracy. 

Conclusion 

We need to move expeditiously but smartly to minimize cyber risks 
and vulnerabilities to critical infrastructure for both government and in- 
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dustry. To strengthen cyber security, we must remove legislative obstacles, 
develop partnerships between public and private interests, and expertly 
manage global supply chain risks. Government can work with the private 
sector in ways that offer strong incentives for the private sector to protect 
its own interests and that of the nation. The challenges posed by state and 
nonstate actors create a real and present danger that must be confronted. 
The sooner the better. BB9iJ_ 
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Crisis Management and the 
Anti-Access/Area Denial Problem 

Vincent Alcazar, Colonel, USAF 

America's political and military leaders rely on unimpeded US force 
movements across strategic distances to stabilize regions and deter threat- 
ening regimes. That reliance depends on assured air and naval superiority 
as a precondition. US leaders assume that with air and naval superiority 
during wartime, the United States can secure its interests and attain its 
objectives through robust military intelligence, logistics, maneuver, and 
firepower. But the rise of anti-access (A2) and area denial (AD) strategies 
and capabilities poses a problem for US foreign policy: A2/AD thwarts 
US ability to project power and force on its own terms. By using an All 
AD strategy, regional adversaries are able to contest US power projection 
and presence. This strategy and capability allows adversaries to oppose the 
United States across its operational and strategic depth. 

When Pres. Barack Obama and Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta un- 
veiled the new DoD strategic guidance, Sustaining US Global Leadership: 
Priorities For The 21st Century Defense, on 3 January 2012, Secretary Panetta 
wrote in his introduction, "this country is at a strategic turning point after 
a decade of war and, therefore, we are shaping a Joint Force for the future 
that will be smaller and leaner, but will be agile, flexible, ready, and tech- 
nologically advanced."1 Additionally, "it [joint force] will have cutting edge 
capabilities, exploiting our technological, joint, and networked advantage." 
The document referenced the challenges to US power projection by All AD 
and identified competitors to US power projection. Specifically, China and 
Iran were cited as "[pursuing] asymmetric means to counter our power pro- 
jection capabilities, while the proliferation of sophisticated weapons and 
technology will extend to nonstate actors as well."2 The All AD verbiage in 
the document indicates what must be done: the United States must have 
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assured methods of projecting military force where presence of that force 
will be contested.3 The DoD strategic guidance document also discussed 
the recently completed Joint Operational Access Concept (JOAC).4 While 
the JOAC addresses how US forces must be able to enter highly contested 
places, it is not a conceptual design that promotes strategic theories for shap- 
ing and deterring A2/AD adversaries.5 

Without a better understanding of the A2/AD problem and new ideas 
to assure its power and force projection, the United States will gradually 
lose its ability to shape regions and deter A2/AD adversaries. The A2/ 
AD challenge demands an offsetting strategy, a retooling of US power 
and force projection concepts, and an examination of the ways US power 
projection can shape A2/AD crisis management. This article presents the 
concept of A2/AD, including the nature of the problem, and amplifies 
the All AD strategy. It then offers a new crisis management design frame- 
work, followed by planning considerations for the future of A2/AD. 

The terms in figure 1 make the case for an applied design concept to 
better manage crises in A2/AD settings. They imply the notion of the "A2/AD 
portfolio"—an adversary's all-of-their-government method of undermining 
regional stabilization that also blunts US projection of power and force. The 
US "offsetting strategy" refers to a multilinear whole-of-government method 
geared to overcome the resistance and effects of a rival's A2/AD strategy. 

r 
* Anti-Access (A2): adversary capabilities, actions which impede (preclude, prevent, 
mitigate) the movement of US forces to their desired locations (war-fighting positions, 
staging locations, etc.). 

*Area Denial (AD): adversary capabilities which impeded the free movement of US 
forces within the employment envelopes of maximum effectiveness, efficiency, or 
advantage to US forces. 

tLinear Strategy: conduct of operations with identified forward line of troops; rear 
area security implied from logistics areas and fighting forces; useful when out- 
numbered or forces lack the information needed for nonlinear operations. 

tNonlinear Strategy: a focus on objectives without geographic references to adja- 
cent forces; emphasis is on delivering effects on multiple decisive points. Requires 
high situational awareness and use of precision fires. 

% Multilinear Strategy: an amagamated linear/nonlinear approach across all five 
war-fighting domains; assumes ability to integrate all kinetic/nonkinetic forces in a 
cross-domain operations approach to create more effects paths, options. 

* Undefined in JP1-02; see JOAC for related definitions. 
t Undefined in JP 1-02; see operational discussion, JP 3-0, pgs V-51 to V-53. 
:t Based on theoretical discussion initiated by LTC Christopher Paparone, US ArmyALOG, Nov-Dec 1996. 

Figure 1. A2/AD definitions and concepts 
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The primary benefit of this design concept for crisis management is to 
ensure the United States can continue to use assured military presence and 
whole-of-government synchronized effort to strengthen its influence in 
key regions. Other benefits include improved understanding and specified 
design that allow the United States to better shape a crisis with an A2/AD 
adversary; or alternatively, better position its entry into conflict against an 
A2/AD threat. There are three premises which underlie this concept for 
crisis management: (1) the nature of war does not change, but the char- 
acter of war does change from era to era,6 (2) the United States will need 
fresh theories and concepts of shaping, deterring, and war fighting less 
tethered to its traditions of annihilation warfare, and (3) A2/AD will mul- 
tiply US force attrition, erode its conventional deterrence, and undercut 
its ability to manage escalation and deescalation. 

A2 and AD: The Problem and Its Nature 

Understanding of anti-access and area denial is not common across the 
US military establishment. Within the armed forces are generations of 
war fighters who know only warfare in permissive operations where the 
United States has the initiative—not the conditions caused by A2/AD. 
Moreover, to the extent All AD appears in US defense writings, there is a 
frantic focus on systems versus systems rather than strategies for success. 
At the tactical level, the impact of these and other A2/AD capabilities is 
and will remain important. However, at the strategic and operational levels 
of war, the mural which depicts how A2/AD jeopardizes US projection of 
power and force is incomplete. 

The A2/AD concept describes but does not explain the training, orga- 
nizing, and equipping activities observed in four potential adversaries: the 
People's Republic of China (PRC), Iran, Russia, and North Korea. A2/AD 
consists of a regional strategy with tactical-to-strategic effects designed to 
preclude the United States from reinforcing its conventional power—its 
over-the-horizon mobilized forces. How far away from a given region an 
A2/AD adversary will oppose US forces and what form that opposition 
takes will depend on adversary capabilities and will. However, the diffu- 
sion of defense technologies is enabling A2/AD adversaries to develop 
weapon systems of greater reach, immediacy, and accuracy, such as 
cyberspace global reach at the speed of light, offensive counterspace tech- 
nologies, and long-range surface-to-air missiles. To a force that intends to 
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deter, counter, or defeat an adversary's defenses, A2/AD can be thought of 
as a grand military porcupine. 

Therefore, to US policymakers, military leaders, and campaign plan- 
ners, All AD is a wicked problem.7 All AD strategies are not self-referential; 
their character is not fully explained by their existence. It is a nonlinear 
opposing strategy that leverages diplomatic, information, military, and 
economic (DIME) activities. All AD unfolds in peace, crisis, and war to 
gradually erode confidence in the perceived ability of US forces to project 
strategic strength and stability. It is an expression of the uniqueness or 
difficulty in attaining comprehension of the underlying nature, structure, 
and organization of a given military problem.8 While each of the four po- 
tential A2/AD adversarial regimes has substantive ideological differences, 
those differences take a backseat to the commonality of All AD military 
effects. At the micro level, an advanced missile is still a missile to be de- 
feated. At the macro threshold, their similarity is, they seek to carve out 
their respective regional spheres of influence by bringing to bear military 
capabilities across all operating domains to control strategically valuable 
places and spaces. 

Interestingly, All AD is not explicitly mentioned as a doctrinal term 
in known PRC military literature; however, the intent of preclusion and 
preemption can be found in the PRC's "three warfares" concept.9 This 
concept refers to an ongoing effort by the PRC to use the media, psycho- 
logical messaging, and illegal actions to promote the expansion of Chinese 
authority.10 It is not known if Russia's contemporary organizing doctrine 
is explicitly built on A2/AD, but indications in recent years suggest it has 
a good grasp of All AD. First are the alleged links between the massive 
cyberspace denial of service attacks in Estonia during 2007 that originated 
from within Russia without apparent strenuous objection or interven- 
tion by the Russian government.': Second, during Russia's 2009 military 
incursion into Georgia, Russian cyber effects were used to degrade the 
functions of the Georgian government and posture of its armed forces.12 

Meanwhile, the PRC and Iran are building vast ballistic and cruise mis- 
sile inventories that are significantly out of proportion to the scale of any 
postulated regional threat.13 

The strategic effects of All AD produce challenges to the United States 
in three broad areas: inadequate access, curtailed freedom of action, and 
eroded influence. Inadequate access may result from choices US allies and 
friends feel compelled to make to avoid facing retribution or retaliation 
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from a regional hegemon. Feeling compelled to choose between a future 
with a belligerent neighborhood threat and a United States whose interest 
might wane, current friends may see no choice but to appease the A2/AD 
rival. Appeasement could take the form of curtailing air and naval port ac- 
cess or prohibiting overflight, thus weakening the deterrent abilities of US 
forces in peacetime. It could also stymie US ability to effectively manage a 
crisis or prosecute a conflict over great distance. 

Curtailed freedom of action is another important A2/AD strategic effect. 
It is important that US forward-based forces operate throughout and across 
vital regions to effectively shape conditions and deter hostile actors. AD 
measures such as hostile diplomacy, contrary media operations, and numerous 
offensive and defensive systems can inhibit US effectiveness. To one degree 
or another, all four A2/AD rivals develop and deploy large missile forces for 
asymmetric advantage. Indeed, the Chinese are going one step farther by 
expanding their air force and coupling it with immense army missile forces 
to create a formidable regional air defense.14 Chinese international territo- 
rial disputes in the South China Sea and elsewhere have provoked naval 
force buildups by governments along Asia's southern and eastern periphery 
so that these states can better protect their sovereign interests.15 

Russia's reinforcement of military capabilities adjacent to its European 
near abroad, force modernization, and military reorganization all suggest 
an adversary reinventing its approach to asserting itself.16 Though a much 
smaller military since the Cold War, Russia's advanced surface-to-air mis- 
sile systems, advanced fighter aircraft programs, extensive cyberspace ca- 
pabilities, and WMD inventory make it a formidable All AD adversary. 
Meanwhile, Iran's ongoing missile force buildup and aggressive posture 
holds at risk a growing number of Persian Gulf states. Iran is able to dis- 
rupt international shipping that can jeopardize the transit of petroleum 
through the Strait of Hormuz and northern Arabian Sea.17 If it succeeds 
in developing a nuclear weapon, the region's security and stability con- 
tours will be significantly altered, producing yet more complexity and 
volatility. In this sense, Iran's All AD strategy could be used both as a tool 
to erode US regional power and a shield behind which to continue a do- 
mestic nuclear weapons program with little concern for accountability to 
the international community. 

Weakened US influence and assured defense are concerns for allies in 
areas with an All AD adversary. If they perceive US regional influence is 
waning or fragile, they may decide to create different alliances or continue 
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their US partnership on different terms. If the United States does not op- 
pose A2/AD with an offsetting strategy composed of coherent regional 
approaches, it risks sending the wrong signal for regional stability. Addi- 
tionally, weakened US overseas influence presents more difficulties in de- 
fending its vital interests in areas with an A2/AD adversary. If the United 
States cannot protect its vital interests against an A2/AD competitor, it 
risks ceding control of these interests to opposing, illiberal ideologies. 

A2/AD strategies undercut the US preferred union of power and force 
projection by preempting or precluding force options. Suffering blunted 
or attenuated projection of forces decreases the relevance of US power. 
Further, the defense logistics enterprise—the engine offeree projection— 
will most assuredly be the focus of extensive cyber attack. Not only do 
cyber attacks on its logistics enterprise mean US forces deploy forward at 
decreased rates of movement, but once forward, their range of operations 
will be diminished and restricted. 

Whether the United States would be deterred by the prospects of war 
against an A2/AD adversary with the ability to eliminate theater safe 
areas, interdict US marshaling areas, disrupt US information networks, or 
promote fear of extreme cost is an absorbing topic for war-game inquiry. 
However, if A2/AD rivals can effectively use their multilinear strategies as 
templates of coercion, the result will be destabilized regions where control 
is tilted away from the United States and its allies. The resultant instability 
could enhance the likelihood of strategic miscalculation while inflating and 
emboldening the rival's sense of strength. If the United States cannot pre- 
serve a sufficient range of force options against an A2/AD threat, it cannot 
adequately mitigate the rival's actions. In essence, an adversary's strategic 
goals become foregone conclusions and its military campaigns a fait accom- 
pli. While crisis and war take on many forms, a crisis against a multilinear 
A2/AD threat essentially gives rise to two probable warfare scenarios. 

The first scenario is a rival's use of force that wantonly restricts access 
to the commons (air, maritime, etc.). Such a scenario could pose an im- 
minent, destabilizing threat to the sovereignty of the targeted nation.18 

If the target nation perceives that only resorting to armed force will lead 
to restoration of its lost access, then the goal must be cessation of the 
rival's effects. For example, globalization has increased the importance of 
global maritime trade. It follows that actions which interrupt that trade 
will produce political-military clashes.19 In such a scenario, the United 
States, leading an effort to restore the target nation's commons access, 
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will be faced with the task of sufficiently mitigating the A2/AD effects to 
bring about conditions for a satisfactory peace. Such a campaign would 
raise questions of its ability to limit the scope of the campaign to avert a 
widening of hostilities. 

Under the second scenario, an adversary's aggression involves conquest 
or occupation. Thus, if a belligerent A2/AD rival chose to unilaterally 
occupy contested territory, the resulting military assignment could be to 
dislodge the newly entrenched forces. An ensuing effort for restoration of 
proper sovereign control may call for a sizeable US or coalition counter- 
A2/AD campaign. 

For either of these scenarios, the time before an adversary commences 
hostile action presents the best opportunity to manage the crisis through 
deterrence and shaping actions. 

In looking at these and other scenarios of A2/AD crisis and conflict, 
readers may ask if the United States has previously confronted similar actors 
and circumstances. Earlier twentieth-century wars demonstrate that in 
some ways A2 and AD are not entirely novel. Studying illustrative examples 
of A2 and AD can help inform US understanding of their consequences 
in future war. To be clear, this is not to say the United States has been 
here before and need only reprise previous counter-A2/AD solutions; in- 
variably, this proves to be yesterday's solutions to yesterday's problems. A 
helpful place to begin is three interesting chapters of enemy A2 and AD 
in three theaters of World War II. Germany's Kriegsmarine campaign to 
isolate England from Allied maritime support lasted from 1939 to 1945. 
Its A2 strategy in the Atlantic presented a clear and present danger to the 
Allies. The German U-boat threat was eventually overcome through im- 
proved Allied tactical integration, fledgling military operations research 
lessons, new technology, and the exploitation of German signals.20 In par- 
ticular, this battle offers a persuasive case for the effectiveness of a marriage 
of land-based air, maritime, and electromagnetic spectrum capabilities.21 

At least two other WWII chapters are worthy of note relevant to Al and 
AD. Nazi Germany's extensive V-l and V-2 missile programs rained de- 
struction on England. The Allied counter to these missile raids was Opera- 
tion Crossbow, the bombing of German missile staging and launch sites in 
Europe's Low Countries.22 Among Crossbow's insights was that, lacking 
rapidly acquired and widely disseminated accurate missile location data, 
preplanned or real-time redirected aerial attacks would be of incremental 
success at best.23 
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The final illustrative chapter was the application of Japanese airpower 
against US surface combatants in the US Pacific island-hopping cam- 
paign.24 At its height, kamikazes were more than a WWII phenomenon; 
they demonstrated the founding principles of guided, long-range antiship 
attack. As demonstrated since WWII, ship attack technologies will hold 
navies at increasing risk of catastrophic attack across littorals and push 
them farther into oceanic areas. 

Any treatment of A2/AD must be balanced with a discussion of how 
the attributes of US forces accentuate their vulnerabilities to attack. In the 
name of economies and efficiencies, the Pentagon reorganized its forces 
and support architectures in ways that, paradoxically, made them more 
vulnerable to the effects of A2/AD information disruption and network 
attack. Two prominent examples of this paradox come to mind: first, con- 
nectivity is critical to US intelligence-surveillance-reconnaissance (ISR) 
constellations. Its dependence on reach-back/push-forward data architec- 
tures, while conferring great strength, represents a range of vulnerabilities 
too tempting for hegemons to overlook.25 The implication is that disrup- 
tion and degradation of the ability to both see and sense will mean US 
forces not being able to rapidly attack the full range of time-sensitive, 
high-value targets of an All AD regime. 

A second prominent example is the civil-military enterprise of just-in- 
time logistics services and the US approach to the use of globally dispersed 
lift and supporting service providers. The vulnerability of the US military's 
logistics enterprise to larger global information grid disruptions caused 
by cyber attack has been documented in related analytic work stretching 
back years.26 Attacks on US military logistics forces and infrastructure are 
more serious than corrupting information network data, although that is 
significant. Impeding US sealift freedom of action by under/above sea at- 
tack, striking US airfields to disrupt strategic airlift, interdicting overseas 
US petroleum storage-handling sites, and conducting cyberspace counter- 
logistics attacks in US home zip codes are but a handful of actions A2/AD 
adversaries can undertake to degrade US forces. 

Some of the A2/AD measures described thus far straddle peace, crisis, 
and conflict, while others may not be unfurled until the onset of hostili- 
ties. Yet, if any of these events are viewed as simply liabilities of war, the 
costs of mitigating them will be seen as costs of doing business during war. 
They will remain remote and apart from a peacetime investment strategy 
to counter A2/AD effects before war. That mindset will weaken the US 
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ability to stair-step into crisis and beyond. But peacetime costs are only a 
slice of the pie for how the United States must effectively shape and deter 
A2/AD adversaries. Another significant aspect is the improved employ- 
ment of US assets in ways that can either lessen tension or demonstrate 
resolve in a crisis when deterrence fades. 

Of the concepts, weapons, and tactics the United States develops to re- 
spond to A2/AD, the human factor may represent the most formidable— 
and the greatest opportunity. No one currently in the US military, from 
its most senior four-star flag leaders to the newest recruit, has served in 
an era when the United States could not permissively transport its forces 
throughout the global commons to disparate places with names like Chosin, 
Pleiku, An-Nafud, Anbar, Nangarhar, and others.27 To prevail against A2/AD, 
the United States must visualize itself apart from what it has been doing 
for the last 20 years to something different: nonpermissive warfare where 
everything will be intensely challenged, US superiority may not be attain- 
able, and our resolve to enter a conflict will be powerfully tested. 

Amplifying the A2/AD Strategy 

If there is weakness in contemporary defense writings, it is a failure to put 
aside the numerous All AD systems of the PRC, Iran, Russia, and North 
Korea to answer a fundamental question: What is the "so what" of A2/AD? 
To arrive at some initial understanding, All AD aims must be overlaid along 
with their capabilities in the five domains (including electromagnetic spec- 
trum) to determine the potential range of nonlinear operations. 

Referring to figure 2, the first aim of All AD is strategic preclusion. Allies 
rely on the United States to underwrite the treaty guarantees of mutual 
defense. An All AD adversary would seek to create an environment where 
US allies question the US ability to defend them. Erosion of confidence 
in the United States could cause an ally to step back from honoring ac- 
cess arrangements, or it could otherwise limit freedom of action through 
decreased commitment to host US forces, refusal to grant overflight, un- 
willingness to demarche the aggressive acts of a regional hegemon, or an 
absence of cooperative training with US forces. 

The second aim is operational exclusion. An adversary will plan and ex- 
ecute actions to set the conditions for the campaign they envision. One 
such preparatory effort could be to infiltrate important US cyberspace 
networks with intelligence-gathering and destructive malware to yield 
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Figure 2. Breakdown of A2/AD strategy 

exploitable intelligence in steady state and act as the forward offense in 
crisis and conflict. Other exclusionary measures would be to jeopardize 
key sea lanes to impede US maritime force flows, or an adversary could 
seek to exclude US space-based capabilities by disabling orbiting plat- 
forms, creating orbital debris bands, or using antisatellite technologies to 
attack certain on-orbit platforms.28 

The third aim is operational degradation. Increasingly, using cyberspace 
to conduct unattributed attacks allows All AD actors to amplify their ef- 
fects in other domains and reach into the US homeland. Due to the vulner- 
ability of commercial cyberspace infrastructure, there is strategic advantage 
in large-scale cyber attacks executed by proxies. Another example would be 
extensive degradation of the electromagnetic spectrum to sever the connec- 
tivity of US fielded forces from their distant senior commanders. 

Figure 3 illustrates at what point in crisis and conflict each All AD aim 
becomes relevant. As shown, a successful All AD strategy will create a void 
where US shaping is attenuated by lack of opportunity space. The center 
parallel shaded arrow shows the "Needed US Region Shaping Range" 
and depicts the approximate ideal placement of A2/AD aims in thwarting 
US power. The arrow, "Opposing Strategic Effect of All AD"—pushing 
against the US shaping range—illustrates how its range of options is trun- 
cated by A2/AD strategy. In steady state, A2/AD effects seek to shrink 
US opportunities to shape; in conflict the lack of shaping and deterring 
translates into preempted and precluded US force. 

The fourth and final aim is strategic exhaustion. Key objectives within 
this aim include exploiting the vulnerabilities of lengthy US exterior lo- 
gistics lines contrasted with an All AD adversary's shorter interior lines of 
logistics. More than ever, global military logistics is dependent upon the 
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rapid exchange of accurate time-critical data within stable information 
networks. Any disruptions to timely, accurate data exchange will inevi- 
tably inject delays into US force generation, deployment, and resupply. 
The goal of exhaustion in an All AD crisis or conflict is to cause the US 
expeditionary offense to crumble due to the inability to sustain its effort 
or to defeat US resolve through fear of strategic failure. 

Crisis Management Design Framework 

A brief design introduction is appropriate before describing the dynamics 
of this concept. As shown in figure 4, design is essentially a three-step 
process that begins with the system frame and culminates in the proposed 
concept design. An important point is that design is cyclical; that is, while 
it seeks to achieve understanding of complex problems, design theory ac- 
knowledges that once anyone acts on a problem, this gives rise to a new 
problem that necessitates the third design cycle begin anew at the system 
frame. This crisis management concept does not propose a discreet design 
for every possible encounter with any A2/AD adversary; rather it advo- 
cates for a useful design framework from which to enter into A2/AD crisis 
management planning. 

Three important ideas form an underlying latticework for this crisis 
management design concept. RAND defense researcher, Dr. Forrest Morgan, 
establishes that crisis management is 

a process by which policy makers seek to diffuse the threat of war with other 
powerful states without surrendering important national interests. It employs ele- 
ments of deterrence, coercive diplomacy, assurance and inducement. . . . 
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Crisis management is largely about strategy . . . effectively managing a crisis can 
be perilously difficult if the underlying structure of the geopolitical environment 
is unstable. Military forces comprise an important element of that structure, either 
contributing to stability or undermining it.29 
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Figure 4. Operational design process 

In an important sense, Morgan captures the effect of A2/AD: a non- 
linear strategy and associated capabilities combined with an adversary's 
willingness to act as a regional destabilizer for its advantage. This point ties 
into the second piece of the lattice, geopolitical instability. 

In a broad treatment of escalation written in 2008, a RAND group 
studying structural instability in the geopolitical environment determined 
that when an adversary has unique capabilities or can successfully chal- 
lenge an opponent's capabilities where there is no counter, perceived ad- 
vantages could embolden that adversary to escalate in ways it perceives its 
opponent cannot answer.30 As a result, an A2/AD adversary will perceive 
it can act—perhaps escalate—without fear of an effective use of counter- 
force or credible armed response. The resulting instability creates oppor- 
tunities and tipping-point incentives toward the A2/AD actor. 

The third ingredient of the lattice is that a central outcome in recent US 
wars was regime change and/or decisive victory. A continuation of these 
policies could inadvertently undermine US ability to manage escalation 
and deescalation in crises. From their perspective, A2/AD adversaries— 
for example, a nuclear-armed regional adversary—could perceive little to 
no value in self-restraint, especially with regard to its use of WMD.31 

Contemporary deterrence scholars such as Dr. T. V. Paul assert that for 
much of the past 20 years, its unipolar status has led the United States 
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to focus on deterring rogue states and transnational terrorists seeking 
WMD.32 Paul's work holds that US deterrence of state actors appeared 
to come to an end with the demise of the Soviet state.33 Indirectly, he 
hints at the demand signal for an effective applied deterrence construct to 
meet future challenges, among them, A2/AD. However, the issue is not so 
much about theoretical deterrence as it is countering A2/AD with applied 
deterrence. The ability of A2 and AD to undermine US power projection 
and force points to a conundrum: if the United States cannot project 
power and force because A2/AD contests its access and freedom of action, 
then in point of fact, the deterring effect of its power-force combination 
is precarious. 

Escalation is best undertaken against an A2/AD adversary in a man- 
ner that emphasizes eliminating US "say-do" gaps. This is difficult in an 
A2/AD environment without an appropriately developed force, a crisis 
management design, and an effective counter-A2/AD theory of victory. 
Figure 5 is the design's cognitive transition, the conceptual answer to the 
challenge imposed by the problems described in the design system frame. 
The key design problem is that a weak joint deterring force will not ensure 
the United States has sufficient escalation agility to credibly move at will 
along the entire range of operations. This limitation opens the door for an 
All AD opponent to prevail through strategic preclusion. 

Crisis Escalation Management 
Opportunity Space 

Agility, Matching, Dominance, Deescalation #£ 

\ Ubl-orces Deterring btrengtn as 
V ^   _Function of Redevelopment  ^ 

Figure 5. Crisis escalation management design 
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The design of this applied concept begins with its first component and 
lynchpin: the deterring force. A2/AD forces threaten to push US forces 
to ever farther operating ranges with increasing intelligence, logistics, 
firepower, and maneuver inefficiencies while decreasing the ability of the 
joint force to deter. US military force must be relevant, effective, and ef- 
ficient within a region. Relevance rapidly diminishes if the force cannot 
enter important regions and operate with sufficient latitude. The idea of 
the deterring force is, in essence, what it takes to ensure US forces remain 
relevant and do not have to accept being driven to disadvantageous oper- 
ating ranges to survive and operate. 

Figure 6 portrays the continuum of strong-to-weak deterring forces 
with an associated range of attributes. Some of the key assumptions of 
the deterring force are that the United States possesses national political 
will (commitment of populous not assumed); some credible intelligence 
warning and indications are available; some margin of military defense 
technology leadership (not necessarily supremacy) exists in certain areas; 
and relevant allies/partners remain committed to the use of power, includ- 
ing force. At the far left of the range, the weak deterring force is a notional 
joint force with no redevelopment—little to no changes undertaken to 
counter-A2/AD effects. In contrast, the strong deterring force depicts a 
fully redeveloped force in all domains enabled by robust US access and 
assured freedom of action. 

Against a regional A2/AD hegemon equipped with substantial political- 
military capability and capacity in one or two domains, a less than fully 
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redeveloped joint force may be able to prevail with only modest difficulty. 
But against a near-peer competitor, that same joint force may be unable 
to prevail, even with the most strenuous effort. For the purposes of this 
essay the most demanding crisis scenario is assumed: US power and forces 
perform most of the heavy lifting. The point of the continuum is that 
without an appropriately developed deterring force, access, freedom of ac- 
tion, and regional influence, a US force would be unable to satisfactorily 
achieve crisis management goals. 

If one assumes that the joint force can overcome access and freedom- 
of-action barriers, one must explain what it does in steady state that as- 
sures shaping, enhances stability, and mitigates the potential for crisis and 
conflict. One of the key ways to foster stability is through continuous 
regional presence in peacetime and persistence during crisis and conflict. 
Persistence is the force's ability to be present in highly contested places 
and spaces of every domain (see fig. 5). The kind, frequency, and locales 
of persistent presence must be less like domination zones and more like 
control positions. 

America's ability to pivot its escalation approach points to the second 
component of this concept, escalation agility. This component goes hand 
in hand with the first, because escalation agility is what the US deterring 
force must accomplish in all A2/AD conditions. Escalation agility informs 
US understanding of how much latitude it has in its crisis design in rela- 
tionship to the rival's ability to preclude, exclude, preempt, and degrade 
(the aims of A2/AD, fig. 2) US power and force projection. Underlying 
the escalation pivot is the extent to which US strategy preserves needed 
opportunity space to act (see fig. 3). If the adversary reduced opportunity 
space below some minimal level, it would crowd out the US ability to 
execute actions that best confront the opponent's strategy. 

Again, figure 5 demonstrates that the stronger deterring force will ensure 
the joint force has enough agility to overcome a range of A2/AD threats, 
from regional powers such as Iran or North Korea to near-peers such as 
the PRC or Russia. So long as the United States can escalate with confi- 
dence versus an All AD rival, escalation-matching moves and counter- 
moves could be viewed as a chessboard with different levels corresponding 
to diplomatic, information, military, economic, finance, intelligence, and 
legal (DIMEFIL). As such, US crisis objectives on any of these separate 
but interrelated levels need not be "checkmate." The whole-of-government 
moves, rooted in a single design, must be about protecting and preserving 
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key matching board space as opposed to the outright commanding posi- 
tion game style of escalation dominance. 

The United States cannot count on a cooperative and predictable esca- 
lation rival, so respective sides will likely continue matching until actor 
patience is exhausted or matching is no longer viewed as a rewarding ap- 
proach. When or if crisis participants seek another approach, the United 
States must be confident it can pivot to a new design and the associated 
strategy to meet the dynamic demands of the crisis. 

In US defense literature, the phrase "escalation control" is prominent 
both as an approach and an implied mind-set. However, the limits of US 
ability to control any situation is really about its ability to form a union of 
its means and ends despite an A2/AD adversary's ways and means to deny 
that opportunity. Because of the nature and severity of adversary counter- 
actions, this concept advocates for a new way to think of and operational- 
ize escalation: escalation management. A2/AD's goal is to keep US forces 
at bay and, in so doing, attenuate their relevance and combat power. Any 
proposition of US crisis response against an A2/AD strategy that is based 
on a US theory of escalation control is inherently misaligned to a situation 
where the United States cannot control escalation because it cannot get its 
forces into a region to establish control. This may compel US leaders to 
forego escalation matching and instead opt for a leap to escalation domi- 
nance that will bring its own kind of All AD crisis destabilization risks. 

The fourth component of this concept for design is escalation matching. 
Because of US military overmatch, its leaders have taken on something 
akin to disdain for matching adversary escalation moves within a political- 
military crisis. An explanation could be that military leaders more readily 
identify with dominance in a crisis because they perceive the leap to domi- 
nance is the shortest path with the least jeopardy toward victory, preser- 
vation of things, and protection of US vital interests. While that simpli- 
fied view of escalation in crisis seems sensible, its common sense does 
not reflect the uncommon twists and turns inherent to disruptive A2/AD 
strategy. The present mind-set of escalation dominance trains leaders to 
dominate the adversary; however, in an A2/AD crisis, dominating could 
aggravate the crisis or make it acute by ineffectively responding with force 
that is blunted by the opponent's strategy. 

The notion of matching an adversary's escalation measures is not about 
US capitulation or passivity; it is about pacing. The advantage of pacing 
is it sets a tempo that provides opportunities to build in actions such as 
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pauses to encourage leader assessment on both sides. Additionally, esca- 
lation matching is not built on a leader-follower paradigm; rather, it is 
an intuitive actor approach. Other key points in escalation matching are 
determining what actions to undertake and how to accomplish those ac- 
tions. What to do can be concisely stated as a series of interrelated US 
moves and countermoves that minimize adversary upside while simulta- 
neously minimizing (minimize/minimize) the US downside in the crisis. 

That minimal up/minimal down approach inherently emphasizes the 
US advantage in terms of mitigating adversary actions that would seek to 
accelerate the crisis or jeopardize US interests. Another way of thinking 
of matching is to visualize it as opportunity space with the attributes of 
a physical maneuver space where actions and counteractions are not lin- 
ear. Escalation matching is the space between actor-on-actor engagement 
where, at one end, the parties lapse into a mutually agreeable postcrisis 
settlement. In contrast, at its upper limit, escalation matching space gives 
way to another larger, diverse space: the area of escalation dominance. 
Discerning the upper bounds of the matching space is where adversary 
intent and the strength of its responses produce risk to the United States 
that must be mitigated rapidly through escalation dominance. 

Escalation matching requires that US estimates of the adversary be 
grounded in an accurate understanding of the rival's appraisal of the situ- 
ation. The conceptual structure of escalation matching ought to eliminate 
the perception that it cedes crisis opportunity, advantage, or initiative to an 
opponent. Against an All AD rival using a rheostat approach, a controlled 
escalation framework could provide both the utility of incremental methods 
within a pacing construct and a tempo that provides the opportunity for 
reassessment to minimize miscommunication and miscalculation. 

Escalation dominance is the fifth component in this design concept. 
Simply stated, domination ensures the United States can escalate in ways 
that allow it to gain and maintain the upper hand in a crisis. Unlike the 
minimize/minimize of matching, dominance seeks to maximize US upside 
while simultaneously minimizing (maximize/minimize) the adversary's up- 
side potential. Looking through the prism of All AD, escalation dominance 
could be metaphorically described as the sum weight of all US national in- 
struments exerting more downward pressure than the opponent's counter- 
acting upward pressure that seeks to expand the crisis or initiate conflict. 

All AD seeks to diminish US ability to dominate escalation by deploy- 
ing numerous active defense layers up to hundreds of miles in depth to 
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make penetrating and ultimately closing with the opponent both diffi- 
cult and costly. Consequently, a weak deterring force must operate from 
disadvantaged distances that decrease its deterring potential and combat 
power. The only US options may be either to cede the object of the crisis 
or inherit a menu of least-preferable options that further destabilize or ac- 
celerate the crisis. 

Completing the Concept: Deescalation 

During the ramp-up to an A2/AD crisis, this concept for design calls 
attention to continuous deescalation opportunities. In contrast, the lack 
of thorough deescalation discussion in US military doctrine produces in- 
completely formed understanding of the ramp-down phase of any crisis. 
The belief could arise that ramp-down is not worthy of US attention be- 
cause of the perception that deescalation resembles capitulation. This lack 
of understanding sends a message to the military that bringing any crisis 
to a conclusion is, at bottom, a situation for which the prescription is 
more overwhelming military force. The danger of such a one-dimensional 
mind-set is reigniting of the crisis, displacement of the crisis elsewhere, 
failure to recognize a ramp-down opportunity, or failure to remain com- 
mitted to a deescalation plan. Any of these could prolong the crisis or 
cause preventable conflict. The need for a deescalation framework can be 
understood as: once high in the branches of a tree of crisis, a nation's leader- 
ship may not be able to determine acceptable ramp-down methods that 
can help it descend from those limbs. Without more precepts to guide 
deescalation, the United States risks inculcating a perception in the minds 
of its competitors that it does not back away from crisis nor can it. To its 
allies and partners, it risks the perception of a lack of nuance below the 
threshold of war. 

There are three components of deescalation. The first, appropriateness, 
requires assessment at some relevant point that identifies the most useful 
deescalation measure in a given context. War gaming deescalation measures 
in the crisis can be useful; however, the time to identify and war game 
responses may cede initiative and momentum to an opponent. Any de- 
escalation measure offered must involve things held mutually important by 
the United States and its rival. While understanding can never be perfect, an 
important consideration is the avoidance of ambiguous US measures that 
can take a crisis down unintended paths. If in its crisis design (fig. 4) the 
United States cannot make an adversary traverse a specific path of crisis 
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actions, perhaps the adversary can be herded to an intersection and pre- 
sented with courses of action. 

The next deescalation facet is demonstrability. This idea holds that what- 
ever deescalation measures are used, they must be verifiably observable by 
the adversary. This raises the question of the accuracy of US understand- 
ing with regard to what it believes an A2/AD opponent can observe and 
the probable immediacy of the opponent's observation. 

The third deescalation component is credibility, something US leaders 
must bear in mind throughout a crisis. Namely, that deception, obfusca- 
tion, and subterfuge, while of some utility in attaining escalation advan- 
tage, are the very things that could undermine opposing leader confidence 
in attempted deescalation measures, by either side. If at the signal of bona 
fide deescalation, sufficient interregime mutual trust cannot be estab- 
lished, deescalation could paradoxically produce the opposite outcome. 

Priming the Design Pump 

During the Cold War, Dr. Alexander L. George developed seven princi- 
ples of geopolitical instability.34 While his principles (fig. 7) are somewhat 
dated, they have relevance to the challenges of A2/AD strategy. George's 
advocacy for political-military synchronization, continuous control of 
fielded forces, and a rheostat employment approach of military forces 
speaks to the need and benefit of design. It helps guide further develop- 
ment of this concept to better manage crises against an A2/AD opponent. 
In a larger sense, George's position is that initiating a crisis or entering a 
war ought to be choices of last resort. Additionally, his work commissions 
leaders to maintain cognizance of the crisis exit or, as a minimum, crisis 
ramp-down opportunities. Those ideas speak to the utility of design in 
defining a given A2/AD problem and the most effective escalation and de- 
escalation actions against it. Unfortunately, his principles are not the vital 
elements of a campaign plan against an A2/AD adversary whose strategy 
and capabilities are purposely built to mitigate US steady state shaping, 
blunt US access, mitigate its influence, suppress freedom of action, and, 
ultimately, crowd out operational latitude. In these ways, George's pre- 
cepts are not the theory of action (fig. 4) but valid foundational ingredients 
in this concept for design. 

A2/AD crisis management design leverages US power, but design cannot 
make something strong if it is inherently weak. Power and forces have their 
own values, which lie within a weak-to-strong continuum. As an example 
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George's Crisis Instability Principles 

1. Continuous Forces Control: political leaders must retain control of the actions of 
their respective military forces in crisis 

2. Rheostat Forces Control: force movements [and composition] should occur in a 
design that allows leaders to speed up and slow down their deployment and move- 
ment; assumes desired pauses can be built into the situation 

3. Synchronized Pol-Mil Actions: assumes that political leaders can conceive of a 
construct and employ 

4. Unity of Objectives: military force employment is right-sized to the associated 
diplomatic objective(s) in the crisis context 

5. Measured Use of Force: intent is to ensure that movement and use of force is not 
misconstrued—when and where it is not our intent—to be a step that presages 
major war 

6. War is Preferred Last Resort: signals our intent that US seeks a negotiated path 
one not single-mindedly culminating in armed hostilities 

7 Build in an Egress: leaves the adversary a face-saving path out of crisis to militate 
the perception that war is the only path of resolution 

Alexander L George, 'A Provisional Theory of Crisis Management," in Alexander George, ed., Avoiding War: 
Problems of Crisis Management (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1991). 

Figure 7. George's principles amplified 

of how interagency relationships fit into this concept, US combatant com- 
manders continue in their key role in shaping and regional influence that 
supports other US agencies or are, in turn, supported by them. Without an 
offsetting US strategy, or at least its outline, a design for crisis management 
cannot perform the strategy currency conversion function between an A2/AD 
challenge and the planning to overcome that opponent's strategy. In a 
broader sense, the US offsetting strategy must aspire to crowd out the A2/ 
AD strategies of regional and near-peer competitors. 

As heightened tensions lead to crisis, cognitive transition—the key de- 
liverable in the early stage of crisis management design (fig. 4)—leads to 
a campaign plan that employs salient tools of US power. With regard to 
military power, the deterring force's escalation agility is the measure of the 
joint force redevelopment and sufficiency to handle the rigors of an A2/ 
AD challenge. 

There will be barriers to implementation of this concept. For example, 
describing the components of the concept is not difficult, but execut- 
ing them in the interagency context ahead of the speed of crisis will be 
daunting. That is due to A2/AD's reach, scope, immediacy, and being 
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grounded in years of shaping campaigns. Therefore, ready-made internal 
US national power and force relationships must preexist to deliver supported/ 
supporting interagency actions to seize and, where needed, regain the in- 
formation and operations initiatives. 

Crisis management design cannot be an ad hoc undertaking of the mo- 
ment. A given design must be informed by the steady state shaping plan 
lines of operation. Experimentation, development, and deployment of this 
concept must be undertaken in conditions where US designers and leaders 
have an opportunity to reflect upon situational factors, known threats 
to execution, desired outcomes, and likely US commander guidance. A 
cornerstone of this concept is not how other DIMEFIL instruments are 
subordinated to the "M"; rather, it is about how all US tools form an agile, 
integrated, interdependent design. 

As the JOAC, Air-Sea Battle, and other efforts hone the tactics, tech- 
niques, and procedures of a redeveloped joint force, this concept for crisis 
management design must be coupled to those efforts. With this concept, 
US political leaders and senior war-fighting commanders will have a con- 
ceptual vehicle to counter All AD with conceptual design that averts con- 
flict or puts the United States in a position to degrade a hegemonic rival 
while remaining strong.35 

Hie Offsetting US Strategy 

Formulating a national strategy to offset and overcome the competition 
of A2/AD should drive the development of regional steady state counter- 
A2/AD shaping plans that are composed of lines of operation that unfold 
over years. This proposal is not simply advocating for better cooperative 
security planning to counter All AD, though that would be helpful. The 
concept puts forward the idea of an offsetting strategy where US agencies 
do not work in silos but actively share common goals, priorities, processes, 
and a scorecard to conduct DIMEFIL shaping progress. Figure 8 illus- 
trates a notional offsetting strategic approach of ends, ways, and means. 
The end states in this national strategy transcend the ends of specific 
campaigns. The ends in this strategy framework are rooted in enduring US 
policy objectives and outcomes: strong US conventional deterrence, robust 
extended deterrence, and protected interests to include the shared interests 
of partners. The arrows radiating from the ring of continuous strategiza- 
tion are enduring shaping actions that deliver DIMEFIL outcomes focused 
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Figure 8. Counter-A2/AD strategy 

on the products at the figure's center: 
assured access, enhanced freedom of 
action, and strengthened influence. 

The first product of a US off- 
setting strategy, access, translates 
into places, bases, infrastructure, 
and overflight enabled by agree- 
ments that allow the United States 
to distribute its forces to reinforce 
security and stability during steady 
state shaping and crisis response. 

The second strategy product is 
freedom of action. Often conflated 
with access, it is a related but sepa- 
rate idea. Freedom of action is an 

expression of US operational latitude once forces are deployed forward— 
wherever "forward" is. For the purposes of crisis response planning, opera- 
tional latitude is a measure of ability to freely maneuver and arrange forces 
in all domains, including the electromagnetic spectrum. Out of this under- 
standing flows force employment options out to the tactical edge through 
the combatant commander's campaign plan. 

Influence is the third strategy product and flows from a national offsetting 
strategy. Regional US influence is the aggregation of shaping efforts in each 
key region over years to reassure allies and friends of its steadfastness to deliver 
on its regional stability and security commitments. US influence helps bring 
about an environment where nations with shared interests feel they can enable 
US access and freedom of action. 

The US offsetting strategy must not be confused or conflated with either 
strategic planning or strategic programming; rather, it requires candid as- 
sessments. While the dynamic of multiple A2/AD actors brings a new 
kind of complexity and multiple threats, it is unlikely domestic politics 
will allow a marked increase in future defense budgets to build separate 
counter-A2/AD acquisition programs for the PRC, Iran, Russia, and 
North Korea. The offsetting strategy must be composed of coherent re- 
gional counter-A2/AD strategies whose DIMEFIL means are flexible 
enough to apply to all A2/AD threats. The successful long-term com- 
petitive approach used against Russia during the Cold War is an example. 
Figure 9 shows the relationship of steady state shaping to the entire crisis 
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phase. In a larger sense, it depicts the major developmental components 
of US offsetting strategy. 

Theater Steady 
State Shaping 

Plans/Campaigns Crisis Escalation Management 
Opportunity Space 

Agility, Matching, Dominance, Deescalation 

JOAC 
Air-Sea Battle 

Other Concepts 

< 

WEAK STRONG 

US Forces'Deterring Strength As    s y 
Function of Redevelopment ^T** 

Figure 9. Components of US offsetting strategy 

Planning for the Future of A2/AD 

Even if US relations with the PRC, Iran, Russia, and North Korea ul- 
timately remain nonconfrontational and the respective ideologies eventu- 
ally moderate, those nations aggressively develop, deploy, and proliferate 
many of the A2 and AD technologies US military forces will inevitably 
confront. This yields something called the 10/90 Rule: there may be a 
10-percent chance of a hot war between any of those nations and the 
United States, but there is a 90-percent chance the US military will con- 
front the A2/AD stuff each rival proliferates. Therefore, much of US 
counter-A2/AD effort could be justified by identifying ways to mitigate 
systems, but such an approach would leave the nation bereft of strategic 
vision and purpose. 

In the US defense establishment, some voices advocate for counter- 
A2/AD efforts directed at specific nations, especially the PRC. Arguably, 
there is some utility in such an approach for the formulation of US de- 
fense policy and force development. However, a focus on a single nation 
would likely overlook the advantages of an approach which spans all A2/ 
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AD adversaries. By offsetting the commonalities across the group of All 
AD opponents, no adversary will believe the United States has ceded any 
regional competition. 

To aid planning of present and near-term counter-A2/AD shaping, it is 
appropriate to examine some relevant initial ideas. While not all-inclusive, 
these efforts comprise important planks in any combatant commander's 
counter-A2/AD shaping framework. As a minimum, the following should 
comprise any campaign to shape a region with an A2/AD threat: 

• Targeted diplomacy which strengthens alliances and cultivates friends 
and partners. 

• Continued military-to-military engagement that broadens relation- 
ships, deepens understanding, and helps eliminate miscommunica- 
tion and miscalculation. 

• Multination defense technology investing and, where appropriate, 
risk-reducing acquisition in relevant systems, platforms, and tech- 
nologies. 

• Realistic counter-A2/AD combined training in the air, naval, cyber, 
space, and land forces domains. 

• Continued growth in diverse sharing of relevant strategic and tactical 
A2/AD and adversary intelligence. 

• Development of equipment and procedures for collaborative domain 
awareness to enhance security and eliminate piracy and ungoverned 
sovereign air, maritime, and land spaces. 

• Assured uncontested access to air, maritime, and space commons to 
provide for the stability of commerce to ensure protection of US and 
shared partner interests. 

• Winning the media and public opinion narratives and getting ahead 
of competing information operations. 

Currently there are important initiatives which signal a beginning in 
counterweigh ting the regional hegemonic efforts of the PRC. On 16 No- 
vember 2011, the United States and Australia announced the establish- 
ment of a US Marine Corps training location in Darwin, Australia. This 
demonstrates how access improves out of active international relation- 
ships that promote influence and protect shared interests.36 
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Prior to the start of a conflict with an A2/AD hegemon, the United 
States must shape events to either prevent a crisis or enter the conflict in 
the most advantageous position. However, it is important to concede that 
none of this concept or any other US counter-A2/AD efforts will entirely 
eliminate strategic miscalculation. If an A2/AD adversary miscalculates, 
trained US military and interagency experts using crisis management de- 
sign will likely be the best hedge against uncertainty. 

Warfare continues its inexorable march of change, and the meaning of 
that change is coming into focus. Due to advocates in the US defense es- 
tablishment, counterinsurgency will remain part of the spectrum of war- 
fare; however, such conflicts will not involve the preponderance of US 
vital interests. At war's high end, regional and near-peer A2/AD hegemons 
can jeopardize numerous US vital interests. The United States must be 
ready to vigorously defend its interests wherever they come under attack. 

For the time being, the United States must not suffer the winner's curse: 
believing that because it prevailed against past challenges, future victory 
will happen with little additional work and no infusion of new ideas. Mili- 
tary planning and strategic assumptions are not exempt from breakdown. 
Clausewitz, Sun Tzu, and Jomini admonish America that successful theo- 
ries of victory are dependent on, but are not exclusively dictated by, the 
advancements of war-fighting technology. US theories of victory in crisis 
and conflict against A2/AD nonlinear strategy depend on the soundness 
of a superior US offsetting strategy coupled with excellent strategic prac- 
tice rooted in better ideas. 

The focus here was to acquaint the reader with the effects and challenges 
of A2/AD on US power and force projection while presenting an innova- 
tive design to manage crisis against A2/AD rivals and suggest new ideas 
on the deterring force, escalation agility, escalation management, and de- 
escalation. The objective was to present organizing precepts for a design to 
effectively manage a military crisis against the PRC, Iran, Russia, or North 
Korea. A subsidiary objective was to link US shaping to both A2/AD and 
this concept's design for crisis management. If A2/AD adversaries believe 
their approach can successfully keep the United States out of a regional 
situation or impose devastating costs, then it could be faced with an in- 
ability to unite its means to ends. From a design perspective, this concept 
locates and sets the A2/AD problem, but it does not present campaign 
solutions; that is local work yet to be done. Armed with this concept for 
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mitigating A2/AD effects, US power and force can benefit by being more 
relevant throughout the range of crises brought on by any A2/AD actor. 

Inasmuch as they will alter the US post-Cold War deterrence mind- 
set and its doctrinal way of battle, the changes wrought by A2/AD must 
not be ignored by hubris that results in an unwillingness to recognize its 
strengths. A failure to fully comprehend A2/AD's implications may cause 
the United States to unwittingly forfeit a window of innovation and re- 
development opportunity to reinvent its power and force projection. In 
the decades since Pearl Harbor, history teaches that strategic shock with 
crippling, perhaps lasting, consequences can occur if a determined adver- 
sary believes it can attain its goals and realize its ends when the United 
States neglects to be a nation of foresight and action. RffiJ^ 
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Technology, Qualitative Superiority, and 
the Overstretched American Military 

Daniel R. Lake 

Why did the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq put so much strain on the 
US military? During the 1990s, the question was whether US forces 
should be prepared to fight two "major regional conflicts" or just one. No 
one thought that smaller operations would cause problems. Nonetheless, 
by 2006—07, operations in Iraq involving less than one-third the forces 
deployed for Desert Storm were stressing the US Army so much there 
was open debate over how close it was to breaking. The proximate cause 
is obvious—the Army lacked the assets it needed for operations in Iraq. 
The real question is why that would be the case. How is it the United 
States requires roughly half of the world's military spending to support a 
military too small to comfortably sustain moderate-intensity operations? I 
argue that the strain on the US military is the direct result of focusing on 
technological solutions to tactical and strategic problems. This practice is 
rooted in American culture, which is particularly prone to technological 
optimism. The focus on leveraging technology to gain qualitative superi- 
ority over US foes has resulted, due to escalating procurement costs and 
increased logistic needs, in a military that is too small where it needs to 
be: on the battlefield. 

For more than a decade now, we have been hearing that the US mili- 
tary is "overstretched" and "at the breaking point." This is not simply an 
exercise in hyperbole. Rather, it reflects real problems the military was 
already facing even before the war in Iraq. For example, the intervention 
in Kosovo escalated to include seven out of 20 Air Force combat wings 
and required the call-up of reservists to conduct air refueling.1 The high 
demand on reconnaissance and electronic-warfare aircraft for Kosovo also 
forced the Air Force to cut back on monitoring the "no-fly" zones in Iraq. 
This is indicative of the wider issue, which is that the US military in general 
was arguably understaffed and overstretched by the end of the 1990s.2 

Daniel R. Lake, PhD, is an assistant professor in the Political Science Department of the State University of 
New York College at Plattsburgh. He previously taught at Denison University, Sweet Briar College, and Wayne 
State University. He has also been published in the journal International Security on coercive airpower. 
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It was evident by late 2003 that due to the force cutbacks of the 1990s, 
the need for troops in Iraq would strain the US military.3 As the Iraq war 
dragged on, it became clear those projections were on the mark, and sus- 
tained operations in Afghanistan and Iraq risked breaking the Army.4 

Why did these operations strain the US military so much? The United 
States has the largest defense budget in the world, the second-largest ac- 
tive duty military, and the seventh-largest military when reserves are in- 
cluded.5 If any state should be able to handle operations like Afghanistan 
and Iraq with ease, it is the United States. Nevertheless, even with a $670 
billion defense budget, the United States found it challenging to sustain 
a deployment of 200,000 troops.6 This is particularly interesting because 
the much larger forces deployed for Operation Desert Storm did not cause 
any such problems. 

A partial explanation is the mismatch between US military capabilities 
and needs. The bulk of the forces in Afghanistan and Iraq were ground 
forces, so most of the burden of these operations was borne by the Army 
and Marines. Such was the case with Desert Storm, but its much shorter 
duration made that larger deployment easier on the military. During 
2005-06, the United States averaged 175,000 to 200,000 ground forces 
deployed to Afghanistan and Iraq, according to the Congressional Bud- 
get Office (CBO).7 The CBO considered this an unsustainable level of 
deployment, based on the current availability of active duty and reserve 
forces. By January 2006, virtually all the available combat units in the 
Army, Marine Corps, and National Guard had been deployed to Afghani- 
stan or Iraq at least once.8 Many were already on their second or third 
tour. Many National Guard and reserve units had already hit their legal 
limit of two years deployed in a five-year period, shifting almost the full 
burden of operations onto active duty forces. The US Army and Marine 
Corps are simply too small to sustain such a level of operations.9 To sus- 
tain an all-volunteer professional army, the rule of thumb is a three-to-one 
rotation ratio, meaning you have two units at home for every one de- 
ployed.10 Higher deployment rates make it more likely that service mem- 
bers will decide against a military career, reducing retention and making it 
harder to sustain the overall force. Sustaining a deployment of 175,000 to 
200,000 troops thus requires about 525,000 to 600,000 personnel. This 
is perilously close to the total active strength of US ground forces (around 
700,000). When you take into account other deployments outside the 
continental United States (South Korea, Okinawa, Europe, etc.) and their 
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personnel needs, the Iraq and Afghanistan operations overstretch available 
ground forces. In essence, the US military has a manpower deficiency that 
is likely to get worse in the future if not addressed.11 The drawdown in 
Iraq has temporarily mitigated this problem, and the situation will further 
improve as forces are pulled out of Afghanistan, but the potential for mili- 
tary overstretch remains. 

This is not just a problem affecting US ground forces. The challenges 
created by the Kosovo intervention demonstrate how the Air Force can 
be overstretched. The Navy could also easily be overstretched by current 
obligations (much less a new operation) because it has too few warships.12 

While each warship is individually very capable, it cannot be in two places 
at once. As such, the decline in fleet size since the end of the Cold War 
is already causing problems.13 For example, the Navy is currently unable 
to provide enough warships to control piracy off the coast of Somalia.14 

Dealing with that problem would take several times the 30 or so warships 
that various navies have deployed to the area. In the future, the small size 
of the Navy could also cause problems in a confrontation with China, 
which may already have a larger navy than the United States.15 

The US military is even at risk of running out of critical types of ammu- 
nition. This has already happened at least once. Operations over Kosovo 
depleted the supply of air-launched cruise missiles to the point the Air 
Force had to cut back on their use.16 Government stocks of the most ex- 
pensive precision-guided munitions (PGM) are inherently limited due to 
their higher cost,17 so every time there is a high demand on them there is 
a risk of running out. For example, a military strike against Iran's nuclear 
program would probably rely heavily on the new Massive Ordinance 
Penetrator, a 15-ton "bunker buster" bomb, but the Pentagon is only buy- 
ing 20 of them.18 

Why does the United States, with the largest defense budget by far, have 
inadequate land, air, and naval forces to carry out sustained operations at 
even a moderate tempo? The immediate cause is the shrinking military, 
which is the smallest it has been since the late 1940s. This has been exacer- 
bated by a change in the distribution of forces within the military away 
from combat forces (the "tooth") toward an ever larger support network 
(the "tail"). While defense budgets are higher now than they have been in 
60 years, the military is smaller in absolute terms, and the combat forces 
necessary to carry out missions make up a relatively smaller share of this 
smaller military. 
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These changes are mainly due to an increasing reliance on technology. 
While advanced technology does make the military more effective in 
many ways, it comes at an ever increasing cost. This is exacerbated by the 
US military's cultural bias toward technological solutions, which results 
in intensive use of cutting-edge technologies for maintaining qualitative 
superiority. The high cost of these efforts under conditions of relatively 
flat budgets has led to cuts in personnel and equipment. In addition, the 
increasingly sophisticated weaponry requires more logistical support. This 
has caused both a shift of troops from combat to support roles and an in- 
creased reliance on contractors for support. Ultimately, the overstretch has 
been due to the technological sophistication of the US military. 

The US military's bias toward technological solutions to military prob- 
lems explains its cultural basis and shows how it has manifested since 
World War II. Thus the focus on advanced technology has affected the 
size and composition of the US military. This begs the question whether 
(and how) the experience of military strain will affect US defense policy 
and how other states and nonstate actors are reacting to US technological 
superiority. In the end one must consider what this means in terms of the 
basic dynamics of providing for US national defense. 

Technology and the American Way of War 

The "American way of war" has a couple of basic characteristics that 
have implications for military organization and procurement.19 The first is 
a bias toward waging war for unlimited political objectives and a concom- 
itant focus on annihilating its foes.20 US military leaders traditionally have 
rejected Clausewitz's maxim that war is merely the continuation of policy 
through other means,21 hence the American way of war can be thought of 
more as a way of battle than of war.22 American generals typically resisted 
the "meddling" of politicians in their conduct of war (and still resent it), 
and civilians were largely content to leave war to the professionals. 

The second characteristic is strategic materialism, which developed due 
to the extensive resources available to American armies by the Civil War 
era.23 This entails a preference for defeating the foe through the use of fire- 
power and material superiority rather than through technique.24 Material 
superiority has been seen as a way to avoid casualties, which American elites 
see as desirable because they perceive the public to be casualty averse.25 

Therefore, in each major war, starting with the Civil War, American armies 
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(except the South during the Civil War) have been lavishly equipped com- 
pared to their European counterparts. 

These two main characteristics manifested repeatedly from the Civil 
War through the Korean War. In each major conflict during this period, 
the United States entered the war with a military inadequate for the cur- 
rent struggle. It responded by massively mobilizing the population and 
the economy and sought to completely defeat its foe. While not always 
successful, the victories of the North in the Civil War and the Allies in 
World War II—combined with the way that failure to completely de- 
feat Germany in World War I led to World War II—reinforced American 
prejudices regarding how war should be fought. 

The Korean War broke the pattern in two ways. First, after China's 
intervention it was not possible for the United States to achieve a deci- 
sive victory without resorting to massive use of nuclear weapons. Second, 
combined with the Berlin crisis, it clearly indicated that the Cold War had 
begun, which led the United States to maintain a large peacetime military 
for the first time. 

The establishment of a large peacetime military allowed American cul- 
ture26 to express itself through the structure and equipment of the military 
in ways that had previously not been possible due to the small military 
budgets typical of interwar periods.27 Culture is important because it af- 
fects how war is fought and thus how a nation prepares for war.28 Most 
relevant here is a cultural bias where the application of technology is seen 
as the best way to solve a problem.29 While an openness to technology is 
characteristic of Western cultures and helps explain how Europe was able 
to become so dominant by the nineteenth century,30 American culture is 
unique in containing a strain of "technological utopianism" that sees tech- 
nology as a panacea.31 This focus on technological solutions is a logical 
extension of military materialism, though with particular consequences 
described below. 

Technology has been seen as the solution for several tactical and strategic 
problems since the beginning of the Cold War, including avoiding Ameri- 
can casualties, limiting collateral damage, and countering the quantitative 
superiority of Americas foes.32 In addition, America's political culture has 
developed to the point that having the most advanced military is an end 
in itself.33 

The preference for technological solutions manifested repeatedly during 
the Cold War. The Eisenhower administration proposed to deal with the 
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threat posed by large Soviet conventional forces in Europe by threatening 
nuclear retaliation (the "New Look")- This involved general cuts in the mili- 
tary and an emphasis on strategic nuclear forces, mostly air forces. Since 
there were massive cuts in conventional forces, all three services (Army, 
Navy, and Air Force) pursued their own independent nuclear programs.34 

By the end of the Eisenhower presidency, it was becoming apparent 
that the United States could no longer rely on nuclear deterrence to pro- 
tect Europe from the Soviets. The development of Soviet strategic nuclear 
forces, including the first intercontinental ballistic missiles, was inaugurat- 
ing the era of "mutually assured destruction." Since both sides now had 
the ability to destroy the other using strategic nuclear forces, US nuclear 
deterrence was no longer seen as credible for preventing a conventional 
assault in Europe. In response, the Kennedy administration developed the 
doctrine of "flexible response" to deal with the new strategic reality.35 

Civilian specialists in military strategy and business, led by Robert Mc- 
Namara, sought to make force more adaptable by creating options short 
of nuclear Armageddon.36 While this included a conventional buildup, 
the United States mainly sought to counter Soviet quantitative superiority 
with NATO qualitative superiority.37 This included introducing a whole 
new generation of equipment, including the M-60 main battle tank, new 
tactical aircraft like the F-l 11 Aardvark and the F-4 Phantom II fighter, 
and new naval capabilities in antisubmarine warfare. 

The way the United States conducted the Vietnam War also demon- 
strates its cultural predisposition toward technological problem solving, 
as well as the limits of that approach.38 To deal with North Vietnamese 
air defenses, the Air Force and Navy began extensive deployment of elec- 
tronic countermeasure (ECM)-equipped aircraft and antiradiation mis- 
siles.39 To provide the mobility needed to effectively fight the guerrillas, 
the Army deployed the first airmobile division and used helicopters exten- 
sively throughout the war.40 To interdict North Vietnamese supply routes 
through Laos and Cambodia, the US military developed and deployed 
new sensors that remotely provided targeting data.41 The Vietnam War 
also saw the development of the first remotely piloted aircraft (RPA), or 
drones, and the first widespread use of PGMs.42 Ultimately, all this tech- 
nological innovation was unable to compensate for the failure to develop 
a political strategy for winning the war.43 

Efforts to gain and maintain qualitative superiority increased with the 
end of the draft and the switch to an all-volunteer military in 1974, in part 
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because of increased casualty aversion after Vietnam.44 Called the "offset 
strategy," it involved a systematic attempt to leverage new technologies 
(such as information technology) and develop new equipment to counter 
Soviet numerical superiority, particularly after the Soviets engaged in a 
major modernization effort during the 1970s.45 This resulted in another 
new generation of military equipment including the M-1 Ab rams main 
battle tank, the M-2/3 Bradley infantry fighting vehicle, the F-15 and 
F-16 fighters, the F/A-18 fighter/attack plane, the F-117 stealth fighter, 
the B-2 bomber, the Ticonderoga-cizss guided missile cruisers, and the 
Patriot surface-to-air missile system. 

The astonishingly effective performance of the US military in the Persian 
Gulf War seemed to validate the focus on technological solutions.46 New 
equipment developed since Vietnam—including PGMs, global position- 
ing system (GPS) satellites, the joint surveillance and target attack radar 
system (JSTARS), stealth aircraft, and more prosaic hardware developed 
as part of the offset strategy—was given credit for the lopsided victory 
achieved.47 During the 1990s the American military began to increasingly 
focus on PGMs as a way to avoid US and civilian casualties48 and ac- 
complish what Leslie Gelb referred to as "immaculate destruction."49 The 
technological advances involved were seen as allowing the United States to 
use military coercion more freely,50 as in Bosnia and Kosovo. 

When Donald Rumsfeld became secretary of defense in 2001, he en- 
tered office firmly believing in the virtue of technology as a solution for 
myriad tactical and strategic problems. He set out to transform the cul- 
ture of the military away from its risk- and casualty-averse preference for 
overwhelming force in favor of precise application of force—Gelb's "im- 
maculate destruction.51 This included a focus on reducing or eliminating 
Clausewitz's "fog of war" through better reconnaissance and communica- 
tions capabilities as well as increased use of PGMs to make warfare more 
predictable and allow the military to do more with less.52 In particular, 
Rumsfeld sought to make the military more efficient through the "super- 
empowerment of the individual" and by automating war through tools 
such as drones.53 The success of the invasion of Iraq in 2003 seemed to 
validate this approach.54 

While technological optimism has been a feature of US defense planning 
for several decades now, each service has its own culture which persists 
and manifests itself in its attitude toward technology.55 The Air Force is 
the most technology-oriented branch, since it is defined by technology 
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and emphasized its core technologies when building its identity after its 
creation in 1947.56 The Navy is also very technology oriented, but as an 
old service it has traditions that constrain and channel its technological 
enthusiasm.57 The Army is fairly accepting of technology, seeing it as a 
means to gain an advantage over foes.58 The Marines value technology the 
least, due to their warrior ethic and a history of tight budgets that created 
an institutional culture focusing on personnel rather than equipment.59 In 
a broad sense, a key difference in service culture comes down to the dif- 
ference between "manning equipment" (Air Force and Navy) and "equip- 
ping the man" (Army and Marines). 

Technology and the Incredible Shrinking US Military 

As a general rule, the cost of military equipment tends to rise faster 
than the inflation rate due to technological change.60 This is true espe- 
cially for modern weapons, which rely heavily on computing power for 
their effectiveness. Military computers do not rapidly decline in cost, per 
Moore's Law,61 since they lack the massive economies of scale afforded to 
consumer electronics—much military hardware and software is custom 
designed and must constantly be upgraded to remain secure.62 

Seeking to maximize performance also maximizes costs, particularly 
when developing multirole equipment.63 Multirole systems, by their very 
nature, are going to be more complicated to develop and more costly 
to field.64 Research and development costs increase rapidly as the tech- 
nology incorporated increases and becomes more recent.65 As a result, 
new weapon systems almost always cost more than expected, usually more 
than double the original estimate.66 

Rapid technological change, which has been the norm for several de- 
cades, exacerbates these problems. First, anticipation of future improve- 
ments leads to smaller production runs.67 This increases the unit cost of 
equipment because the research and development (R&D) costs get am- 
ortized over fewer units.68 The large-scale production necessary to gen- 
erate economies of scale (and reduce per-unit R&D costs) is constantly 
deferred.69 Second, there is always an incentive to wait a little longer to 
incorporate a little more advanced technology.70 This serves both to delay 
the introduction of new weapon systems and to keep costs high. Third, 
there is a constant desire to modernize existing equipment to take advantage 
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of technological advances, which also makes it harder to realize economies 
of scale.71 

The combined effects of intergenerational cost growth, incorporation of 
the latest technologies, and smaller production runs have made the latest US 
weapon systems extremely expensive.72 For example, the "flyaway cost" 
(excluding R&D) of a new F-35 fighter increased from $69 million in 
2001 (current $) to $133 million in 2011 due to cost overruns and pro- 
duction delays.73 This is more than four times the inflation-adjusted fly- 
away cost of the aircraft it is replacing, the F-16 ($30 million in 1985).74 

R&D costs add at least another $23 million per plane.75 The cost is so 
much higher in part because the F-35 incorporates cutting-edge technolo- 
gies, such as stealth, developed since the F-16. These planes are also very 
expensive because they are multirole aircraft meant to perform both air 
superiority and ground attack missions. 

The impact of smaller production runs is particularly visible in the case 
of the B-2 bomber. The original production run was supposed to be 132 
planes, but only 21 were actually purchased. As originally proposed (in 
1986), the Air Force would acquire 132 B-2 bombers for a total program 
cost of $58.3 billion.76 After cutting the production run to 21 and spend- 
ing an extra $10 billion in R&D, the total program cost (in 1997) was 
$44.3 billion.77 While the original estimated cost per plane of $442 mil- 
lion was undoubtedly inaccurate, cutting the production run from 132 to 
21 certainly more than doubled the program unit cost based on the 1997 
flyaway cost per bomber of $737 million. Even with no production economies 
of scale to realize, if the entire original planned production run had oc- 
curred, the total program unit cost would have been less than $1 billion 
($737 million flyaway cost and $227 million per plane in R&D costs) 
instead of more than $2.1 billion. Another example played out with the 
F-22 fighter, the Air Force's top-of-the-line air superiority fighter, meant 
to replace the F-15. The original plan was to purchase 750 F-22s. When 
the production run was cut to 183, the unit cost went from $149 million 
to $342 million.78 

This pattern of rising equipment costs is found across the US armed ser- 
vices. The Navy's new Zumwalt-class destroyer (DDG-1000) is the most 
recent class of surface warship developed. Its average procurement unit 
cost (not including R&D) is estimated at $4.3 billion per ship in 2010 
dollars.79 This compares to the $2.2 billion procurement unit cost of an 
Arleigh Burke—class destroyer (DDG-51), which originally entered service 
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in 1991. The increased unit cost is due to the inclusion of more advanced 
technologies, such as much greater automation, as well as its larger size 
(almost 15,500 tons vs. 9,500 tons). Because of the high unit cost, Zumwalt 
production was stopped after the third ship in the class was begun. As a 
result, the $9.3 billion in program R&D costs increased the total program 
cost per ship to $7.4 billion.80 In comparison, the production of Arleigh 
Burke-class destroyers continues with 63 currently in service or on order, 
so the R&D costs have been spread across a much larger production run. 

The nature of rising unit costs over time is shown on figure 1. As you 
can see, intergenerational unit costs go up exponentially for combat air- 
craft, and the same basic pattern (albeit more slowly) holds for other types 
of equipment such as ships.81 
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Equipment that pushes the limit of what is technically possible also 
tends to be less reliable.82 While component reliability tends to improve 
over time, the benefits are undermined by a tendency to improve capabili- 
ties by cramming more components into each system.83 The net result has 
been rapidly increasing operations and maintenance (O&M) costs over 
the last several decades. For example, Air Force O&M costs increased 
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in real terms by 20 percent between the late 1980s and the late 1990s.84 

This is directly related to fielding more-sophisticated equipment. For 
example, the F-35 is estimated to cost a third more to keep flying than 
the F-16 it is replacing.85 The B-2 bomber (an extreme example) requires 
60 man-hours of maintenance for every hour of flight time.86 When you 
include all O&M costs (personnel, equipment, fuel, maintenance, etc.), 
the average flight-hour cost went from about $4,800 in 1970, to $11,000 
in 1985, to about $23,000 today (in constant dollars).87 

Increasing the technological sophistication of military equipment also 
has important implications for personnel policy. While it reduces the 
relative importance of numbers, it puts a premium on high troop quality.88 

This is because to effectively use more-advanced equipment requires 
more training,89 and the ability to successfully complete such training is 
a function of base troop quality in terms of intelligence and education. 
High-quality, smart, and well-trained troops are simply not available in 
large numbers, while low-quality recruits are less able to use complex 
weapons correctly90 

The switch to the all-volunteer military in 1974 made staffing more 
difficult and costly91 While conscripts can simply be required to serve, 
volunteers need to be enticed.92 This requires investment in marketing, 
recruiting, higher salaries, and better benefits. Personnel costs have rap- 
idly increased since 9/11, with total pay and benefit costs increasing from 
$73,300 to $126,800 per person in real terms (a 73-percent increase) between 
2000 and 2011.93 Fully a third ofthat increase is due to expanding costs of 
health care for retirees, an expense that is likely to continue to grow for the 
foreseeable future.94 Recruiting and training costs have also risen. During 
2008, it was estimated that recruiting and training 10,000 soldiers cost 
$1.2 billion a year.95 

Critical for understanding the impact of technological change on the 
US military is the budget environment. As shown in figure 2, the US de- 
fense budget has been fairly stable in constant dollar terms since the Ko- 
rean War. During this period, it never drops below $343 billion FY-2009 
dollars (the 1955 low) and—except for the Reagan defense buildup— 
never exceeds $450 billion FY-2009 dollars during peacetime. 

The result of dramatic increases in equipment and personnel costs within 
a fairly stable budget is evident on the table. While defense spending for 
2009 is artificially inflated by costs associated with the Afghanistan and 
Iraq missions, even after deducting that expense (about $155 billion, ac- 
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Figure 2. US defense budget authority in FY-2009 billions of dollars 
Data from the Center for Arms Control and Nonproliferation. 

cording to the Center for Defense Information) the United States still spent 
38 percent more for almost 50 percent fewer combat assets compared with 
1980. As discussed above, this trend is largely driven by increasing equip- 
ment costs resulting from technological change and the extensive use of 
cutting-edge new technology. In the case of the Navy, it is exacerbated by 
the decision to keep so many aircraft carriers, which forces the sacrifice of 
larger numbers of smaller vessels.96 To save money, most navies have shifted 
to smaller ships, but the United States is bucking that trend at a high price. 

The incredible shrinking US military 
Item                                1980                 2009                         Change 

Total budget authority (2009 
constant) $385 billion $687 billion +78 percent 

Navy ships (active) 530 285 -46 percent 

Air Force fighter/attack planes 
(active) 2,769 1,493 -46 percent 

Army divisions (active) 19 10 -47 percent 

Data from the Center for Arms Control and Nonproliferation; the Naval History and Heritage Command; Ruehrmund 
and Bowie, Arsenal ofAirpower; and Defense Business Board, "Task Group Report on Tooth-to-Tail Analysis." 

Technology and the Changing Tooth-to-Tail Ratio 
The focus on high technology has also shifted the US military's "tooth-to- 

tail" ratio toward a smaller tooth (combat assets) and a larger tail (support). 
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Technologically sophisticated weapon systems generally require more sup- 
port, in part because (as noted above) they are less reliable than simpler 
systems.97 The general rule is the more that is spent on an item, the more 
maintenance hours it will require to keep it operational.98 Because of this, 
the increasing reliance on technologically sophisticated equipment since 
World War II has resulted in larger overall support requirements for the 
US military.99 

Currendy, the US tooth-to-tail ratio is very low, especially for the Air 
Force.100 Only 16 percent of US military personnel have combat special- 
ties (such as armor, infantry, reconnaissance, combat aviation, and surface 
warfare), which is lower than any of our NATO allies (except France and 
Poland), as well as China, India, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South 
Korea, and Kuwait.101 It is somewhat astonishing how few combat per- 
sonnel are in uniform. For example, in 2003—04, the US military included 
only about 71,000 infantry,102 which is a mere 10 percent of the combined 
Army and Marines or roughly 5 percent of the entire US military. 

To some extent, the larger tail of the US military is the result of its 
global projection capabilities,103 but most of it is related to increases in 
the logistical support required by combat forces.104 This has increased over 
the last 100 years as the military has become more technologically sophis- 
ticated and is a direct result of that process. Basically, each generation of 
equipment requires more support than the previous one. 

The impact of technological change is visible in the declining tooth-to- 
tail ratio for wars fought during the last 100 years.105 While more than 
50 percent of US troops deployed to France in World War I were combat 
forces, following the mechanization of the Army (during World War II), 
the share of combat forces in theater has never exceeded 40 percent. Since 
World War II, the trend is generally downward, though it appeared to 
reverse itself during the Iraq war, where 40 percent of the troops in theater 
during 2005 were combat forces. This was an artifact of two practices: an 
unprecedented use of contractors to support the troops and the location 
of many support forces in neighboring Kuwait. When support troops in 
Kuwait and contractors are taken into account, only 25 percent of the 
personnel in theater were combat forces.106 

Note that there is a mismatch between the percentage of troops in Iraq 
that are combat forces (40 percent) and the share of the Army and Marines 
that is combat forces (about 25 percent). The burden of the Iraq and Af- 
ghanistan operations fell mostly on the Army and Marines and in particular 
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on combat forces and certain types of support troops (such as civil affairs 
and psychological operations). The strain on the military (both active duty 
and reserve components) resulting from post-Cold War demands has led 
to increased outsourcing of noncombat roles (and sometimes, but rarely, 
combat roles) to contractors.107 

Contractors are increasingly important for providing support for US 
forces. This is due to the force cuts after the Cold War, the desire to keep 
as many combat units as possible on active duty, and high demands on 
the available troops.108 It is easier to outsource logistical/support functions 
than combat functions, so that is where most of the activity has been.109 

In particular, contractors are heavily used for providing maintenance for 
our most advanced weapon systems such as the B-2 bomber and Navy ves- 
sels.110 Very large numbers of contractors have been used to support US 
operations in Iraq, totaling more than the troops provided by US allies.111 

They perform a critical function, since replacing the 113,000 security and 
logistics contractors deployed in Iraq would require more than 250,000 
additional military personnel to allow for normal personnel rotations.112 

That is simply not possible, as shown by the way the Army struggled to 
increase its numbers by 65,000 to support the "surge" in Iraq.113 

The net impact of all this is a military that increasingly fields fewer, yet 
more-advanced, weapon systems and which contains a shrinking share of 
combat forces but still relies heavily on outsourcing support to contrac- 
tors. The end of operations in Iraq has reduced some of the pressure, and 
things will continue to improve as operations in Afghanistan draw down. 
However, if the United States needs to use military force in the future, the 
same overstretch that characterized the last decade is likely to recur un- 
less something changes the structure of the force. Even routine operations 
may cause strain on limited assets. 

Implications 

The United States 

Right now the US military is vulnerable to overstretch by virtually any 
sustained operation, and even routine operations may cause problems. 
There are really only two ways to reduce the potential for overstretch. One 
is to increase the size of the military.114 For example, another 100,000 
to 200,000 ground troops are necessary to deal with existing security 
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threats.115 Since the baseline defense budget (excluding Iraq and Afghani- 
stan) is not a particularly large share of GDP,116 in principle it could be 
increased enough to expand the military. This is not a good solution to 
the problem. Larger budgets increase the likelihood that equipment will 
be built to the limit of available technology,117 rather than alleviating the 
problem of military overstretch. In fact, they may make conditions worse 
due to the increased support associated with maximizing equipment tech- 
nology. Recall that the baseline defense budget has increased by almost 40 
percent in real terms since 1980 (see table) while the military has shrunk 
by about one-third and combat assets by nearly half. Simply throwing 
more money at the military is not likely to reverse this trend. Regardless, 
since the baseline US defense budget is projected to remain stable for the 
next few years,118 this is probably a moot point. If anything, budgets will 
likely be cut in the short term.119 

Another possibility is to reduce costs within the existing budget to al- 
low funds to be shifted toward expanding the military. For example, cut- 
ting unnecessary weapon programs could free up funds.120 In reality, this 
would be extremely difficult due to the politics of US defense contract- 
ing which result in strong constituencies for existing programs.121 When 
weapon programs are cut, the normal practice is to replace them with new 
programs or some other form of equipment-related compensation.122 This 
practice seriously reduces the net benefit of program cuts. In addition, any 
savings from eliminating weapon systems tends to be very small since the 
spending is spread over several budget years and the contracts frequently 
include cancellation fees.123 

Even if some funds could be freed up, high personnel costs make in- 
creasing the size of the US military very expensive.124 In fact, the Pentagon 
has requested that Congress stop spending so much money on the troops, 
but it is politically unpopular (if not impossible) to do so.125 Congress 
raises pay and benefits to signal its appreciation for service members and 
their families, and any attempt to rein in these costs faces opposition from 
powerful lobbying groups.126 This is a long-term problem, because rising 
personnel costs (particularly health care) threaten to cut into procurement 
and maintenance budgets.127 In fact, to cut personnel costs (thus protect- 
ing procurement and maintenance budgets), the Army is shedding per- 
sonnel,128 even though that makes future overstretch more likely. 

A more promising approach would be to change the procurement pro- 
cess so military equipment is not at (or beyond) the limits of available 
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technology and does not try to do everything.129 This would drive down 
costs since, as a rule of thumb, the last 10 percent of capability results in 
one-third of the costs and two-thirds of the problems.130 It would also 
reduce logistical support and maintenance requirements, allowing a shift 
of troops from the tail to the tooth. This would be a very efficient way to 
address the problem. For example, if the military could reduce its require- 
ments for support personnel by only 2 percent from the current level, it 
would be able to transfer nearly 30,000 personnel to combat functions. 
That dwarfs the impact of increasing the military by 100,000 personnel, 
which would only add about 16,000 combat personnel if current staffing 
patterns are followed. It would also free up money from the equipment 
budget because the equipment would require less R&D and be cheaper. 
One suggestion along this line is for the United States to develop light 
attack turboprops instead of relying only on jets like the F-35 and drones 
like the Predator for air support.131 This would result in an air support 
platform that is cheaper to procure and operate and much easier to main- 
tain. While it would not be able to operate in the same range of threat 
environments, it might provide a viable option for wars like the United 
States has found itself fighting in recent decades. 

But this shift in procurement procedures is unlikely to happen. Perhaps 
unfortunately, the only times the US military has been willing to accept 
less than cutting-edge equipment has been when starved for funds (such 
as the peacetime before the Cold War) or during emergencies. Wartime 
demands tend to shift procurement toward large quantities at the lowest 
possible cost, which favors simple and cheap designs.132 For example, dur- 
ing World War II neither the Liberty ship nor the M4 Sherman tank 
were very technologically sophisticated, but they were cheap to produce in 
volume, and that is what was needed at the time.133 None of the wars the 
United States has been involved in since WWII has been big enough to 
cause a broad shift to wartime procurement patterns, which is just as well, 
since in this case the cure really is worse than the disease. 

The rest of the time, the dominant trend is to generate "99-percent so- 
lutions," because that is how our procurement system is set up.134 This is a 
function of the combination of entrenched interests (the defense industry 
and Congress) and a military culture of technological optimism. As such, 
shifting US procurement practices will be very difficult. There is some 
potential for change in the form of the Sustainable Defense Task Force, 
which has recommended cutting military spending and shrinking some 
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programs.135 However, this would not actually alleviate the potential for 
overstretch since the proposals involve cutting US forces. The task force 
recommendations are also unlikely to be implemented because they face 
strong opposition from defense industry lobbyists and congressional dis- 
tricts with large defense industries.136 

As a result, the United States is at the top end of the "cost/quality spec- 
trum," using very high quality equipment but at a very high cost,137 and, 
if anything, appears to be reemphasizing advanced technology.138 The Air 
Force and Navy have persisted in purchasing expensive multirole aircraft 
even though their main role since Vietnam has been ground attack.139 

This practice continues with the F-35 program, though it is being delayed 
slightly.140 The Air Force is also developing a new long-range bomber that 
is being fully funded, at least so far,141 a new "space plane" (the X-37B 
Orbital Test Vehicle) to replace damaged military satellites and possibly 
attack enemy satellites, and the Hypersonic Technology Vehicle-2, which 
(if it works) will allow for very fast and long-range strikes anywhere on the 
globe.142 The Navy is keeping all 11 of its aircraft carriers143 and continues 
to procure highly sophisticated (and thus expensive and complicated) ships 
like the DDG-1000 and the littoral combat ship (LCS).144 The Army is 
testing a new personal weapon (the XM25) that shoots projectiles that ex- 
plode at a set distance.145 The cost per rifle is around $35,000, and the cost 
per bullet will be around $25 after mass production begins. This is far more 
expensive than the M-4 rifle, the current standard personal weapon, and 
will require far more support. All the services are experimenting with electro- 
magnetic weapons that may disable enemy equipment and missiles.146 

The one new technology that seems to have some potential to alleviate 
the pressure on the budget and generate a more efficient force is remotely 
piloted aircraft, or drones. There have been dramatic increases in the use 
of RPAs in the last decade, to the point that they now fly more total hours 
than US manned strike aircraft.147 Predator drones cost much less than 
the aircraft they can replace, like the F-16 for ground support, and can be 
more freely deployed in dangerous situations because their pilot is safely 
on the ground and they have a lower replacement cost.148 In particular, 
RPAs have already proved useful as reconnaissance and fire-support plat- 
forms.149 In the future, we are likely to see increased automation of com- 
bat systems on land and sea as well.150 RPAs are simpler than the aircraft 
they replace and thus should require less maintenance and support.151 
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However, RPAs are not actually going to materially affect the potential 
for overstretch, at least not in the short term. Because 75 percent of the 
support for RPAs has been outsourced to contractors, it is quite difficult 
to assess what impact their deployment has on the US military.152 As with 
outsourcing support in general, this serves to mask the real support required 
by the military without actually reducing it. In fact, armed drones require 
more support than the aircraft they replace, at least so far.153 Their potential 
cost-effectiveness may also be compromised by a higher loss rate due to the 
lack of redundant systems (part of the reason they are cheaper to build) and 
the perception they are more expendable than manned aircraft. 

Other States and Nonstate Actors 

To some extent, the success of the United States at leveraging technology 
to gain military superiority is causing emulation by those states which can 
afford it.154 None can fully emulate the United States at present, so differ- 
ent states maintain different capabilities. Britain and France have largely 
stopped including capital ships in their navies.155 Other NATO states 
have completely abandoned certain weapon systems or capabilities, such 
as the Dutch (maritime reconnaissance) and the Danes (submarines).156 

This may have something to do with why our NATO allies tend to have 
a larger proportion of combat forces but still required US support to in- 
tervene in Libya.157 Rivals, including Russia and China, are engaged in 
modernization programs which include weapon systems that approach 
the capabilities of US systems.158 In Russia, this is deliberately aimed at 
countering US conventional superiority through professionalizing its mili- 
tary and upgrading its equipment.159 

Two main barriers face other states that seek to emulate the United 
States: individual weapon systems are too costly, and operating high-tech 
equipment requires highly trained and educated, long-service professionals 
that most states lack.160 This can be thought of as a function of the finan- 
cial intensity of the technologies involved and the organizational capital 
necessary to adopt the technologies. Financial intensity simply refers to the 
resource mobilization required to adopt a particular military innovation 
in terms of the unit cost of new equipment compared to that of the item 
being replaced.161 Organizational capital refers to the ability of personnel 
to master new tasks and the willingness to fundamentally transform the 
way the institution operates (cultural flexibility). The financial intensity of 
the US way of waging war is very high due to the high unit costs associated 
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with key technologies, such as PGMs and stealth technology. By itself, 
this limits the ability of many states to emulate the United States because 
they lack the financial resources. As costs fall we should see more countries 
adopt these technologies, since the organizational capital to incorporate 
them is relatively low. Cyber warfare may require less financial intensity 
to adopt because of the extensive use of related technologies by commer- 
cial enterprises, but it will probably require a high organizational capacity 
because it constitutes a fundamentally different way of waging war. This 
may limit the ability of states like China to exploit this technology, even 
though they are trying to develop this capability.162 It may also explain 
why the Soviet Union was unable to emulate the US military when the 
Soviets realized the revolutionary implications of US advances in electron- 
ics and precision guidance before the United States did.163 

One area with real potential for other states to compete with the United 
States is in RPAs.164 The technology itself is new enough and potentially 
revolutionary enough that it could render much of Americas existing con- 
ventional inventory obsolescent, much like the development of aircraft 
carriers rendered battleships obsolescent during World War II. RPAs are 
also relatively cheap to operate, so financial intensity does not prevent 
adoption.165 The similarity of operating an RPA to playing video games 
also reduces the organizational capacity necessary for adoption, since po- 
tential "pilots" are readily available. 

The main way potential opponents have responded to US technological 
superiority so far is through asymmetric approaches.166 The intensive use of 
technology by the United States has resulted in conventional superiority but 
also creates opportunities for foes to employ asymmetric counters to top-of- 
the-line US weapons.I67 These include missiles which can threaten US tanks, 
ships, and planes for a fraction of their price; submarines to undermine 
US naval superiority; and cyber warfare capabilities to degrade US com- 
munications and intelligence systems. They also include weapons of mass 
destruction (WMD), particularly nuclear weapons.169 Asymmetric tactics, 
such as attacking US bases or using irregular forces (who are also becoming 
more effective due to technological change) rather than directly confronting 
the United States with conventional forces, are another option.170 Much of 
the conventional superiority of the US military can also be countered by 
operating in urban environments or other congested terrain.171 

Conventional asymmetric approaches that have the greatest potential to 
degrade US military superiority tend to focus on air defense, missiles, and 
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submarines. Rod Thornton suggests that antiaircraft artillery and man- 
portable air-defense systems (MANPADS) are particularly problematic for 
US aircraft because both can use passive sensors which make them harder 
for US forces to suppress. This could force the United States to either 
carry out airstrikes from a higher altitude (which reduces effectiveness) or 
place very expensive aircraft at risk from relatively cheap air defenses.172 

While the potential for these weapons to threaten near-future US aircraft 
like the F-35 is probably overstated, in general it is cheaper to build exten- 
sive air defenses than it is to acquire the capability to suppress them. In a 
similar way, sea-skimming cruise missiles offer a cost-effective counter to 
US naval superiority by either forcing the ships to stay far offshore (where 
carrier-based aircraft are no longer useful) or risk destruction by much 
cheaper missiles.173 Submarines are another cost-effective counter to US 
naval superiority, because cheap diesel-electric submarines are difficult to 
detect in littoral waters where US ships will need to go if they are to be of 
use during a conflict.174 The net impact of these developments is that US 
conventional superiority is increasingly under threat in key regions like 
the South China Sea. 

Conclusion 

The strain on the US military resulting from Afghanistan and Iraq is re- 
lated to the age-old tradeoff between quantity and quality, which is driven 
by inherent limitations on the resources that can be allocated to national 
defense.175 Military power is a function of both, so excessive focus on 
either will compromise the whole. Quantity is particularly important for 
long wars,176 which is exactly why operations in Afghanistan and Iraq put 
the Army and Marines under so much strain. Therefore, as former secre- 
tary of defense Robert Gates notes, the United States may have reached 
the point of diminishing returns for focus on qualitative superiority.177 

The lack of sufficient forces in Iraq led directly to the post-invasion 
problems the United States experienced there.178 We are seeing a similar dy- 
namic take hold in Afghanistan, because even with the extra surge forces, 
the United States and its NATO allies lack enough troops on the ground 
to adequately police the entire country. Relying on Afghan forces is not 
a solution, because their level of training is much lower and the threat 
of Taliban infiltration is too high. This is an example of how technolo- 
gies reduce personnel requirements for some missions but not for all. In 
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effect, the attempt to take advantage of the "revolution in military affairs" 
has resulted in a US military largely unprepared for missions other than 
high-intensity interstate war.179 Firepower lethality can be decisive in wars 
that are "enemy-centric" but not in wars that are "population-centric," 
because the latter require spreading troops throughout the population.180 

Population-centric wars are precisely what the United States has found 
itself involved in over the last decade. Failing to better balance US mili- 
tary capabilities with the types of conflict it is likely to get involved in will 
probably result in similar problems in the future.181 While it lacks a true 
peer competitor, the consensus position is that the United States needs to 
retain the full spectrum of military capabilities so it can carry out any type 
of mission.182 Of course, that still leaves the question of priorities, since 
it is unlikely the United States will be able to excel at every type of con- 
flict at the same time.183 Unconventional approaches such as insurgency 
and terrorism are particularly difficult for the United States.184 Counter- 
insurgency requires large numbers of costly ground troops, so it puts a 
large burden on a scarce resource. Terrorism offers US foes the chance 
to carry out damaging attacks at low cost and is challenging to combat 
because of the international scope of terrorist networks.185 It is likely that 
the United States will find itself in further irregular conflicts,186 but it still 
needs to be able to fight a high-intensity conflict against a major foe. 

It would be easier to balance these demands if military forces were fungible, 
but most are not.187 One possible solution is to establish two separate 
militaries, one for fighting conventional wars and one for unconventional 
conflicts and state-building,188 though it seems unlikely any such plan 
would be implemented.189 Barring such a radical step, the next best solu- 
tion would be to place greater emphasis on factors like cost effectiveness 
and support requirements when new equipment is evaluated. Doing so 
offers the greatest potential for expanding US combat forces without in- 
creasing the defense budget, as discussed above. This approach may actu- 
ally enhance US capabilities to fight a major war, if necessary, since it will 
provide more combat forces, and US technological advantages are already 
so large that cutting-edge equipment is probably not necessary to main- 
tain conventional superiority. 

The United States is a great power with interests around the globe and a 
tendency toward liberal interventionism.190 It has a military quite capable 
of defending against any conventional threat that is likely to manifest for 
decades to come. However, barring a fundamental change in the way the 
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US military is staffed and equipped, periods of military overstretch are 
likely to recur whenever there is an increase in the operational tempo. As 
technological change continues, overstretch may even become the nor- 
mal state of affairs. On the plus side, the conventional dominance of the 
United States and the inability of any other state to challenge it may help 
keep the international system relatively peaceful. If so, that may be an 
unexpectedly good side effect of American technological optimism. Rfft]^ 
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Virtual Patriots and a New American 
Cyber Strategy 

Changing the Zero-Sum Game 

Matthew Crosston 

Most analyses on cyber deterrence draw a sharp distinction between 
the operational philosophy of the United States and that of authoritarian 
states like China and Russia. On the whole, they describe the difficulty of 
US efforts to maintain an effective cyber defense against brazenly offensive 
Chinese and Russian threats. This analysis takes an important contrarian 
position on this issue which has been relatively ignored: the cyber philosophy 
of China might offer the United States some useful insights. Chinas ap- 
proach is more effective in ways that, for now, are apparently antithetical 
to the United States—amoral, overt, and proactive. 

Whether Russian cyber nationalists or the Chinese Honkers Union, 
their guiding principles are clear: they are willing to defend their home- 
land through assertive and invasive techniques and will not limit their 
focus to defensive capabilities that only unevenly deter attacks. When de- 
fending the state from any perceived enemies—whether state, substate, or 
nonstate—establishing an offensive capability that instills fear is clearly a 
main agenda item within Russia and China. Part of this is based on their 
insecurities about a perceived kinetic imbalance with the United States 
and a willingness to be morally flexible when it comes to cyber-war norms. 
Arguably, the United States does not adopt a similar approach because of 
an apparent reluctance to mimic the policy of such distasteful regimes and 
an arrogance that does not concern itself with asymmetry. These stances 
undermine US national security. 

First, for clarification, it is necessary to parse out the so-called rogue 
cyber behavior of China and Russia. There are significant differences 
in the manner and philosophy with which the two states approach their 
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cyber activities. China is seen as having a more "learnable" model that 
should creatively inspire the United States to alter and evolve its own cyber 
strategy to a level that would subsequently surpass the Chinese approach. 
Importantly, the purpose is not to copy Chinese cyber policy exactly, but 
rather to transform the characteristic of overt transparency into a US 
strategy of proactive cyber capability. This would infuse US security with 
a complex but capable new influence calculus where strategically overt 
means are used to further positive deterrence ends. 

Ideally, this overt cyber strategy would create credibility in virtual weapons 
which employ disruptive cascading effects so powerful as to negate their 
use. The key would be in establishing plausible fear in the adversary. Some 
might argue there is limited utility in this approach because of the pos- 
sibility that both China and Russia would fail to recognize the power of 
such a posture. Such logic subsequently declares virtual weapons do not 
have the same credibility as, say, nuclear weapons because the former have 
not achieved that level of credibility through actual usage or even test- 
ing. The efficacy evolution in cyber weaponry, however, helps support the 
main argument here. Given the recent revelations about Stuxnet and the 
effectiveness of the Duqu and Flame viruses—which quite possibly moved 
beyond the capabilities of Stuxnet—cyber weapons are rapidly obtaining 
that fearful reputation, and thus, deterrence via overt cyber strategy can 
no longer be considered pure fantasy. 

This influence calculus turns current conventional wisdom on constrain- 
ing norms within jus in cyber hello on its head. To date these constraints 
have shunned an overtly proactive US cyber strategy. A greater likelihood 
for peace across the global virtual commons is possible by using a strategy 
of facilitating restraint through fear. Please note, however, that amoral and 
unethical are not freely interchangeable in this analysis. For example, the 
Chinese may not view their cyber stances as unethical, while the United 
States does. The classically Machiavellian argument is that deep reflective 
discussions about morals and ethics should be suspended from the cyber 
domain if effective deterrence is to be achieved through overt strategy. 

Finally, a cautious caveat: this is not an entreaty to abandon covert 
activities or secrecy. Rather, it is an important balancing argument for 
developing a fully encompassing strategy that allows both covert and 
overt US cyber power—an important evolution. It is not an argument 
against the need for classified operations. Simply, cyber strategy must be 
decoupled from a de facto zero-sum game. The building and elevating of 
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overt cyber preemption does not take away from the relevance and reach 
of US covert cyber reactionary powers. 

China and Russia: Cyber Cousins—Not Cyber Brothers 

There seems to be a strong divergence in perception regarding Chinas de- 
sire to command cyberspace offensively. On the one hand is the assump- 
tion that this is a natural manifestation of its growing desire to achieve 
global superpower status. On the other hand is the counterargument that 
emphasizes Chinas own perception of its inability to operate effectively 
against the United States in a conventional military confrontation. In- 
deed, many Chinese writings suggest cyber warfare is considered an obvi- 
ous asymmetric instrument for balancing overwhelming US power.' This 
latter argument is more compelling based on these stark military realities: 

• In overall military spending, the United States spends between five 
and 10 times as much per year as China. 

• Chinese forces are only now beginning to modernize. Just one-quarter 
of its naval surface fleet is considered modern in electronics, engines, 
and weaponry. 

• In certain categories of weaponry, the Chinese do not compete. For 
instance, the US Navy has 11 nuclear-powered aircraft carrier battle 
groups. The Chinese navy only recently launched its first carrier, a 
refurbished Russian ship used solely for training.2 

• In terms of military effectiveness (i.e., logistics, training, readiness), 
the difference between Chinese and US standards is not a gap but a 
chasm. The Chinese military took days to reach survivors after the 
devastating Sichuan earthquake in May of 2008 because it had so few 
helicopters and emergency vehicles.3 

With this state of military affairs, Chinas perception of insecurity is not 
surprising. Even more logical is the Chinese resolve to grow its asymmetric 
cyber capabilities: such attacks are usually inexpensive and exceedingly diffi- 
cult to precisely attribute. Attribution becomes even more complex for states 
where cyber attacks can be "launched" from neutral or allied countries.4 

Given an authoritarian states capacity for paranoia, it is illogical for 
China not to develop its offensive cyber capabilities. In this case, the weak 
conventional military strength is quite real. To that end, the People's 
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Republic has endeavored to create its own set of lopsided military advan- 
tages in the cyber domain. To wit: 

• The Pentagon's annual assessment of Chinese military strength deter- 
mined in 2009 that the People's Liberation Army (PLA) had estab- 
lished information warfare units to develop viruses to attack enemy 
computer systems and networks. 

• The PLA has created a number of uniformed cyber warfare units, 
including the Technology Reconnaissance Department and the Elec- 
tronic Countermeasures and Radar Department. These cyber units 
are engaged on a daily basis in developing and deploying a range of 
offensive cyber and information weapons. 

• China is believed to be engaged in lacing the network-dependent US 
infrastructure with malicious code known as "logic bombs."5 

The official newspaper of the PRC, the Liberation Army Daily, con- 
firmed China's insecurity about potential confrontation with the United 
States in June 2011. The Chinese government proclaimed that "the US 
military is hastening to seize the commanding military heights on the 
Internet. . . . Their actions remind us that to protect the nation's Internet 
security we must accelerate Internet defense development and accelerate 
steps to make a strong Internet Army"6 Clearly, the Chinese have sought 
to maximize their technological capacity in response to kinetic realities. 
This is not to say the United States is therefore guaranteed to be in an 
inferior position (information about US virtual capabilities at the mo- 
ment remains largely classified), but the overt investment, recruitment, 
and development of Chinese virtual capabilities presents opportunities 
the United States should also be willing to entertain. 

How does all of this compare and contrast with the Russian approach to 
the cyber domain? Anyone studying cyber conflict over the last five years 
is well aware of Russia's apparent willingness to engage in cyber offensives. 
The 2007 incident in which the Estonian government was attacked and 
the 2008 war with Georgia are universally considered examples of Russian 
cyber technology as the tip of their military spear. While it is true Russia 
actively encourages what has come to be known as "hacktivism" and lauds 
"patriotic nationalist" cyber vigilantism as part of one's "civic duty," there 
are still distinct differences with China.7 

Much of Russia's cyber activity, when not in an open conflict, seems to 
be of the criminal variety and not necessarily tied directly into the state. 
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Indeed, Russia seems to utilize organized crime groups as a cyber con- 
duit when necessary and then backs away, allowing said groups continued 
commercial domination. Russia, therefore, almost acts as a rentier state 
with criminal groups: cyber weapons are the natural resource, and the 
Russian government is the number one consumer. This produces a dif- 
ferent structure, style, and governance model when compared to China. 

Table 1. Parsing cyber rogues 

Category Breakdown                   China                           Russia 

Purpose Protectionist Predatory 

Psychology Long-term/Rational Short-term/Cynical 

Style Strategic Anarchic 

Governance Model State-centric Crimino-Bureaucratic 

Purpose 

Chinas purpose in developing its cyber capability seems motivated by 
protectionist instincts based largely on the perception that it is not able to 
defend itself against the United States in a straight conventional military 
conflict. Russia's purpose seems utterly predatory. This is no doubt influ- 
enced by the fact that most of the power dominating cyber capability in 
the Russian Federation is organized and controlled by criminal groups, 
sometimes independently and sometimes in conjunction with govern- 
mental oversight. 

Psychology 

The operational mind-set of China seems to be both long-term and ra- 
tional. Its strategies are based on future strategic objectives and its position 
within the global community. Most if not all of Chinas goals in the cyber 
domain can be clearly understood in terms of rational self-interest. Russia's 
cyber mind-set is dominated by short-term thinking, largely motivated by 
the pursuit of massive profit and wielding of inequitable political power. 
Analyzing just how much of Russian cyber activity is in fact controlled by 
the desire for wealth leads to an overall impression of state cynicism. 

Style 

Chinese cyber activity is strategic in style. The state strives to control the 
cyber environment and maintain influence over all groups in the interest 
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of the state. The Russian cyber atmosphere, unfortunately, resembles anar- 
chy. The state engages criminal groups through an authority structure that 
is blurred if even existent. Consequently, there is little confidence that the 
Russian government exclusively controls its cyber environment. 

Governance Model 

It is clear that China's cyber governance model is state-centric. This may 
not be ideal for democracy, but it shows China does not allow competing 
authorities or shadow power structures to interfere with its national interests. 
Russia's cyber governance model is crimino-bureaucratic. It is not so much 
that the state is completely absent from the cyber domain in Russia, but 
rather the ambiguity of power and authority define the cyber domain. 
Russia may enjoy claiming the allegiance of its patriotic nationalist hackers, 
but it does not in fact tightly control its own cyber netizens, at least not 
in comparison to China. 

While neither Russia nor China is afraid to use offensive cyber weapons, 
there are dramatic structural, motivational, strategic, and philosophical 
differences. Russia seems to embody a criminal-governmental fusion that 
has permeated the entire state apparatus. The cyber domain there is used 
for temporary forays to achieve state objectives and then returns to more 
permanent criminal projects. As such, it is not truly state-controlled, is 
relatively anarchic, and cannot establish any deterring equilibrium. China, 
on the other hand, may be the first state to truly embrace the importance 
of tech-war; it has realistically assessed its own kinetic shortcomings and 
looked to cyber for compensation. In short, it has fused Sun Tzu with 
Machiavelli—better to quietly overcome an adversary's plans than to try 
to loudly overcome his armies. 

This analysis paints Russia in a relatively stark strategic light. While 
these differences do not give rise to a trusted alliance with China, the 
manner in which it approaches its cyber domain presents interesting new 
ideas about how the United States should approach the global cyber com- 
mons. These ideas would be in contrast to both academic literature and 
journalism, as they offer two completely divergent responses. On the one 
hand, the United States is not appropriately meeting this challenge, and 
on the other hand, it remains second-to-none in cyber offense. 

The United States invests heavily in cyber security, and members of the 
intelligence community work to create cyber weapons meant to preserve 
US military predominance. However, there are still missed opportunities 
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and weaknesses that have not been addressed or overcome by covert 
strategy. Namely, emphasizing covert and opaque cyber initiatives hinders 
the emergence of a global cyber strategy that could compel constraint 
without actually engaging in cyber attacks. Recall this is not about de- 
veloping overt at the expense of covert. Rather, it is about ending the 
zero-sum cyber game to the strategic benefit of the United States. Up to 
now American virtual patriots have not been used for maximum impact 
and effectiveness. It would be wise to position offensive cyber capabilities 
for strategic, overt, preemptive purposes rather than as solely logistical, 
covert, reactionary weapons. This is a dramatic shift in strategic mind-set, 
arguing for a yin-yang approach toward the covert and overt aspects of 
cyber rather than the present view as a zero-sum game. 

New Technology but not New Thinking 

In 2004, the Congressional Research Service (CRS) issued a report on 
information warfare and cyber war. It discussed public policy oversight is- 
sues Congress should consider, including whether the United States should 

• encourage or discourage international arms control for cyberweapons, 
as other nations increase their cyber capabilities; 

• modify US cyber-crime legislation to conform to international agree- 
ments that make it easier to track and find cyber attackers; 

• engage in covert psychological operations affecting audiences within 
friendly nations; 

• encourage or discourage the US military to rely on the civilian com- 
mercial infrastructure to support part of its communications, despite 
vulnerabilities to threats from possible high-altitude electromagnetic 
pulse (HEMP) or cyber attack; 

• create new regulation to hasten improvements to computer security 
for the nation's privately-owned critical infrastructure; or 

• prepare for possible legal issues should the effects of offensive US 
military cyberweapons or electromagnetic pulse weapons spread to 
accidentally disable critical civilian computer systems or disrupt 
systems located in other non-combatant countries.8 
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The CRS analysis focused on existing physical infrastructure and capac- 
ity. It did not explore new theoretical concepts that might achieve national 
interest more effectively. Most striking is the apparent assumption that 
the cyber domain will worsen in terms of political environment, as seen 
by the overreliance on cyber defensive systems. Such emphasis renders the 
US position reactive and late. The argument made here is for also pushing 
overt strategies based on devastating offensive capabilies that shift the US 
position into being more proactive, like China. Reactive policy simply 
responds to cyber attacks. Overt policy seeks to deter them. 

The same CRS report highlighted the need for the Department of De- 
fense (DoD) to achieve both decision and information superiority. This 
means a competitive advantage in the cognitive realm and one that en- 
ables the military to surprise an enemy.9 Both of these advantages are best 
achieved with added frontend capability and not solely accomplished by 
reactionary policies. In short, there can be no dominant operational trans- 
figuration without first a profound strategic transformation. An overt cyber 
strategy upfront makes proactive deterrence through fear more probable 
and gives the perception of decision and information superiority. Broadening 
the discussion to embrace a change in strategic mind-set greatly expands 
new potential deployment and deterrence options. 

Many agencies within the US government have come close to espous- 
ing this transformation, only to fall short by demanding that US cyber 
capabilities remain exclusively covert. The National Security Agency has 
argued to better defend information networks by openly engaging both 
allies and adversaries in an open forum.10 The Pentagon believes strongly 
in "active defense," which is quite simply, cyber offense. The problem is 
that both remain strategically focused on responding to a major cyber at- 
tack through covert means. In other words, the same flaw found in the 
CRS report nearly a decade earlier still applies; the limited innovation 
remains reactive. If the United States continues to view the overt and co- 
vert aspects of cyber strategy as a zero-sum game rather than as yin-yang 
symmetry, then it will fail to realize its true cyber dominance. 

A more disconcerting aspect of the discussion—at least for those who 
envision the cyber domain as a venue for instigating deterrence, not 
provocation—is that a capability used exclusively for covert activity be- 
comes just another weapon among weapons. The point of maintaining 
total secrecy is due to the lethality of actual deployment. Any preemptive 
deterring power, therefore, is lost when kept covert. Remember, the argument 
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here is not to abandon secrecy altogether; it is not about showing all the cards 
but voluntarily revealing some cards for strategic purposes. If the desire is to 
expand a capability's impact, not just in terms of winning wars but in prevent- 
ing them, then overt strategy is a valuable tool. 

Recall where Chinese cyber policy found its fundamental motivation: 
Chinas original intent was to deter other nations from pursuing more- 
traditional coercive policies. It also wanted to develop an advanced cyber 
warfare capacity that would allow it to asymmetrically challenge any po- 
tential adversary.11 One must see Chinese cyber offensive strategy as 
a rational solution that is not simply cheap, but potentially capable of 
giving the United States pause before a large-scale conventional military 
engagement.12 This kind of policy in US hands, focused by an overt of- 
fensive strategy, could transcend national interests and provide a frame- 
work for achieving greater cyber restraint at the global level. Keeping the 
aforementioned influence calculus in mind, it elevates above Chinese 
parochialism for the greater, more responsible global good of overt US 
cyber dominance. 

Note this is not an entreaty to copy or mimic Chinese cyber policy. 
China itself does not formally admit to an explicitly overt strategic policy 
over the cyber domain. It is, however, undoubtedly proactive and offen- 
sive. By strategically allowing general knowledge about the existence of an 
offensive program and spreading the perception that it is willing to pro- 
actively use it, the United States has the opportunity to increase the fear- 
hesitancy of potential adversaries beforehand. In other words, adopting 
China's proactive policy and mutating it into something more overt and 
explicit (combined with superior US technological innovation and rule of 
law) can expand US cyber capability beyond its current covert, reactive 
roles. This is not an argument to disband covert action or remove reactive 
capacity. Rather, it is an admission that these two latter spheres simply do 
not equip the United States with an effective deterring cyber capability. 
Adding a proactive, offensive, overt "third strategic wheel" to this domain 
might do so. 

The importance of this issue was confirmed by the head of US Cyber Com- 
mand, Gen Keith Alexander, testifying before the House Armed Services 
Committee's Subcommittee on Emerging Threats and Capabilities in 2011: 

We believe that state actors have developed cyber weapons to cripple infrastruc- 
ture targets in ways tantamount to kinetic assaults; some of these weapons could 
potentially destroy hardware as well as data and software. The possibilities for 
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destructive cyber effects, having long been mostly theoretical, have now been pro- 
duced outside of the lab and are proliferating into national arsenals and possibly 
beyond. . . . Segments of our nation's critical infrastructure are not prepared to 
handle this kind of threat.13 

For those aware of the innate difficulty of cyber deterrence reactively keep- 
ing ahead of cyber attacks, this confession from General Alexander only 
makes it more compelling to allow discussion of a new overt mind-set in 
US cyber strategy that strives to prevent these deadly new weapons from 
being used. In some ways Alexander is close to this very conclusion but 
misses the final connection: 

We see frequent media reports on nations contemplating the creation of their 
own cyber commands. . . . There is a rough, de facto deterrence at the strategic level 
of cyberspace. Although no one knows how a cyberwar would play out, even the most 
capable state actors seem to recognize that it is in no ones interest to find out the hard 
way. This concern has led to a certain degree of restraint by states that we deem 
capable of causing very serious cyber effects (emphasis added).14 

In developing offensive cyber weapons for overt strategic use, states make 
it known how devastating and cost-punitive a potential cyber strike would 
be. In essence, it is simply adjusting the general's vision—by making the 
costs of cyber war overtly explicit, it becomes every states self-interest to 
engage in cyber restraint. Alexander intimates that such restraint has already 
developed to a certain degree because of the unknown fear (but clearly per- 
ceived assumption) that an all-out cyber war would be disastrous. As such, 
the most logical path is to try to intensify that perception through overt cyber 
strategy and thus raise restraint even more. The argument here seeks to an- 
swer the "why it matters" question and begin changing the original strategic 
mind-set. With such an argument in place, it will then be appropriate to 
broaden and deepen the project into blazing potential "how to" trails. This 
in fact makes analytical sense; namely, there can be no relevant "game plan- 
ning" if the strategic state mind-set remains unaltered. 

Is US Cyber Command already blazing that trail on its own? When 
considering the five strategic initiatives below, as detailed by General 
Alexander, it seems clear that it is not: 

1. Treat cyberspace as a domain for the purposes of organizing, train- 
ing, and equipping, so the DoD can take full advantage of its 
potential in military, intelligence, and business operations; 

2. Employ new defense operating concepts to protect DoD networks 
and systems; 
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3. Partner closely with other US governmental departments and 
agencies and the private sector to enable a whole-of-government 
strategy and an integrated national approach to cybersecurity; 

4. Build robust relationships with US allies and international partners 
to enable information sharing and strengthen collective security; and 

5. Leverage the nation's ingenuity by recruiting and retaining an excep- 
tional cyber work force and enable rapid technological innovation.15 

There is nothing faulty or inappropriate with the above strategies. The 
issue is that the United States is not fully considering all the strategies avail- 
able. US cyber policy remains too wedded to reactive defensive measures. 
When it considers proactive offensive measures more akin to Chinese 
strategy, they remain within covert operations. This is fine to facilitate the 
two goals of USCYBERCOM—to protect US freedom of action in cyber- 
space and to deny freedom of action in cyberspace to all adversaries—but 
it is not enough as a holistic strategy to achieve the desired change in the 
global cyber mind-set, where the use of cyber weapons becomes as abhor- 
rent as using nuclear weapons. 

The focus on possible cyber improvements should be strategic. Not all 
cyber initiatives must be reacted to in kind. Theoretically, it will always 
be possible to react to a cyber attack with, for example, a drone strike. 
Logistically, however, such reactions might be worse than the initial action. 
As such, while answering cyber with cyber should not be considered inevi- 
table and exclusive, it could be the best strategic response in the end. This 
would be a loose inspiration from the Chinese example, where cyber often 
seems a preferred initiative over direct military maneuvers. 

Perhaps partial explanation for this strategic flaw is that the United States 
does not have a healthy fear of kinetic asymmetry like China and Russia. 
Viewing kinetic asymmetry as "everyone else's problem," the United States 
could actually fall behind other states in terms of innovative cyber strategy. 
China's concern over conventional asymmetry clearly led to greater invest- 
ment in proactive and offensive cyber measures. Since the United States 
does not worry about such asymmetry, it seems stuck on measures that are 
reactive, covert, and defensive. This overconfidence limits the potential 
reach and deterrent impact of a new US overt cyber strategy. 

Leading cyber states excel at increasing the effectiveness of covert virtual 
weapons. The United States in fact is the prime leader. But it remains a 
poor representative in pushing forward an agenda of overt strategic cyber 
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transparency where cyber becomes more about preemption and deter- 
rence rather than inferior surprise and reaction. 

Zero-Sum Game, Part I 
The Strategic Power of Overt Transparency 

The potential risks in cyberspace have always been on policymakers' 
minds. The stakes were made clear in the president's National Cyberspace 
Policy Review: 

With the broad reach of a loose and lightly regulated digital infrastructure, great 
risks threaten nations ... and individual rights. The government has a responsibil- 
ity to address the strategic vulnerabilities to ensure that the US . . . together with 
the larger community of nations, can realize the full potential of the information 
technology revolution.16 

Clearly, a constructive cyber environment—globally expansive in its posi- 
tive conformity while limiting free riders and violators—is essential. Alas, 
the drive to create such an environment seems based on idealistic beliefs 
that do not conform to the real world. As stated by Mikko Hypponen at 
the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence in Tallinn in 
2009, "in the end, it is just about good versus evil." The United States will 
not co-opt through paramilitary structures, like China, nor will it coerce 
through shadowy criminal networks, like Russia. So how does it motivate 
global cyber netizens to positive behavior? Apparently, this seems to rest on 
creating enough trust in states "doing the right thing."17 Given the counter- 
culture ethos of the cyber domain, this goal seems hyper-idealistic, if not 
outright irresponsible. 

If the choice is between a system of deterrence based on idealistic govern- 
mental altruism or on a realist fear of retaliatory punishment and strategic 
first-strike restraint, the latter (again, loosely inspired by Chinese strategic 
thinking) is not only more easily achievable but also more effective. It would 
appear, however, that contemporary conventional wisdom does not agree. 
This is partially based on an attempt to force just war theory unchanged into 
the cyber domain and to misread what the rules of strategic cyber deterrence 
ought to be, as Randall Dipert notes: 

It is also true that Just War Theory, having been endorsed by most industrial de- 
mocracies and in international law, has acquired the status of damage-minimizing 
convention. However, the increasing number of nations, especially non-Western 
ones, who show no serious effort to endorse or follow this convention—and the 
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unwillingness of other nations to force compliance—means that the advantage of 
a widely accepted convention is lost; it merely handicaps nations with the developed 
public sense of morality and prevents them from moral intervention.18 

This public sense of morality handicaps well-meaning nations, because 
they are trying to create compliance on the backend of a process, reactively 
and covertly, when such compliance is more likely when accompanied by 
an equal strategy on the frontend, proactively and overtly. Focusing on 
ethics, morals, and trust to motivate compliance in the cyber domain is 
irrational at the very least because of how easy it is to attack anonymously. 
Flipping this process and inverting the motivational stimuli produces a 
system of compliance independent of goodwill and ethical behavior: not 
purely defense, but offense; not purely covert, but overt; not purely re- 
active, but proactive; not hoping to inspire trust, but forcibly compelling 
fear. The cyber domain is not so different that the guiding principle of inter- 
national relations cannot apply—fear plus self-interest equals peace. It is 
simply about realizing that covert and overt cyber activity function best 
not as zero-sum, but as yin-yang. 

This idealistic normative thinking is even more dubious when the limi- 
tations of a so-called cyber cold war are supposedly elaborated: 

It is relatively clear what the reasonable (and thus moral) constraints on Cyber 
Cold War would be. There should be little targeting of strictly defensive computer 
control systems. There should be no attacks that disable or panic global financial 
or economic systems. There should be no power interference in the vital economic 
and security interests of a major power.Iy 

These proposed behavioral rules about jus in cyber hello are paradoxical: 
with so many constraints on allowable action, the underlying motivational 
framework of fear—so essential in the original Cold War in moderating 
behavior—becomes nonexistent. Indeed, if the above parameters were ob- 
served, then a state could arguably be more motivated to attack. Remove the 
civilian population and domestic infrastructure from cyber attack, and you 
have sanitized cyber war to a point where there is no fear of engagement. 

A Cyber Cold War would be multilateral rather than bilateral: it would involve 
many nations, with different interests and not allied by treaty. Furthermore, the 
parties would include major non-governmental players such as private compa- 
nies or even individuals or groups of individual hackers, perhaps with political 
interests. It is unlikely, in the more capitalistic and constitutionally free countries, 
which national governments can easily rein in these potential corporate and indi- 
vidual cyber attackers.20 
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The problem with this formulation is that it envisions a so-called cyber 
cold war beholden to apparently voluntary parameters of constraint. The 
parameters elaborated, however, do not honor but corrupt the true deter- 
ring force that existed in the Cold War. If an overt strategy of credible 
cyber debilitation were allowed to openly develop, then most of the prob- 
lems mentioned above would be inconsequential to the proper function- 
ing of the virtual global commons—multilateral or bilateral, individuals 
or groups, national governments or private corporations, clearly defined 
adversaries or anonymous, nonattributable attacks. A system that does 
not rely on arbitrary good behavior and instead proactively establishes 
overt cyber-weaponization strategies alongside continued covert capabili- 
ties creates an environment where the futility of first-strike efficacy and 
perceived retaliatory devastation reigns in behavior globally. 

The United States tends to be obsessive about keeping its technological 
capabilities classified. This is partially explained by the need to maintain 
effective surprise in retaliation to an attack rather than striving to prevent 
an attack initially. Yet, it is also explained by the US attempt to be the leading 
voice for liberally idealistic global cyber norms. This was confirmed in 
2008 when former intelligence official Suzanne Spaulding testified before 
the House Cybersecurity Subcommittee. 

My concern is that (the Department of Defense) has been so vocal about the 
development and deployment of [classified] cyber-warfare capabilities that it will 
be very difficult for that department to develop and sustain the trust necessary to 
undertake essential collaboration on defensive cybersecurity efforts with the private 
sector and with international stakeholders. . . . There is significant risk that these 
vital partners will suspect that the collaboration is really aimed at strengthening 
our offensive arsenal (emphasis added).21 

There are two problems with the above quote. On the one hand, policy- 
makers continue to focus on apparent voluntary trust in a domain that is 
not typified by such behavior. On the other hand, the DoD remains stead- 
fast in its worship of clandestine capability and thus loses the preemptive 
deterrence of overt strategy which can compel cooperation as opposed to 
just hoping for it. These are not small problems, as trust and collaboration 
between dangerous actors work when there is an element of consequence 
to poor action. An overt strategy of offensive cyber capability—revealing 
some cards while not revealing all, with no nod to ethical considerations 
that demand targeting constraints and a focus purely on the efficacy of 
preemptive deterrence—arguably has a chance to shine a light of consequence 
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into the shadowy anarchy of cyber. This is how the United States, as men- 
tioned at the beginning of this article, could be inspired by the essence of 
Chinese cyber strategy, but it must ultimately elevate to a higher capability 
and competence. 

Further hindering this evolution, the academic community has re- 
mained too enamored with trying to connect ethical theories into the 
cyber domain to create a liberal, idealistic governing code. Many scholars 
have acknowledged that these theories, whether utilitarianism, Kantian 
theory, or natural rights theory, have cast relatively little new light into 
the cyber domain.22 Despite such sincere if misguided efforts, the best 
possibility for preemptive cyber deterrence might be old-school strategic 
realism and not new-school ethical liberalism. 

As awkward as it may be to admit publicly, the Chinese might have 
something for the United States to truly consider. A fusion of Sun Tzu's 
pragmatism with Machiavelli s overt strategic amorality carries the poten- 
tial to deter negative cyber action before it ever begins. As Sun Tzu as- 
serted, the highest realization of warfare is to attack the enemy's plans; 
next is to attack its alliances; next to attack the army; and the lowest is to 
attack its fortified cities. Machiavelli made it clear that if an injury has to 
be done to a man, it should be so severe that his vengeance need not be 
feared. This overt, amoral offensive fusion has one purpose: not to bgisti- 
cally conduct war but to strategically avoid it. At the present time there is 
no current discussion of US cyber strategy broaching these subjects, and 
subsequently, the zero-sum cyber game remains unchanged. 

Zero-Sum Game, Part II 
Cyber Domain and International Law: 

Can Fear Be the Duty to Assist? 

Unlike cyber crime, the international community has not achieved an 
agreed-upon consensus for cyber rules. This leaves existing international 
law no choice but to try to apply by analogy. While the application is not 
perfect, there are at least three general prescriptions to state conduct in 
cyberspace, according to law professor Duncan Hollis. 

1. States must not launch a cyber attack that qualifies as a use of 
force absent UN Security Council authorization or pursuant to a 
state's inherent right to self-defense. 
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2. States must not employ cyber attacks within armed conflicts that 
violate the laws of war. States must avoid cyber attacks that target 
civilian objects, cause indiscriminate harm, or violate the rights of 
neutral states. 

3. States must respect the sovereignty of other states in responding to 
any cyber attacks that do not constitute a use of force. . . . States 
cannot respond to cyber attacks directly if it would interfere with 
the sovereignty of another state.23 

The most controversial argument here is the idea to purposely and openly 
violate the above three precepts, or at least create believability that such 
violation will occur, to instill the compelling credibility of fear. Such overt 
strategy can create compliance improvement when considering the duty 
to assist (DTA), as Hollis suggests, using a rescue-at-sea analogy. 

International law needs a new norm for cybersecurity: a duty to assist, or DTA. . . . 
As yet, there is no DTA for the Internet. But an SOS for cyberspace, an e-SOS, 
could both regulate and deter the most severe cyber threats. Unlike proscriptive 
approaches, a DTA would not require attribution to function effectively; those 
racing harm would not need to know if it came from a cyber-attack, let alone 
who launched it. A DTA would seek to redress unwanted harms directly, what- 
ever their cause. It would do so by marshaling sufficient resources to avoid or at 
least mitigate that harm. If it does so effectively, attackers may think twice about 
whether it is worth the effort to attack at all (emphasis in original).24 

The overall purpose of the DTA is correct: to deter the worst potential 
cyber behavior. It is by no means a false deterrence ploy; it is the rightful 
obligation of states to assist in an investigation not only to help, but also 
to improve their own trustworthiness and remove suspicion of complicity. 
The flaw, once again, comes in focusing on the backend of the process, 
seeking to reactively reduce harm. It uses the terms deter and avoid, but in 
actuality the DTA is truly centered on the terms redress and mitigate. An 
overt proactive cyber strategy is about deterrence and avoidance, which 
would make issues of redress and mitigation less necessary. 

Hollis wanted to legally establish an e-SOS that would better deter cyber 
attacks by rendering states more resilient in the face of threats.25 He is ac- 
curate in diagnosing the problem but is unable to connect to truly new 
strategy because of moralistic hand-wringing that restricts discussion to 
reactive and defensive measures of mitigation. In other words, the intellectual 
community has focused so exclusively on the aftermath of an attack that it 
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basically does not consider the potential promise in overt, proactive strate- 
gies that might preempt attacks. 

This becomes obvious when considering two concepts used in the law of 
armed conflict, reflecting the fundamental differentiation between prin- 
ciples that govern the legal decision to use force in international relations 
(Jus ad helium) and conduct/behavior during times of war (Jus in bello).26 

Trying to seamlessly apply these principles to the cyber domain has proven 
consistently thorny. 

Both traditional elements of deterrence seem to be considered unsatisfactory for 
the purposes of cyber deterrence. . . . Whilst cyber deterrence does not abandon the 
approach based on influencing potential adversaries' mind-sets, it will most likely have 
to rely on different methods to achieve this desired effect (emphasis added).27 

Changing the strategic mind-set of cyber thinkers requires one to rec- 
ognize it is easier to leverage influence before conflict takes place than after 
hostilities have begun. The flaw is in the failure to connect higher-purpose 
ethical considerations to a harder strategic core; the argument is not that 
the United States must never consider the parameters and limitations in 
cyber war once underway. Rather it is about the need to address these con- 
cerns by enacting an overt strategy that can prevent cyber attacks. Perhaps 
one other reason this bridge-building has not been attempted is because 
of the general consensus that cyber weapons cannot be used for coercive 
purposes or do not instill fear as easily as nuclear weapons. But in reality, 
this might not matter. 

Cyber Deterrence:Voodoo Magic or 
Simple Classic Realism? 

Although the work of Martin Libicki is extremely well-known among 
cyber experts, a relatively little-emphasized point in a recent article that 
discussed the ability (or inability) of cyber war to have strategic impact is 
crucial here: 

If cyber war is going to assume strategic importance, it must be able to generate 
effects that are at least comparable to, and preferably more impressive than, those 
available from conventional warfare.... More to the point, for cyber to be a strategic 
weapon for coercive purposes, it has to be frightening to the population at large, 
or at least to the leaders—so frightening that the aggressors can actually read some 
gains from the reaction or concession of their targets. ... It follows that if the use 
of cyber weapons is unimpressive at the strategic level, the fear that might come 
from the threat to use cyber weapons may be similarly unimpressive. . . . Nuclear 
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arms fostered fear, but there was not a great deal of doubt or uncertainty in their 
applications. Cyber may be the opposite—incapable of inducing real fear direcdy, 
but putatively capable of raising the specter of doubt and uncertainty (emphasis 
in original).28 

Libicki is right in how the fundamental debate is framed. So how can 
a new strategic line of thinking answer some of his concerns? Perhaps the 
inability of cyber to achieve true strategic importance is not based on its 
inability to instill fear, but rather the policy community's reluctance to 
cross the ethical Rubicon and consider a system whose aim is to achieve 
credibility in using real-time cyber lethality overtly. The goal is not to turn 
cyber weapons into some sort of voodoo magic. Rather, it is to fuse cyber 
weapons with classical realism, whether through propaganda or public 
testing. If the perception of a first cyber strike becomes irrational because 
of a "proven" retaliatory capability, then Libicki's legitimate concern about 
the credibility of cyber lethality will be surmounted. Overcoming this 
concern is essential, as it brings the deterring equilibrium of fear without 
having to engage in actual cyber war. 

With a system that can at times overtly advertise these requisite skills, 
the United States would no longer need to convince adversaries of its 
omniscience or magic. Adversaries would only need to believe in rational 
self-interest that good behavior will avoid debilitation and bad behavior 
carries severe consequences. Ironic as it may seem, perhaps the key to 
developing this overt cyber strategy of preemptive deterrence, ensuring 
more reliable behavior across the virtual commons, comes about by being 
creatively inspired by an authoritarian state like China and adopting more 
strategically amoral rules of conduct in cyber war that so far have been 
relatively forbidden by the American scholarly community. 

This is not to say the United States should do away with defensive ef- 
forts or covert weapons or cyber spies. Rather, it is an entreaty to allow 
American virtual patriots to employ offensive cyber capabilities for strate- 
gically overt preemptive purposes rather than solely as logistically covert 
reactionary weapons. This is not an argument against the relevance of the 
latter, but it is an explanation of how the former might lessen their need. 
The overt and covert aspects of US cyber strategy are better understood as 
yin and yang. They are not zero-sum. Change that strategic mind-set in 
the uniquely American ways discussed here, and US cyber dominance will 
be unchallenged for a long time to come. BR9^_ 
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Deterring North Korea from Using 
WMD in Future Conflicts and Crises 

Bruce W. Bennett 

For nearly 60 years, North Korea has determinedly pursued the de- 
velopment of weapons of mass destruction (WMD), usually defined as 
chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) weapons. In re- 
cent years, it has used its nuclear weapons to deter threats and to coerce its 
neighbors during crisis. As the North Korean regime continues to suffer 
many failures, it may someday lash out and cause a major war in north- 
east Asia, or its government may collapse into civil war and anarchy. With 
almost no chance of winning a conflict limited to conventional weapons 
and having invested so much of their limited resources in WMD, North 
Koreas leaders are likely to use these weapons in conflicts or further crises. 
North Korean WMD could cause immense damage to the populations 
and economies in northeast Asia, potentially destabilizing the region for 
many years. 

It is therefore incumbent on the United States and its allies to develop 
means to deter North Koreas use of WMD. But doing so is not easy. The 
United States and the Republic of Korea (ROK) have clearly failed to 
deter multiple North Korean provocations associated with WMD. More- 
over, the North Korean leaders appear insensitive to the kind of "assured 
destruction" nuclear weapon retaliatory threats against cities and indus- 
try that formed the basis for Cold War deterrence. Instead, deterrence of 
North Korean WMD use needs to be based more on the ability to de- 
feat that use and deny its objectives while still threatening retaliation that 
would undermine or destroy the North Korean regime. 

This article describes such a deterrent approach, first by characterizing 
North Korea as a failing state—one which has used crises and may yet try 
to use conflict to strengthen the regime. It then addresses the nature of 
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North Korea's WMD threat, how that threat might be used, and the dam- 
age that could result. The study concludes by discussing how the United 
States and the ROK might deter North Korean WMD threats in conflict 
and crisis. 

"Know Thy Enemy" 

The ancient Chinese philosopher/strategist Sun Tzu urged, "Know thy 
self, know thy enemy. A thousand battles, a thousand victories." The situ- 
ation inside North Korea is serious, complicating efforts to deter its use 
ofWMD. 

The Situation in North Korea 

North Korea is a failing state with a failing economy and agricultural 
production usually much less than its subsistence food requirements.1 As 
a result, many North Koreans starve to death, while the rest of the popula- 
tion survives in part because of substantial foreign aid and in part because 
of market activities. But the regime fears that North Korean merchants 
are beyond its control, especially given the extensive use of bribery. It 
therefore carried out a currency revaluation in late 2009 that allowed only 
minimal currency exchange and prohibited the use of foreign currency, 
seeking to wipe out the merchants' capital. This also took away the savings 
of many North Korean elites, caused hoarding of goods (especially food), 
and resulted in hyperinflation. 

Despite North Korean efforts at authoritarian control, the regime sees a 
lot of rebellious behavior. This includes refugee flows into China,2 major 
black market activities, graft, and corruption by North Korean authori- 
ties,3 and even reported attacks on North Korean leaders.4 

Social unrest appears to be spreading in North Korea. The regime there 
has tried to maintain control through heavy use of propaganda. But ob- 
servers noted long prior to his death that "there is mounting evidence that 
Kim Jong-Il is losing the propaganda war inside North Korea, with more 
than half the population now listening to foreign news, grassroots cyni- 
cism undercutting state myths, and discontent rising even among elites."5 

Recognizing that Kim Jong-Il's designated successor, his third son Kim 
Jong-Un, is young and inexperienced, the regime attempted to build his 
image in the waning days of his father's reign by crediting him with the 
December 2009 currency revaluation, in the end making him appear to 
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have caused a disaster. GEN Walter L. Sharp, then US commander in 
South Korea, summarized the situation in March 2010: "Combined with 
the country's disastrous centralized economy, dilapidated industrial sec- 
tor, insufficient agricultural base, malnourished military and populace, 
and developing nuclear programs, the possibility of a sudden leadership 
change in the North could be destabilizing and unpredictable."6 That pre- 
diction proved true, as "the suddenness of Kim Jong-Il's death has sparked 
fears of instability, with dangerous implications for the peninsula, East 
Asia, and the world." Nevertheless, North Korean "elites know that even 
a whisper against Kim Jong-Un (let alone actual coup attempts) would 
mean death for themselves and severe punishment for their families."7 

How Is North Korea Coping? 

The North Korean leadership has a culture of empowerment to justify 
its legitimacy. As the regime faced the many failures described above, it 
has used provocations to demonstrate it is still empowered and to create 
diversionary conflict effects. The regime seeks to unify its elites against 
common external adversaries, mainly the ROK and the United States, 
trying to steer their displeasure away from the regime. 

For example, in 2006 North Korea faced serious US economic sanc- 
tions imposed because of illegal activities such as counterfeiting US cur- 
rency and goods. It could have reversed these sanctions by admitting its 
illegal activities, apologizing, and promising to stop them. But in the cul- 
ture of empowerment, such action would make the North Korean leader- 
ship appear weak and subject to overthrow. Instead, the regime prepared 
for, and carried out, a series of provocations, including missile launches 
on 4 July (US time) and escalating to a nuclear weapon test on 8 October 
(US time). Kim Jong-Il had demonstrated his empowerment, and by Feb- 
ruary 2007, had concluded an agreement with the United States and the 
other regional powers that reversed the economic sanctions and otherwise 
proved very advantageous to North Korea. 

North Korea has continued its pattern of escalating brinksmanship to deal 
with its many challenges. It used missile launches and a nuclear test again in 
2009 to demonstrate Kim Jong-Il's continued empowerment despite his very 
poor health, to support regime succession, to continue his use of diversionary 
conflict, and to achieve other objectives discussed below. In 2010 North Korea 
sank a ROK warship, escalating its pattern of provocations. 
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North Korean Asymmetrie WMD Threats 

As ROK and US conventional military superiority developed over sev- 
eral decades, the North Korean economy could not keep pace. Instead, 
North Korea opted to pursue various asymmetric threats, especially 
WMD. This was a natural evolution from Kim Il-Sung's emphasis on spe- 
cial operations forces in World War II. 

How Much WMD Might North Korea Have? 

Most experts in the United States assume North Korea has developed 
its nuclear weapon capabilities independently. For example, the CIA said 
North Korea produced enough plutonium by 1994 for one to two weapons,8 

and did not produce any more plutonium until 2003. Experts typically 
argue North Korea could have roughly 5-10 nuclear weapons today,9 al- 
though, given the limited testing both of the weapons and their delivery 
means, only 2-6 of these would likely be deliverable and reliable. 

A number of reports suggest North Korea has had external help. For 
example, in 1999 Dr. A. Q. Khan of Pakistan said he went to North Korea 
and was shown three plutonium weapons that could be assembled for use 
on ballistic missiles in one hour.10 If he was right, North Korea must have 
had an external source of plutonium. Moreover, it would not likely have 
put all of its weapons in one place at one time and shown them to a foreigner, 
as a security failure could have led to US preemption. It may thus have 
had at least five or six nuclear weapons in 1999, consistent with what the 
defector Hwang Jong Yup said he was told in 1996.11 

If these reports are correct, North Korea may have developed more than 
10 nuclear weapons. In particular, Russian intelligence claimed that in 
1992, North Korea got 56 kilograms of plutonium from the former Soviet 
Union.12 If so, it could have enough fissile material today for perhaps 
20 weapons. And if some organizations risked giving North Korea fissile 
material, they may also have provided the technical expertise necessary to 
make ballistic missile warheads, as Dr. Khan asserted. 

Many reports address North Korean chemical and biological weapons. 
"We also assess Pyongyang has an active biological weapons research pro- 
gram, with an inventory that may include anthrax, botulism, cholera, 
hemorrhagic fever, plague, smallpox, typhoid and yellow fever. . . . North 
Korea has an assessed significant chemical agent stockpile that includes 
blood, blister, choking and nerve agents."13 "In the assessment of US in- 
telligence services, their reserves, accommodated in perhaps half a dozen 
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major storage sites and as many as 170 mountain tunnels, are at least 180 
to 250 tons, with some estimates of chemical stockpiles run as high as 
2,500-5,000 tons."14 "In May 1996 ROK Foreign Minister Yu Chong-ha 
reported to the National Assembly that it was estimated that North Korea 
possessed approximately 5,000 tons of biological and chemical weapons. 
Given the extensive production facilities, this later estimate may consti- 
tute the low end of the actual stockpile."15 

In terms of delivery systems, "chemical weapons can be delivered by 
virtually all DPRK [Democratic People's Republic of Korea] fire support 
systems. This includes most artillery, multiple rocket launchers (includ- 
ing those mounted on CHAHO-type boats), mortars, FROG and SCUD 
missiles, and some bombs."16 "The North has about 600 SCUD missiles 
capable of hitting targets in South Korea, and possibly also of reaching 
Japanese territory. There are also 200 Nodong-1 missiles which could 
reach Tokyo."17 North Korea would likely use its special operations forces 
(SOF) to deliver biological weapons. "Military authorities in Seoul esti- 
mate that North Koreas special operations forces currently exceed 200,000 
soldiers North Korea has recently deployed about 50,000 special forces 
along its border with South Korea."18 

Potential North Korean Uses of WMD 

In peacetime, North Korea regularly uses its nuclear weapons to threaten 
neighbors, hoping to coerce them and/or deter their actions. It has used 
nuclear weapon possession and tests mainly for internal purposes to il- 
lustrate the strength or formidability of its regime and to claim North 
Korea is one of the most powerful (and respected) countries in the world. 
It has also used nuclear weapons as a bargaining chip to secure goods and 
agreements from other countries. It generally does not use chemical and 
biological weapons for such strategic purposes. 

It is less clear how North Korea might use WMD in wartime. It has 
threatened to use nuclear weapons against the cities and military facilities 
of neighbors. An "unofficial spokesman" talked of North Korea using nu- 
clear weapons to (1) create electromagnetic pulse (EMP) effects to disable 
electronic systems, (2) attack nuclear power plants (causing widespread 
nuclear fallout), and (3) attack cities in various ways.19 

While the use of nuclear weapons against cities would be horrific, the 
United States planned a similar strategy during the Cold War with its so- 
called assured destruction concept of threatening Soviet cities. As early as 
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1945, the Joint Chiefs of Staff explained the concept of targeting Soviet 
cities: "The atomic bomb, in the foreseeable future, will be primarily a 
strategic weapon of destruction against concentrated industrial areas vital 
to the war effort of an enemy nation. In addition, it may be employed 
against centers of population with a view to forcing an enemy state to 
yield through terror and disintegration of national morale."20 

North Korea is likely to view the survivability of its nuclear forces as 
limited, pushing it to use them relatively early in a conflict. This attitude 
would be strengthened by a belief that the United States will use nuclear 
weapons early and nuclear weapons would provide greater, potentially 
conflict-winning leverage if used early on.21 For example, North Korea 
might hope appropriate nuclear weapon use would convince Japan not to 
become involved in the conflict and thereby deny the use of its territory 
to support US deployments and operations.22 

Alternatively, North Korea might wait until an invasion of the South 
fails and the ROK/United States start a counteroffensive before using its 
nuclear weapons. The regime would know it had to stop the counter- 
offensive to survive and would be prepared to take very risky actions, in- 
cluding nuclear attacks on cities. Many analysts argue this would be the 
most likely use of North Korean nuclear weapons. 

North Korea is more likely to use its chemical and biological weapons 
to achieve specific operational objectives such as causing breakthroughs 
on the battlefield, disrupting airfield and port operations, and disrupting 
the flow of US forces into Korea. Such attacks would best support North 
Korean objectives if done very early in a conflict. Given the potency of bio- 
logical weapons, North Korea may prefer to use them at some significant 
distance from the Korean peninsula, such as in Japan or the United States. 

Nuclear Effects on People and Things 

The table below evaluates the expected effectiveness of North Korean 
nuclear attacks delivered by ballistic missiles against ROK ground forces, 
airfields, and population centers. This analysis assumes an airburst weapon 
to maximize prompt effects and eliminate most fallout. The Republic of 
Korea today, in peacetime, has 47 army divisions, 15 major military air- 
fields, and a population of 48,500,000. 

Thus, if North Korea uses one 10-kiloton (Kt) weapon against a ground 
force division (the second to last row), prompt effects would cause an 
expected 7 percent attrition, whereas the same weapon would cause an 
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Approximate North Korean nuclear weapon effects on ROK targets 

Weapon 
Performance 

(60% delivery) 

Weapons 
Launched 
per Target 

Army 
Divisions 

Lost to Prompt 
Casualties 

Airfields 
Lost to Prompt 

Casualties 

ROK City 
Prompt 

Casualties* 

10 Kt, 1.5 km CEP 20 1.40 of 47 5.7 of 15 3,100,000 

10 Kt, 1.5 km CEP 15 1.05 of 47 4.7 of 15 2,400,000 

10 Kt, 1.5 km CEP 10 0.70 Of 47 3.1 of 15 1,700,000 

10 Kt, 1.5 km CEP 6 0.42 Of 47 1.9 of 15 1,100,000 

10 Kt, 1.5 km CEP 3 0.21 of 47 0.93 of 15 600,000 

10 Kt, 1.5 km CEP 1 0.07 of 47 0.31 of 15 200,000 

50 Kt, 0.5 km CEP 1 0.25 of 47 0.70 of 15 850,000 

'Expected casualties, including reliability/delivery probability. Thus a 10 Kt weapon launched at a city like Seoul will 
cause an expected 200,000 fatalities and serious casualties (assuming a baseline reliability/delivery probability of 60 
percent); if it actually detonates in the middle of the city, it will cause an expected 340,000 fatalities and serious casualties. 

expected attrition of 31 percent at a typical airfield or nearly 200,000 
expected casualties in a city like Seoul. A high-effectiveness warhead (the 
last row) with higher explosive yield (50 Kt), accuracy (0.5 km CEP), and 
delivery probability (70 percent) would cause several times as much dam- 
age, depending upon the target type, suggesting the value North Korea 
might place on improving nuclear weapon capabilities. 

The earlier rows of the table above show multiple nuclear weapons would 
do even more damage. For example, if North Korea uses (launches) three 
nuclear weapons against ground forces, 21 percent of a division would be 
damaged, while three weapons (spread across three airfields) would create 
an expected damage of 31 percent at each of three airfields, or casualties 
equivalent to 93 percent for a single airfield. At the extreme, 20 nominal 
North Korean nuclear weapons launched against these targets would af- 
fect about 3 percent of the ROK ground forces, or almost six ROK major 
air bases, or about 3 million ROK civilians. The very high potential dam- 
age to the civilian population suggests why North Korea might focus its 
attacks on cities as targets. 

The Effects of Chemical and Biological Weapons 

Chemical and biological weapons (CBW) can also affect large areas. 
Consider that a 12.5-Kt nuclear airburst will cause fatalities over perhaps 
8 square kilometers (km2), a large area of a city. In contrast, chemical and 
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biological weapons are carried by the wind; their effects are a function of 
the original dispersal pattern, wind direction and speed, and atmospheric 
conditions. If dispersed across a wide base, 1,000 kg of sarin might cause 
lethal effects over 0.7 to 8 km2, depending upon these various factors. 
Similar dispersal of 10 kg of anthrax might cause lethal effects over 5 to 
30 1cm2.23 These estimates suggest that possible quantities of CBWs could 
affect similar areas to those shown for nuclear weapons in the table. 

The other key difference between CBWs and nuclear weapons is the 
number of people in these areas most likely affected. With an airburst 
nuclear weapon, most people in the lethal area would be affected. Even 
those inside buildings would see their buildings collapsed or seriously 
damaged, contributing to the injuries. With CBWs, the buildings may 
provide some degree of shelter from weapon effects. This would be espe- 
cially true of multistory buildings without central air conditioning, as is 
typical in Seoul. Thus, only a fraction of the people in these areas would 
be affected, depending upon the time of year and building ventilation, 
leading to somewhat fewer casualties within a similar area. Still, even if 
the casualties are only half or a quarter as great as with nuclear weapons 
over a similar amount of area, these quantities of CBWs could cause tens 
of thousands of casualties or more in ROK cities. 

Against military targets, chemical and biological weapons would tend 
to cause far less damage than is shown for nuclear weapons in the table. 
Military personnel tend to have protective clothing, medicines, and other 
counters to CBWs—protections that would significantly reduce casual- 
ties. Still, they would need timely warning to apply many of these protec- 
tions, and thus warning of WMD use would become a key determinant of 
the damage North Korean CBWs could do to military forces. 

Deterrence Theory 

Deterrence occurs when an adversary expects the benefits of an action 
to be less than the costs and acts accordingly in a rational manner. The 
Deterrence Operations Joint Operating Concept {DO JOCj is the official 
Defense Department statement on deterrence. It says: "Deterrence op- 
erations convince adversaries not to take actions that threaten US vital 
interests by means of decisive influence over their decision-making. De- 
cisive influence is achieved by credibly threatening to deny benefits and/ 
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or impose costs, while encouraging restraint by convincing the actor that 
restraint will result in an acceptable outcome."24 

Basic Deterrence Concepts 

The DO JOC uses a rational deterrence theory framework.25 This theory 
examines the adversary's perception of the net benefits (benefits minus 
costs) of any action as well as the probabilities of these net benefits to 
determine the utility of the action. It then compares the utilities of the 
alternative actions—if the utility of restraint (the status quo) is greatest, 
deterrence is achieved.26 This assessment does not require an adversary to 
find an action that is clearly beneficial. In some situations, all of its choices 
(even the status quo) may have negative utility, as appears to be the case 
with North Korea. In such cases, the adversary looks for the "least miser- 
able option." Said differently, noted deterrence expert Robert Jervis has 
argued, "It is rational to start a war one does not expect to win ... if it 
is believed that the likely consequences of not fighting are even worse."27 

Rational deterrence theory assumes the adversary is risk neutral—its 
decision is based solely upon expected value calculations, not the taking 
or avoiding of risks.28 The alternative theory considered by the DO JOC'is 
called prospect theory, which assesses risk differently. It argues that when 
facing serious losses, as in the North Korean conditions described above, 
the adversary becomes a risk taker, ready to try actions that avoid or re- 
duce its losses even if there is serious risk in those actions. Deterrence of 
risk takers is a much more difficult effort, as US experience with North 
Korea has illustrated. 

Understanding Deterrence Leverage 

As suggested, deterrence is achieved by affecting the benefits and costs 
perceived by an adversary as well as the adversary's perceptions of the 
probabilities it will experience these costs and benefits. The literature talks 
about two kinds of deterrence efforts: deterrence by threat of punishment 
and deterrence by threat of denial.29 

Deterrence by threat of punishment usually seeks to increase the costs 
an adversary will suffer from an unwanted action, while deterrence by 
threat of denial seeks to reduce the benefits the adversary hopes to achieve. 
For example, if the United States wants to deter a North Korean missile 
test, it could threaten economic sanctions if North Korea proceeds with 
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the test (punishment) or it could threaten to preemptively destroy the 
missile on the launch pad (denial). 

Deterrence is in the eye of the adversary. What does it perceive to be 
the benefits and costs of particular actions, and what does it believe are 
the probabilities of each outcome? Those perceptions are in turn based on 
US capabilities for denial and punishment and its will to impose those 
capabilities. When adversaries perceive the United States lacks will (e.g., 
it fails to act against the bad behavior of an adversary), they may discount 
other US denial and punishment threats (they perceive lower probabilities 
of costly outcomes and higher probabilities of beneficial outcomes). 

Each US deterrent action has consequences for both sides. For example, 
a preemptive attack on a missile launch pad could destroy the missile 
and potentially embarrass the North Korean leadership, contributing to 
deterrence. But this would likely lead to further escalation, something the 
United States would usually prefer to avoid but which North Korea may 
be prepared to accept to rally its military and other elites around a failing 
regime. North Koreas escalation might be an artillery attack on the ROK, 
something the ROK would want to avoid. Thus, the ROK might pressure 
the United States not to carry out a preemptive attack to avoid escalation. 

Many in the international community would also likely communicate 
their view that US preemptive action was unnecessary and inappropriate, 
hence reducing the probability of such action. If the United States has 
strong incentives not to carry out a preemptive attack, the adversary may 
conclude that the probability of such action, despite US capabilities, is 
extremely low. 

If the United States cannot fully prove bad behavior by an adversary, it 
will normally be reluctant to take action. For example, despite assertions by 
President Bush in 2006 that he would hold North Korea accountable for 
nuclear proliferation, no serious action was taken when North Korean assis- 
tance in building a Syrian nuclear reactor was discovered the following year, 
assistance the United States could not prove beyond a reasonable doubt. 

To the extent that its adversaries can keep their WMD activities covert, 
the United States will have difficulty responding against them. Adversaries 
may thus feel undeterred from pursuing covert WMD development and 
proliferation efforts. 

Finally, there is a difference between US efforts to deter an attack upon 
the United States and efforts to deter attacks on its allies. Most adver- 
saries will perceive the United States would respond very seriously to an 
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attack on its territory. But deterrence that supports US allies—so-called 
extended deterrence—often appears less likely to draw a serious response, 
given the lower level of US interest. To counter this concern, the US/ 
ROK Presidential Summit in June 2009 declared a "Joint Vision for the 
Alliance of the United States of America and the Republic of Korea." This 
statement said in part, "The Alliance is adapting to changes in the 21st 
century security environment. We will maintain a robust defense posture, 
backed by allied capabilities that support both nations' security interests. 
The continuing commitment of extended deterrence, including the US 
nuclear umbrella, reinforces this assurance."30 

Applying the Theory 

In practice, few decision makers explicitly calculate the costs and ben- 
efits of each possible outcome, estimate the probability of that outcome, 
and calculate the preferred action based on precise calculations. Instead, 
consideration of these factors is more subjective and approximate. More- 
over, it is difficult to estimate these factors for the North Korean regime, 
given how it strives to deny information on its attitudes and decision mak- 
ing to the outside world. Nevertheless, North Korean behavior does give 
some baselines against which to examine this framework and at least try 
to understand the tradeoffs its regime might perceive. 

Consider the April 2009 North Korean missile test provocation.31 Why 
did Kim Jong-Il select this action? To keep this example simple, assume 
there were three alternative courses of action at that time: (1) restraint 
(the status quo), (2) the use of artillery to fire into the ROK, and (3) the 
missile test. 

The long-range missile launched on 5 April 2009 was likely seen as 
Kim's best course of action for creating the appearance of regime empower- 
ment without much chance of retaliatory actions that could threaten re- 
gime survival, while avoiding the appearance of weakness to his internal or 
external enemies. Doing nothing in his regime's deteriorating position was 
likely seen as unhelpful, and doing too much—such as an artillery attack 
on Seoul—was likely viewed as unleashing a concatenation of escalation 
responses that could destroy the Pyongyang regime. 

With the missile test, Kim Jong-Il probably hoped to counter the appear- 
ance of regime weakness associated with its many failures and his recent 
illnesses. He likely also hoped to create a "diversionary conflict" where his 
military and other elites would focus on the United States and the ROK 
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as their enemies, responsible for North Korea's problems, thereby creat- 
ing an environment where his son had the best chance to succeed him. 
While his past provocations have invariably led to the United States and 
the ROK imposing some form of costs in return, usually economic sanc- 
tions, Kim Jong-Il has turned those costs to political benefit by unifying 
his military and other elites against their external enemies and in support 
of the regime. 

Kim's missile test in April 2009 might have backfired if the United 
States had shot it down during the boost phase, preventing him from 
demonstrating his missile capability.32 Alternatively, an artillery fire prov- 
ocation could have failed due to effective ROK counterbattery fire that 
quickly silenced the artillery, indicating North Korean weakness rather 
than strength. Further, North Korean artillery fire into the ROK was 
clearly too escalatory and dangerous, and thus an unacceptable action. 

The United States might have deterred a second North Korean missile 
launch if it had prepared to intercept the missile. It could have announced 
that it would not allow North Korea to launch another intercontinen- 
tal-range ballistic missile.33 The US announcement might have said, "If 
North Korea launches, the United States will use the opportunity to test 
its missile defenses against the target missile kindly provided by North 
Korea." Of course, since this would be an initial ballistic missile defense 
(BMD) test against this kind of threat, there would be a significant poten- 
tial that the intercept would fail. But even then, the United States would 
gain significant experience in, and data about, intercepting real North 
Korean missiles.34 

Kim Jong-Il might have viewed such a BMD threat as posing a good 
probability of making the regime look weak (by successfully intercepting 
the missile), plus some chance the launch episode could have escalated out 
of control toward full-scale war if the United States were prepared to be so 
aggressive. Under those conditions, he could have preferred the status quo 
to the outcome of a second missile launch.35 

This simple example illustrates many of the characteristics of deter- 
rence. In particular, it suggests the North Koreans might be deterred by 
US efforts to deny their provocations. Historically, much of the deterrence 
literature, and especially the nuclear deterrence literature, has focused on 
deterrence by the threat of punishment: an adversary could be deterred 
from taking an action because of the punishment threatened if it takes 
that action. But the United States and the ROK also need to apply denial 
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threats and find punishments that deter North Korean provocations such 
as missile launches.36 

Deterring WMD Use 

What is the relative utility of deterrence by denial and deterrence by 
punishment in the case of North Korea? Is there sufficient leverage in 
these two approaches combined to somehow control or prevent North 
Korean WMD use? 

Options for Deterrence by Punishment and Deterrence by Denial 

During the Cold War, the United States focused its deterrence of the 
Soviet Union on punishment. Deterrence by the threat of punishment 
can be achieved by threatening various assets of an adversary. Early in the 
Cold War the United States recognized nuclear weapon attacks against 
adversary cities were a serious deterrent threat (as noted above). US strate- 
gists also discussed targeting adversary military forces and/or leadership to 
achieve deterrence by threat of punishment (and also a significant level of 
deterrence by denial). 

There are four basic actions that support deterrence by denial: counter- 
force, active defense, passive defense, and consequence management. 
Counterforce attacks seek to destroy adversary WMD forces (both weapons 
and delivery means) to prevent their use, and may also target command 
and control capabilities as well as adversary leaders to prevent WMD 
launch. Active defenses seek to intercept WMD en route to targets, and 
include air and missile defenses as well as border control against special 
operations forces or terrorists. Passive defenses seek to protect people and 
assets from WMD effects once the weapons detonate or are otherwise 
released. Consequence management seeks to deal with the effects of WMD 
after people/assets have been exposed, providing medical care and other 
kinds of damage recovery. 

These denial means provide different levels of leverage against WMD 
use. Counterforce can be powerful if preemptive action is possible and 
the locations of the WMD forces are known. Active defense can be tech- 
nologically challenging but potentially very effective as technologies 
mature. Passive defenses are relatively more effective against chemical, 
biological, and radiological weapons, having a more limited role against 
nuclear weapons (though sheltering and evacuation/dispersal can still be 
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important). And consequence management is important for dealing with 

WMD effects, but its capabilities have generally not been considered very 

effective in achieving deterrence of WMD use. 

The Historical Approach to Deterrence by Punishment 

Nuclear deterrence was a major international issue during the Cold 
War. For much of the period, the United States talked about strategic 
nuclear deterrence almost interchangeably with the concept of assured 
destruction. It deterred Soviet nuclear attacks by threatening to destroy 
Soviet cities with their associated populations and industry (imposing a 

high punishment cost). Many in the United States felt that if the Soviet 
cities were destroyed, most of their society would also be destroyed and 
the risk-averse Soviet leadership would not take that chance since their 
power flowed from the talents and productivity of their people. 

In the 1970s, the ability of the United States and the Soviet Union to 
destroy each other's cities was assessed in the terms shown in the figure 
below. At the time, both the United States and the Soviets had thousands 
of equivalent megatons (EMT) of nuclear weapons,37 as suggested by the 
"capability" mark at the right. 
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The figure indicates even if the Soviets could have somehow destroyed 
most of the US nuclear forces, the United States could still have destroyed 
most of the Soviet industrial capacity,38 since even a "small" city attack (a 
few hundred EMTs) would have been devastating.39 And the same was 
true for the Soviets; they also deterred US nuclear attacks by threatening 
US cities. Moreover, the cost of adding one more warhead to the attack 
to ensure damage would always be much less than the adversary's cost of 
destroying one more warhead. Thus, little leverage was achieved by the 
capability for counterforce attacks or active defenses—not enough of the 
opposing threat could be denied to make a difference. 

But the North Korean nuclear threat is a different problem, because it 
is on the part of the curve with steep returns. A North Korean force of 
5-20 nuclear weapons of 10-Kt yield each would amount to about 0.25 to 
1 EMT. Because North Korea has relatively few nuclear weapons, serious 
US/ROK efforts to destroy those weapons, combined with effective active 
defenses, could significantly reduce the damage North Korea could cause 
against its possible targets in ROK and Japanese cities or elsewhere. 

Deterring of Chemical and Biological Weapon Use 

During the Cold War, the US approach to deterring chemical and bio- 
logical weapon use was less clear. The United States carried out a serious 
CBW defense program (passive defenses), seeking protection against the 
use of these weapons and deterrence of their use by denying their effects. 
US counterforce and active defense capabilities would also have helped 
deny CBW effects and thereby had some role in deterrence. 

Early in the Cold War, the United States developed its own chemical 
and biological weapons to retaliate in kind against any Soviet CBW at- 
tack. Effectively, the United States was prepared to use these weapons to 
deny the Soviets any advantage from having employed similar weapons; in 
addition, research on offensive CBW capabilities significantly aided pas- 
sive defense efforts against those threats. 

Eventually, the United States joined the Biological and Toxin Weapons 
Convention (BTWC) in 1972 and the Chemical Weapons Convention in 
1993 in the hope of precluding these weapons from future conflicts. But 
toward the end of the Cold War, the United States learned that the So- 
viet Union had not given up its biological weapons efforts despite having 
joined the BTWC. Lacking biological weapons at that point, the United 
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States implied it would employ nuclear retaliation against the use of these 
weapons. 

But in the 2010 Nuclear Policy Review Report, the United States de- 
clared, "With the advent of US conventional military preeminence and 
continued improvements in US missile defenses and capabilities to coun- 
ter and mitigate the effects of CBW, the role of US nuclear weapons in 
deterring nonnuclear attacks—conventional, biological or chemical—has 
declined significantly. The United States will continue to reduce the role of 
nuclear weapons in deterring non-nuclear attacks."40 This statement does 
not preclude a nuclear response to adversary CBW use, but it makes such 
a response unlikely (a low probability), potentially reducing the deter- 
rence of such attacks unless highly effective conventional force responses 
are guaranteed. 

Deterring North Korean Use of WMD in a War 

Deterrence of North Korean WMD use in war requires understand- 
ing what its leaders might think they could gain from war and from us- 
ing WMD. Given North Korea's circumstances, an invasion of the ROK 
would most likely be an act of desperation for a regime losing control, a 
"diversionary war" used to secure support from the North Korean military 
for a near-failed regime. 

At that point, there may even be some evidence of military plotting to 
overthrow the regime. Facing serious survival risks if it does nothing, the 
North Korean regime may decide that a general war will restore military 
support for the regime and give it a chance for survival, despite all the 
other risks. 

Such a decision to invade the ROK would not be easy. North Korea 
has been deterred from invading since 1953, suggesting that its leader- 
ship already doubts its prospects in a major war. Indeed, the former US 
commander in South Korea, GEN Walter Sharp, has said, "I'm absolutely 
confident that if they [North Korea] came south, the ROK-US Alliance 
would be able to defeat them."41 Thus, if the North Korean regime con- 
cludes that war is necessary for political reasons, it must also find a way to 
win or achieve some kind of "draw" in the conflict. 

North Korean asymmetric means—its WMD—likely provides the 
only option for a favorable outcome. By using WMD, North Korea may 
feel there is some chance it could break Japanese support of the United 
States and also overcome US and ROK technological advantages. It has 
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put considerable investments into WMD capabilities—investments that 
could have been spent on other weaponry had North Korea not truly 
valued WMD. This is especially true for CBWs. It has paid the price to 
develop these weapons almost entirely for wartime utility. 

Moreover, if the regime expects US nuclear weapon use in a war regard- 
less of North Korean actions, it may view WMD use as just part of a war 
with the United States. While North Koreas prospects for success in such a 
war would be poor, in challenging circumstances the regime may perceive 
the prospects of war would be better than the prospects of outright regime 
failure. Thus, the key to deterring North Korean WMD use is to deter an 
invasion of the ROK in the first place—to convince the North Korean 
regime that war is not an alternative for handling its internal problems. 

Deterring North Korean WMD Attacks by Punishment 

Some military analysts argue that if North Korea ever uses a nuclear 
weapon (or perhaps other forms of WMD), the United States will launch 
a large nuclear weapon response to massively damage North Korea. Some 
even talk of turning North Korea into a "sea of glass," reminiscent of the 
Cold War assured destruction logic. Would such a threat against mainly 
innocent civilians deter the North Korean regime's use of WMD? 

The regime has shown little value for the North Korean common peo- 
ple, allowing the starvation of at least hundreds of thousands and the 
massive societal disruption associated with a failing economy. It is unlikely 
to perceive significant cost to a Cold War-like assured destruction threat. 

It is unlikely that either the ROK or the United States would want to 
devastate North Korean society with nuclear weapons. The ROK gov- 
ernment wants the unification of Korea, a unification that would be im- 
mensely complicated by extensive nuclear damage. Moreover, the Amer- 
ican public would find such destruction morally repugnant. The 2010 
Nuclear Posture Review Report said the United States, "would only consider 
the use of nuclear weapons in extreme circumstances to defend the vital 
interests of the United States or its allies and partners."42 Massive societal 
damage to North Korea would do relatively little to defend US and allied 
vital interests. 

Retaliation against the North Korean military or political leadership 
would be alternative punishment approaches. These targets would also 
provide denial effects. But a North Korean leadership worried about 
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instability might welcome attacks on its military, which would likely 
increase military support for the political leadership. 

Thus, the best punishment approach would be to threaten the North 
Korean political leaders themselves. Kim Jong-Un and the other leaders 
must come to feel their prospects for surviving a war are much less than 
their prospects of surviving a failing regime. A threat to target those lead- 
ers could provide much of the leverage needed to deter an invasion if the 
North Korean leaders believe that (1) US/ROK forces can effectively tar- 
get them and (2) the United States and the ROK have the will to execute 
such an attack. 

The greatest difficulty in effectively targeting the North Korean leader- 
ship is in locating that leadership. Indeed, Kim Jong-Il regularly "disap- 
peared" from public view when he committed provocations,43 likely hop- 
ing to avoid the possibility of being targeted. The North Korean leaders 
may therefore perceive they can avoid damage even from nuclear attacks, 
undermining deterrence of their actions. In addition, they would likely 
locate underground in a conflict situation, making it difficult to cause 
them damage. The United States must demonstrate to the North Korean 
leaders that it does regularly find them when they are "hiding" and can 
cause destruction, even against underground facilities, seeking to erase 
any perception that they could survive a retaliatory attack. 

Kim Jong-Un may also wonder, "Would the United States have the will 
to attack me personally?" Many in the United States talk about avoiding 
such targeting of adversary leaders, which may give the North Korean re- 
gime hope. The United States needs to dissuade the regime of this notion 
through clear strategic communications. In particular, it should consider 
practicing attacks on the North Korean leaders as part of its exercises in 
the ROK, demonstrating that a decision to pursue them has already been 
made. 

The quotes above from the 2010 Nuclear Posture Review Report raise 
the question of whether punishment for North Korean WMD use, and 
nuclear weapon use in particular, should be done with conventional or 
nuclear weapons. There are several reasons for preferring the use of nuclear 
weapons in such punishment: 

• North Korean leaders will likely have much greater fear of US nuclear 
weapon use. According to an East German report in 1986, "Comrade 
Kim II Sung affirmed that the Democratic People's Republic of Korea 
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(D.P.R.K.) does not intend to attack South Korea, nor could it. More 
than 1,000 US nuclear warheads are stored in South Korea, ostensi- 
bly for defense, and it would take only two of them to destroy the 
D.P.R.K."44 To the extent that such a view persists in North Korea, 
US nuclear weapon threats will be far more effective in deterring its 
leaders' use of WMD and invasion of the ROK. 

• If North Korea uses nuclear weapons early in a conflict and the 
United States does not answer in kind, the North Korean leaders will 
likely conclude that they can continue to use nuclear weapons with- 
out a US nuclear weapon response. This would effectively reinforce 
their peacetime impression of US threats lacking substance, thereby 
undermining transwar deterrence. 

• The United States has promised a nuclear umbrella to both the ROK 
and Japan, which is a commitment of an in-kind response to North 
Korean nuclear weapon use. But the purpose of the nuclear umbrella 
is to deter adversary nuclear weapon use. Once an adversary has used 
nuclear weapons, the US nuclear umbrella has failed and may be 
questioned globally. The United States would therefore need to re- 
establish (or abandon) the credibility of its global nuclear umbrella 
commitments, commitments that many would not perceive as being 
met by a conventional weapon response. The US nuclear umbrella 
commitments are intended to persuade both adversaries and allies 
not to pursue nuclear weapon development. A failure to act consist- 
ently with these commitments could spur both adversaries and allies 
to develop their own nuclear forces, something not in the US interest. 

In summary, the United States should threaten nuclear attacks against the 
North Korean leaders as punishment for nuclear weapon use and prepare to 
employ those threats. The North Korean leaders need to be convinced there 
is no chance they would survive an invasion of the ROK and associated 
WMD use. Other punishment threats are much less likely to deter North 
Korean WMD use, while punishment threats against the North Korean 
military may actually aid the diversionary strategy of the regime. 

Deterring North Korea by Threat of Denial 

As argued above, deterrence by denial involves primarily possessing 
effective capabilities for counterforce attacks, active defenses, and pas- 
sive defenses. 
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Counterforce. In wartime, US and ROK counterforce efforts would 
attempt to destroy the North Korean WMD forces (both weapons and de- 
livery means) and potentially the associated command and control. While 
the United States and the ROK have many capabilities to destroy such 
targets, they must first identify each targets location. Since they do not 
even know how much WMD North Korea possesses, they likely do not 
know all of the locations that must be attacked to destroy that WMD and 
associated delivery means. 

The ROK minister of national defense has indicated that, "There are 
about 100 sites related to the nuclear program in North Korea."45 Many 
of these are likely underground, and destroying them could require a large 
force, much more than would likely be available early in a conflict when 
other targets would also need to be struck and when standoff attack forces 
would be limited. Still, whatever North Korean WMD is destroyed by 
counterforce attacks reduces the burden on active and passive defenses. 
Unfortunately, incomplete destruction could push North Korean leaders 
into a "use them or lose them" approach, prompting WMD attacks on the 
ROK and/or Japan, an unwanted consequence. 

Better intelligence on North Korean WMD, delivery means, and lead- 
ers would help facilitate counterforce efforts. Defectors could provide 
such intelligence, much as Soviet defectors from its biological program 
provided critical intelligence toward the end of the Cold War. Dissatisfac- 
tion among the North Korean elites may make such defections more pos- 
sible now than ever before.46 

Active Defenses. Active defenses seek to destroy WMD after launch 
but before it arrives on target and detonates or is dispersed. US, ROK, and 
Japanese air defenses would likely deny effective attacks by aircraft, thus 
few experts expect North Korea to deliver WMD bombs. But ballistic 
missile defenses provide only limited protection in Japan and especially 
in the ROK today. This means some North Korean missiles could leak 
through, and the missile defenses could be exhausted by initial North 
Korean strikes. 

Broader deployment of missile defenses around potential targets plus the 
addition of more broad area defenses (like the US Navy SM-3 interceptor and 
the US ArmyTHAAD system) could increase the effectiveness of the defenses 
and, to the degree that North Korean leaders appreciate these capabilities, 
thereby enhance deterrence of North Korea's aggressive actions. In addition, 
enhanced control of immigration into Korea and surveillance of ROK coastal 
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areas could reduce the ability of North Korean special operations forces (po- 
tentially carrying biological weapons) to infiltrate the ROK47 

Passive Defenses. Passive defenses seek to protect people and assets from 
the effects of WMD once those weapons detonate or are dispersed. Because 
nuclear weapons are so powerful, the best passive defenses against them in- 
volve evacuation of likely target and fallout areas and dispersal of assets to 
safer areas. The hardening of some target areas can also be helpful, using blast- 
protected shelters and underground facilities to avoid fallout casualties. The 
Soviets attempted such an approach to overcome US assured destruction dur- 
ing the Cold War, and the North Koreans have made similar efforts with 
vast numbers of underground facilities. But building such shelters would be 
prohibitively expensive in the ROK, Japan, or the United States for all but 
modest-sized groups. And evacuation would also prove challenging and dif- 
ficult to sustain. 

As noted earlier, passive defenses would be far more powerful against North 
Korean chemical and biological weapons. The United States and the ROK 
should use strategic communications to convey the level of passive defenses 
they have developed, including advanced medical measures, to convince 
North Korea that these weapons will not yield the leverage the North would 
seek in a war. Such US and ROK efforts should describe the level of protec- 
tion afforded by these defenses without divulging the details of the defenses to 
avoid North Korean work on counters. 

Conclusions on Deterring North Korean WMD Use. Deterrence of 
WMD use would clearly be very difficult when the North Korean leaders 
become desperate. The United States and its allies would need to convince 
the leaders that they are more likely to survive with peace (facing rebellion) 
than with war (facing destruction)—peace is still the least miserable option. 

The denial component of deterrence would be key—prevent North Korea 
from perceiving any chance of achieving victory. Focusing punishment on its 
leaders would also be important: they must be convinced they will not survive 
a war, even if they use WMD for leverage. In short, the United States and the 
ROK should focus on deterring North Korea from invading the ROK and 
thereby deter North Korean WMD use. 

Deterring North Korean WMD Crises/Provocations 

From February through July 2009, North Korea created a number of 
serious crises with WMD-related provocations. These were apparently 
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motivated by the conditions inside North Korea described at the begin- 
ning of this article, some rising to the crisis level even before the provoca- 
tion. Such crises jeopardize regime control and could eventually imperil 
the regime. 

The provocations appear to reflect the regime's view of its jeopardy— 
serious enough to take modest risks with provocations, but not so serious 
as to justify an invasion or major attacks on the ROK. The sinking of the 
ROK warship Cheonan and the artillery shelling of Yeonpyeong Island in 
2010 escalated this pattern to unprovoked, limited attacks. This escalation 
makes North Korea appear even more dangerous. 

Can the United States and the ROK deter such provocations? Thus far, 
the United States has failed to deter a number of North Korean provoca- 
tions, but it has likely deterred others. It is important to recognize while 
little is known for certain about North Korea, such uncertainty should not 
prevent purposeful US/ROK action. 

Understanding the North Korean Provocations 

The underlying instability in North Korea in 2009 was Kim Jong-Il's 
bad health. He apparently suffered a stroke in August 2008 and was slow 
to recover. This serious illness undermined his appearance of empower- 
ment needed for leadership in North Korea. Reports of his bad health 
had started even before the reported stroke, with claims that he had heart 
surgery in May 2007. By the spring of 2009, there were many reports of 
North Korea speeding succession efforts for his third son because Kim 
Jong-Il's health was so serious;48 by September 2010, Kim Jong-Il had put 
his son in positions that made his succession appear likely. His son's previous 
lack of such positions and his mid-20s age made him an unlikely ruler by 
North Korean leadership standards. 

To solve his appearance of weakness and support potential succession, 
Kim Jong-Il needed to create an image that the regime is powerful, and he 
and his son are responsible for that power. His 2009 provocations showed 
North Korea as close to acquiring a space launch capability and inter- 
continental ballistic missiles, and it has produced nuclear weapons—capabilities 
few other countries possess. 

While the North Korean regime likely anticipated US efforts to imple- 
ment sanctions in response, the United States made no specific sanction 
threats, failing to reinforce deterrence. And the previous UN sanctions 
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had not been particularly harmful to North Korea because they were 
largely unimplemented.49 

Indeed, the regime likely planned to use any sanctions to once again 
claim that the United States and its allies are the enemies of the North 
Korean people and responsible for everything wrong in North Korea. Still, 
it apparently hoped to extort further aid and recognition from the United 
States and regional powers, using escalatory brinksmanship until rewarded 
for deescalating tensions. 

North Koreas second nuclear test in late May 2009 was a major esca- 
lation. While many in the West had criticized the first test in 2006 as a 
likely failure, the second had a much higher yield (at least several kilo tons), 
about 10 times the first. North Korea apparently had mastered the basics 
of nuclear weapons, increasing its appearance of empowerment as well as 
its ability to deter action by the United States and others. It had also in- 
creased its ability to market nuclear expertise; it had reached the threshold 
at which it may have hoped to be considered a nuclear power. "There was 
a sense that every North Korean escalation was intended as a bargaining 
chip. Now there's an alternative view taking hold: that Kim Jong-Il wants 
to force the world to acknowledge it as a nuclear power before he dies."50 

Immediately after the North's nuclear test, the ROK announced it 
would join those nations supporting the Proliferation Security Initiative 
(PSI). But before the test, the ROK had refused to threaten to join the PSI 
in response to North Korean provocations, thus its joining likely had little 
impact on the North Korean decision to conduct a nuclear test. The UN 
also implemented fairly serious economic and military/nuclear test sanc- 
tions against North Korea in UN Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 
1874, but no specific sanctions threats were made seeking to deter the test. 

Especially with a risk-taking state like North Korea, threats must be 
explicitly presented before the state takes an action or they will have little 
credibility and thus little deterrent value. The United States had already 
failed to take action against North Korea for its nuclear proliferation to 
Syria, as noted earlier; therefore, the regime likely felt there was little 
probability it would pay serious costs for a nuclear test. In summary, the 
United States and its allies did not use—or poorly used—the means they 
had for deterring the North Korean provocations. 

This is not to say the United States totally failed in deterring North 
Korean provocations in 2009. Just after its second nuclear test, North Korea 
appears to have moved intercontinental-range missiles to both its east and 
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west coast launch facilities.51 It appeared to be preparing for another ICBM/ 
space launch test, similar to its April test. North Korea was likely trying to 
continue its escalating brinksmanship, as in 2006, hoping to achieve a ma- 
jor payoff from the United States. 

Shortly after the second nuclear test, President Obama announced, 
"We are not intending to continue a policy of rewarding provocations. I 
don't think that there should be an assumption that we will simply con- 
tinue down a path in which North Korea is constantly destabilizing the 
region and we just react in the same ways by, after they've done these 
things for a while, then we reward them."52 He was joined in such com- 
ments by several other members of the US administration. The consis- 
tency and strength of these statements suggested North Korea's escalatory 
brinksmanship campaign would not pay off like its similar campaign did 
in 2006-07. 

It is impossible to know whether these statements changed its plans, but 
North Korea did not launch an ICBM with its missile launches on 4 July 
2009. It may have chosen to launch only short-to-medium-range missiles 
then, trying to stay below a provocation threshold that might have trig- 
gered a major US response. Within North Korea, the regime could still 
claim it had (1) violated the UN sanctions after its second nuclear weapon 
test, (2) defied the United States and the United Nations, and (3) deterred 
a significant US/UN response. 

Former president Bill Clinton then went to Pyongyang to free a US 
woman jailed by North Korea. According to the North Korean secret po- 
lice agency, "Thanks to Commander Kim Jong-Un's cleverness, former US 
President Clinton crossed the Pacific Ocean to apologize to the General 
[Kim Jong-Il]."53 For North Korean audiences, this provided Kim Jong-Il 
the appearance that the United States had surrendered, and he was very 
much empowered; the Clinton visit also supported Kim Jong-Un's suc- 
cession. The regime could accept such an outcome as a very adequate end 
state for the 2009 provocations. 

US/ROK Options for Deterring North Korean Provocations 

How should the United States and the ROK try to deter/counter future 
North Korean provocations? For example, how should they have acted 
to deter the sinking of the warship CheonarP. Threats of economic sanc- 
tions have generally proven inadequate, and US/ROK threats of military 
actions have very little likelihood of being carried out. Indeed, even with 
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fairly strong evidence of North Korean culpability in the Cheonan sink- 
ing, the United States and the ROK did not pursue military responses, in 
part because of the escalatory danger of such responses. There are two key 
parts of a strategy to deter North Korean provocations, corresponding to 
deterrence by threat of denial or threat of punishment through retaliation. 

Deterrence by Denial. The ROK has already recognized that the 
Cheonan sinking reflects gaps in its military capabilities. President Lee has 
committed to "make sure such an incident does not occur again."54 The 
ROK needs to fill the gaps in its military preparations against provoca- 
tions and limited warfare threats, with US help, and appears to be pro- 
ceeding to do so. This means not only developing capabilities to detect 
and counter North Korean submarines in ROK territorial waters, but also 
addressing North Korean missile, artillery, SOF, and other limited threats. 
Poor ROK defenses on Yeonpyeong Island undoubtedly contributed to 
North Korea feeling it could fire artillery at the island in November 2010; 
the ROK has greatly reinforced its marine forces on all of the northwest 
islands since then. 

The ROK has singled out North Korean asymmetric threats as a partic- 
ular area of focus, which includes WMD.55 Thus, the earlier discussion of 
counterforce, active defense, and passive defense against WMD is equally 
relevant here. North Korea is unlikely to execute provocations which it 
anticipates will fail, causing the regime to look weak. 

Deterrence by Punishment. As with major warfare, US/ROK efforts 
to punish North Korean provocations via limited attacks on its military 
would be unlikely to do immediate, significant damage to the North's 
military power but would likely drive the military to be more supportive 
of the regime, exactly the opposite of the desired response. Instead, pun- 
ishment needs to focus more on the regime's political weaknesses, where it 
would likely perceive a major cost being imposed. 

This approach needs to start by recognizing that North Korea is a failing 
state and that, sooner or later, its government will collapse. If a collapse 
were to occur today, the United States and the ROK are woefully unpre- 
pared to handle the consequences56 (as is China, the other major player in 
such a collapse). This lack of preparation could be extraordinarily costly to 
all these countries if collapse were to occur in the short term. Thus, they 
need to prepare for a collapse and shape the North Koreans to reduce the 
potential negative outcomes. 
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Anything the United States or the ROK does to prepare for a govern- 
ment collapse would be offensive to the North Korean regime. These ac- 
tions therefore become the perfect political threats that can be applied in 
trying to deter North Korean provocation. They would include simply 
talking about collapse and the subsequent ROK-led unification of Korea. 
Thus, the United States and the ROK should outline a unification strat- 
egy and plan and use some actions from that plan to punish North Korea 
for its provocations, while threatening other (stronger) actions to deter 
further provocations.57 Any US/ROK actions to shape North Korea for 
unification would impose costs on the regime and directly undercut the 
benefits sought in its provocations (a denial outcome). 

But to correct earlier weaknesses in US/ROK deterrence efforts, they 
would need to explicitly threaten North Korea with specific deterrent re- 
sponses and then be prepared to execute them if necessary. Vagueness in 
making threats or showing little apparent will to follow through could 
thoroughly undermine the deterrence of North Korea, especially as the re- 
gime feels more threatened internally and thus more willing to take risks. 

For example, in response to the shelling of Yeonpyeong Island, US and 
ROK leaders could have announced that North Korean internal instabil- 
ity led to the shelling, and such instability forces the ROK to prepare for 
a North Korean collapse. As a first step in these preparations, the ROK 
president could ask US and ROK Marines to train to deliver humanitar- 
ian aid (especially food and medicine) along the North Korean coastlines. 

Such an effort is needed because food and medicine are already in short 
supply in North Korea and would largely disappear in the aftermath of a 
collapse, leading to a humanitarian disaster. The roads across the demili- 
tarized zone (DMZ) would be inadequate to transport all of the needed 
humanitarian aid into North Korea, making across-the-beach deliveries 
one appropriate option. ROK and US Marines would need to perform 
this task, as opposed to international humanitarian organizations (IHO), 
because of the lack of security in a collapsed regime environment and 
the danger posed by the North Korean military and black market crimi- 
nals. IHOs could take over once a secure environment in specific areas of 
North Korea is achieved. 

The North Korean regime would clearly hate such declarations and ac- 
tions by the United States and the ROK, as these would impose serious 
costs. The costs could be enhanced by training along the ROK coasts for 
humanitarian aid delivery, filming those exercises, and broadcasting those 
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films and pictures into North Korea. The message to the North Korean 
people and even the elites would be clear: the United States and the ROK 
are not your enemies and are instead preparing to help you when the 
North Korean regime allows. Directly countering the propaganda of re- 
gime leaders could impose a significant penalty on them. 

North Korea is likely to respond unfavorably to these US/ROK actions 
and could escalate, seeking to retain the appearance of empowerment but 
also to deter further actions of this kind. The potential for escalation com- 
pels the United States and the ROK into planning deterrence against a 
range of North Korean escalations, as well as other provocations. 

The US/ROK actions for deterring further North Korean provocations 
could also be used to prepare North Korea for an ROK-led unification. 
These measures could include demonstrating high-technology ROK mili- 
tary capabilities; actively seeking North Korean defectors, especially from 
its nuclear program and senior political/military leaders; a declaration that 
the United States will attempt to shoot down any North Korean missiles 
launched; development of counterfire plans against North Korean artillery 
use; pursuit of laser or other weapons to destroy North Korean artillery in 
flight;58 selective amnesty for the elites; and a discussion of ROK plans 
for retirement payments to be offered to senior North Korean elites. The 
ROK and United States should prepare and then privately threaten to take 
some of these actions if the regime initiates further provocations. 

Proper Terminology with Nuclear Powers 

The United States and the ROK must also deny North Korean efforts 
to achieve its objective of becoming a recognized nuclear weapon power. 
Such a designation would be a major accomplishment for the regime, 
strengthening its ability to deter external threats and coerce its neighbors 
while demonstrating the empowerment of the regime and partially legiti- 
mizing its possession of nuclear weapons. Unfortunately, even Malcolm 
Moore, former "head of the United Nations nuclear agency, has said that 
North Korea is a fully fledged nuclear power."59 

It is neither accurate nor in the interest of the world to so recognize 
North Korea or to reward its regime. Eight other countries currently pos- 
sess nuclear weapons, and even the one with the smallest nuclear arsenal 
may have 10 times as many weapons as North Korea. In addition, each of 
these other countries has forces equipped to deliver nuclear weapons on 
targets. North Korea is just not in the same league. More importantly, the 
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Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) recognizes only five nuclear powers, and they 
are designated as the only states approved for possession of nuclear weapons. 

To avoid rewarding North Korea and other aspiring nuclear weapon 
countries (like Iran or even Myanmar), the international community 
should develop new terminology associated with state possession of 
nuclear weapons. Appropriate terms might be: 

• A Compliant Nuclear Power: One of the five countries recognized 
in the NPT as a nuclear power—the United States, Russia, China, 
Great Britain, and France. 

• A Noncompliant Nuclear Power: Countries which have circum- 
vented the NPT in fielding significant numbers of nuclear weapons 
and organized nuclear forces for the delivery of those weapons. To- 
day, the states in this category apparently would be India, Pakistan, 
and Israel. 

• A Noncompliant Nuclear Experimenter: Countries which have 
circumvented the NPT and begun testing nuclear weapons but still 
have few such weapons and little delivery capability. Today, North 
Korea is the sole state in this category. 

The 2010 Nuclear Posture Review Report makes a big issue of compliance 
with the NPT and argues that global policy should follow that precedent. 
But it is also important to characterize even a "noncompliant nuclear 
power" as a country that has done much more than just test nuclear weapons. 
The nuclear power designation should be reserved for those responsible 
states that 

• Field secure, transparent nuclear forces of a size appropriate for re- 
gional minimum deterrence; 

• Establish nuclear weapon safety programs to prevent unauthorized 
use of nuclear weapons—these efforts would include weapon em- 
ployment limits like the US permissive action link (PAL); and 

• Limit nuclear testing and do not test nuclear weapons on delivery 
means like ballistic missiles. 

A state unwilling to meet these standards is either a noncompliant nuclear 
experimenter or merits a designation like "noncompliant nuclear rogue." 

Speaking of North Korea as a noncompliant nuclear experimenter more 
accurately captures its nuclear weapon capabilities. It downgrades the rec- 
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ognition North Korea wants, which is a good thing, and discourages other 
states from thinking they can quickly improve their international stand- 
ing by testing a nuclear weapon. While North Korea appears determined 
to pursue further nuclear weapon tests to demonstrate its nuclear status, 
these terms would reduce the incentive it would have with further tests 
and leave it permanently designated as out of compliance with the Nuclear 
Non-Proliferation Treaty. This would reduce a major benefit North Korea 
has sought with its nuclear weapon tests (thereby increasing the disincen- 
tives for provocations in the future) and might dissuade other countries 
seeking to gain nuclear weapon capabilities. 

Conclusions 

North Korea appears to pose a serious WMD threat. In particular, its 
nuclear weapon threat is potentially greater than normally assumed. Be- 
cause North Korea is a failing state, it will have considerable incentives to 
employ its WMD in crises and conflict. 

The United States and the ROK need a deterrence strategy against this 
threat, addressing both North Korean provocations and potential WMD 
use. This strategy will differ from the Cold War nuclear deterrence strategy 
because of North Koreas risk-taking behavior and the nature of its WMD 
capability (especially the small number of its nuclear weapons). Thus, the 
US/ROK deterrence strategy must be based on a combination of their ca- 
pabilities for denial and punishment, both of which need to be increased. 

To prevent significant North Korean WMD use, the United States and 
the ROK need to focus on the internal threats the North Korean regime 
faces. They need to convince the regime it has no prospects of survival in 
war, and thus war is not an alternative for dealing with internal threats. 
Moreover, they need to convince North Korea its WMD use would often 
be thwarted by denial capabilities, reducing the incentives for its use. 

To prevent North Korean provocations and limited attacks, potentially 
including WMD use, the United States and the ROK must first work to 
resolve the gaps in defenses against limited attacks. This is not just a naval 
issue after the sinking of the Cheonan, but rather a broader issue, includ- 
ing North Korean missile, artillery, and SOF attacks. The ability to deny 
North Korea success in these limited attacks will significantly strengthen 
deterrence against a regime wishing to avoid embarrassment and the ap- 
pearance of weakness. The United States and the ROK should also 
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develop a strategy and plans for the ROK-led unification of Korea and use 
key elements of such a strategy to punish and deter North Korean provo- 
cations. The North Korean regime is likely to see that these actions impose 
serious costs, and these actions will generally be within the feasible set of 
actions available to the United States and the ROK, thereby strengthening 
deterrence. RM!J_ 
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